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Itching, scaly, bleeding palms, shapeless nails,
puiuful linger ends, pimples, blackheads,
oily, mnthy skin, dry, thin, and falling hair, itching, scaly scalps, all yield quickly to warm baths
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state officials and diplomats concerning
the latest phases of
Spanish-American
negotiations and action in the War and
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forded the greatest field for
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Shrewd and experienced observers,
not predisposed to war, and men
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the

considering

after
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came

which has

House,

men

stood

hitherto

in

was

a

generally

The members quite
distinctions of

party did

not

without
like

the

President’s policy of treating the Maine
and

incident,

as an

there

were

Con-

that

eodtf

tion unless its

next

step

should

be

a

President’s

message

a

the
and

judicious

proper one, but even they were forced

to

Insurance Agency
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first Class American and Foreign Companies
Horace Anderson.
Chas, C. Adams.
Iups. J. Lixxjle.
decis
jp eodtf

anti-Spanish

intervention.

the main event of the flay.
Those
who had anticipated that the
message
would contribute to the aggrossivo spirit
It contained no surwere disappointed.
prises. Id the House the message and rewas

Cuban affairs had become so intolerable
that the United States could not aiuch
The
longer remain inactive toward if.
general tone of the Spanish answer impressed the President and Cabinet officers
most favorably, so much so that after the
meeting it was stated by members that
die outlook was far more assuring ami
iiiat Spain had shown sue > a conciliatory
.one that it was believed she would mgjte
on

Organizing Against
Temporizing.

Rebellion

Afore

28.—After
Washington, March
adjournment of the House today

there

discussion over a

pro-

considerable

was

the

posed consolidation in the Houso of those

Maine’s
anchorage
whojfavor some form of immediate action
shifted after she arrived and that the on the Cuban issue. There was a
strong

statements that the
was

from the

Spanish cruiser was moved away
Maine just before the explosion.

feeling shown

over

sur-

Vessel’s Destruction Described in

the avoidance in the
of any outline of

President’s message

it would not be

If war is to come

definite administration

policy

and

a

Manner.

Graphic

a

de-

prising if it should begin by the middle cided diposition apparent not to await
April. Our government will probably any further delay nor resort to tembe fairly well prepared by that time.
It !
porting measures. The project to furhardly seems at present that we would be nish ad libitum relief supplies to the

of

likely to send troops
siokly

Cuba just

to

is coming on.

season

as

the
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the
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be

a
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make

to
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their
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will
re-
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nature.
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responsible for the
the island, and second, the
such large and probably

alone

extending of

today

both

House have given voice in
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sides

No Room for Doubt That Explosion Was External.
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Hull
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a
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this
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incident
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Washington, March 28.—The immense
of testimony taken by the Maine
conferred with the President at the court of inquiry wag gent to the Senate
ties
the President’s message
White House tonight. It is said that the today and with
and the findings of the court referred to
opinion expressed by most of those who the oommittee on foreign relations. The
Mr. McKinley was that
with
talked
testimony was taken on eighteen different
Congress was inclined to object to further lays, the fourteenth day, however, being
delay in n settlement of the Spanish sit- ievoted to viewing the wreck.
Every
mass

that the mine must have

been put

there

SPAIN’S REPORT.
Conclusions
Reached

Directly

Opposite

1 liose

By American Commission,

Washington,

March

£8.— A

full

sy-

nopsis of the report of the Spanish naval
commission which investigated the de-

evidence of witnesses comparaclose to the Maine at the moment
is to the effect that only one explosion
occurred; that no column of water was
thrown ip the air; that no shock to the
nor on land
nearest vessels
was folt,
was
any vibration noticed and that no
dead fish were found.
“Xho evidence of the senior pilot of
the hArbor. states that there is abundance
of fish in the harbor and this is corrobo“The

tively

f
f

♦

ever, In

a

few days.

rated by other witnesses while the assistant engineer ot works, states that after
explosions made during the execution
of works in harbor he has always found
dead lish.
“The
divers were unable to examine
the bottom
of the
Maine which was
buried in the mud, but a careful examination of the sides of the vessel, the rents
und breaks in which all point outward,
shows without a doubt that the explosion was from the iusido.
“A minute examination of the bottom
of the harbor around
the vessel Bhows
absolutely no sign of the action of a torpedo and tho judge advocate of the comtlnd no precedent lor the
mission
can
explosion of the storage magazine of a
vessel by a torpedo.
“The report makes clear that owing
to ti\e special nature of the proceedings
following and the absolute respect shown
for tha extra territory of the Maine, the
been prevented
from
committee has
making such on examination of the side
of the vessel ns would determine even
the hypothesis of the internal origin of
the nooident. This is to le attributed
to tlie regrettable refusal to permit the
the Spanish
necessary co-operation of
commission, both with the commander
anil crew of the Maine and the different
American officers
commissioned to investigate
the cause of the aooident and
later on with thoso employed in saivage
work
“The report finishes
by stating that
an examination of the inside and outside
of the Maine as soon as such examination
may be possible, and also of the bottom
of where the vessel rests will prove that,
supposing the remains of the wreck are
not totally or
partially altered in the
process of extraction, the explosion was
undoubtedly due to spine internal cause.”

independence

of

Cuba.

icy
,

he wreck slowly sinking in tho mud of
lavana harbor is given. It is a story inensely interesting to tho American pubic. Those who read it can have little
loubt as to whether there was an internal
r external
explosion. Perhaps the most
ignifleant testimony is that showing the
ottom plates on the port side of the Hinted Maine were bent inward and upward, a result that hardly could have fol-

Washington,
Tuesday for New England, fair, followed
by showers Tuesday afternoon or night,
colder Tuesday night, southeasterly
shifting to northeasterly winds.

March 28.—Forecast for

combustion, or trom other osnsea upwhich so many theories were based.
The testimony of Captain Slgtbee is of
the greatest importance, and is perhaps of
more
general interest than that of any
other man called before the board.
With
great care and minuteness he gives an acous
on

of the ship,
count of the management
how she was handled, what was done
from day to day on board, how she sailed
witness who was known to have any in
'ormation that could throw light, upon into Havana, her anchorage and what he
the great disaster was called to give his knew about it, and in fact every point
the
The story of the destruction upon which the government and
testimony.
>f the vessel is told not graphically but country desires to be informed. Nothing
in Captain Sigsbee’s
testimony shows
n a manner that gives all the obtainable
No technical detail is omitted. that the anchorage was changed or that
acts.
Svery movement and incident connected it was considered dangeerous by any one.
Second in importance to the testimony
with the Maine from the time she left
that of
Ensign
West until the last diver examined of Captain Sigsbee is

by the last war, hut ou Wed- less the feature of that situation is to be uation and that unless the next message
was more definite, the radical members
nesday, there may be a chance for the our insistanoe that the
Spaniards must could not be held in check. At the meetmore belligerent members of the
House
Cuba.
This
and
leave
means
ceasa war
ing of the Senate committee on foreign
to take action, especially if thd President
that (he starving must perish, although relations on Wednesday,
Senator E'rye
sends in a message that day.
in future the island may be more happy. will move that the committee remain in
The report of the
session until the questions
hoard of
inquiry It is certain that Congress, as it feels to- continuous
leaves the very general belief that
relating to the Maine, Cuba and Spain
the
is
half
measures.
day,
way
against any
ire settled.
Mr. Poraker will Introduce
Spaniards blew up the Maine. They think This radical sentiment
how- tomorrow a resolution
may cool,
recognizing the

were

Continued

A

people military affairs, is leading the movement
admit that his next step must be somewas helping the starving.
Tho speeches
for prompt action.
thing more than a proposition to send of
Thurston and Proctor help along the
PRESIDENT MtlST BE DEFINITE;;
money to Cuba if
public expectations war
feeling, promote the personal poru
Washington, March 28.—A number of
were to
be
satisfied.
The Congress
but give a stone
larity of the speakers,
and Representatives of both parSenators
seemed today strongly in favor of armed
instead of bread to the

port were referred to the committie on
foreign affairs and the Spanish debate struction of the battleship Maine is here
was for the time being
diverted. In the given by the Associated
Press. It is
Senate there was a similar reference to taken from a
copy of the original report
the committee on foreign relations and
Mr. Money of Mississippi delivered a brief which is now on its way from Havana,
and energetic speech picturing the woes the synopsis being cabled in the meanof Cuba. With the report was submitted time and teday placed in the
hands of
the voluminous evidence taken at Havana
this government. 'J he conclusions reachthe
court of inquiry.
and Key West before
Kxainlned in detail this evidence proved ed are directly opposite to those in the
to he much more interesting in recital report of the court of inquiry submitted
than the cold and dispassionate review to
rJ ho synopsis is ns
Congress today.
submitted by the court.
The special Cabinet session was held to follows:
“'the report contains declarations made
go over the Prerident’a message and particularly tog consider the latest develop- by ocniar witnesses and experts. From
in
the
now
ments
proceeding these statements it
Y with Spain. negotiations
ciearly deduces and
These had assumed a wide
\ held, embracing not only the Maine ques- proves the absence of all those attendant
J
tion, but also the entire Cuban problem. circumstances which are invariably pres> The answer of Spain was in hand to the
ent ou the occasiou of the explosion ot
| firm note sent through Minister Woodford
last week stating that the condition of a torpedo.

& CO.,

Set the re-

and others in the Senate for intervention,

considered

generally

could

port of the board of inquiry disproves the

plump notice that the Spaniards must
and that the
The wisest heads in the
quit in, Cuba.
House quite

whose causo

explosion,

not have put the mine there.

inevitable.

the reading of the message.

submitted and especially on
the House side.
The President’s message submitting the
Maine report and accompanying evidence

report

—-

ever

tu.ln&sat

Cabinet officers after the Cabinet session.
The same sentiment characterized the
di plomatic conferences at the State DeBut in Congress, which afpartment.
and war-lilte exprossio is, a strain of discontent and uneasiness prevailed after
the President’s message and the Maine

HOUSEWIVES

•

SosSoai,
man

Congress today.

the Cubans,

that

would be served by the

Stories Told by Witnesses Before the
Inquiry Court,

NO FURTHER DELAY.

■

the Spanish
with
March 28.—Today has been Navy Departments
one of action in every branch of
official situation as the common purpose of all
life; action in the White House where the the varying aspects of official action.
asSeldom has a day teen replete with so
President and his Cabinet advisers
sembled in special cabinet session at 10.30 many diverse phases of a single subject.
action in both houses of Congress, where And yet throughout this activity the preon
the vailing tone as showed from administrathe message of the President
Maine disaster and the report and testi- tion sources has been more in the line of
repeace than it has been for some
days,
mony of the court of inquiry wero
ceived; action in the secret conferences of This was the impression conveyed
by

first class dealers in perfectos and londres.

10c,

President

gress would not stand by the administra-

genteel
sale

the

many outspoken declarations

Washington,

A

of

effect on

a

affair

probable

morning.

Washington, March i!8. —It cannot b(

parties conapparent absence

or

The

of wise motive for such action does not
seem to weigh much here, as it is thought

generally
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loyally by the administration
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If not try

Congress.

very impatient mood at the conclusion of

As many people do not care to put
on new shoes at this season of the
year but prefer to make their old
ones last until later in the
season, we
would call attention to our Repairing
Depart.cent where first class work is
douu promptly
and at reasonable
rates.
Give us a call.

Yet?

hers of

THE TESTIMONY.

INACTION.

by government officials

President’s Message Has Angered Mem

temper of Congress,

ARR5VINO.

smoked

POLICY

nected with them.

The

REPAIRING.

you

PRESIDENT’S

sion that war was well nigh

Our liuc will embrace everything
that is new and stylish for Spring
wear.
Call and examine our line before malting your selection.

Have

AGAINST

wish for peace,

Vessels.

Naval
JiOW

IN

said that the message

ITCHING HUMORS

ABE

THREATENED

BY NO MEANS CALMER.

had

CONGRESS

REBELLION

OF

and

with
with

A

from
ewed anything save an explosion
he outside.
A mass of testimony is submitted showexeroized on board the ship
1 ng the care
* y Captain

Sigsbee

and his

1 he

officers

and

apparent impossibility of the accident
ccurring from any internal cause, such
s tho heating
of the bunkers, spontano-

Powelson, who had charge of the divers
knew from day to day what these
This officer was minutely
divers found.
and

informed as to the construction of
the
Maine and everything about her.
His
testimony was to a certain extent technical, bearing upon the construction of
the ship,|her plates, etc., hut it was from
these plates.and this technical knowledge
that he was able to declare that the
explosion took place from the outside.
The divers, Morgan, Olsen and Smith
all contributed important evidence. They
testified that the plates were bent inward
on the bottom port side and
outward on
the starboard side.
The story of the explosion is told
iifferent witnesses and adds
little

Boston, March 28.—Local forecast for
Tuesday, threatening and showers, followed by fair: colder during evening
and night; southwest to west winds.
I.Ofial Weather Kepori,.

Portland,
weather

Me., March 28.—The local

bureau ottice records as to

weather are

as

the

follows.

Barometer 30.547: ThermomDow Point 84; Humidity S3;
Wind NE; Velocity 4: weather, p.cloudy.
S

eter

a.

m.

38.

8 !>. m.
Barometer 30.454; Thermometer 89; Dew Point 87; Humidity 94;
Wind S; Velocity 6; weather, cloudy.

Mean daily thermometer 38; maximum
thermometer 43; minimum
tli irmoneter 32; maximum velocity wind 12, SE;

total precipitation 0.

The

absolutely

pure

BAKING PO"OER

by
to

!

Mr. Powelson thought the explosion oo
curred on tho port sidu somewhere about
frame eighteen, centre of impact.
The
at
seventeen and also ai
THE DISORDEBN IT CAUSER AND TUI ; ship yielded
fifteen, but: it was pretty bard to say exPOISON'S IT INSTILS IN THE RLOOD.
Frame
actly where the impact came.
fifteen was blown in.
*
insidiou
liow
knew
dangerous,
If we only
“When you sav somo of
the
powdei
and ruthless a disease indigestion is, we wouli • tanks had, in your opinion,
exploded,
L
to
cure
i
and
before
some
do
had
do
we
refer
to six
as
endeavoring
not wait
not,
you
inch tank only or two inch tanks also?’
The longer we wait, the more dangerous it i
Mr. Powelson was asked.
likely to become.
“I refer to both as I have seen a six
So the sooner we take Shaker Digestive Coi
inch tank that was very little ripped opei:
dial the better it will be, and tbe better we wil
and I saw one this morning that had beer
be.
burst open and lluttened out, with eviI saw one
Indigestion is dangerous because it create 1 dences of burnt powder on it.
absorbed
ten
which
are
inch tank that was scarcely battered
stomach
b;
the
poisons in
at all and only the head of it gone.
I althe blood and by it carried to all parts c E
so saw tpn inch
tanks with the packing
the body.
which looked like excelsior, unburnt, so
Could anything be worse than this ?
that in my opinion some but not all ol
be
formed
if
would
not
tli
These poisons
the ten in’oh and six inch oharges were exfood.
When
it
can’t
its
could
stomach
digest
ploded.”
“It struck me,” continued Mr. PowelShaker Digestive Cordial will help it to do so.
so
stomach
well
the
a!
will
son, speaking of the same part of the veshelp
Nothing
sel," that the mine there could not have
Shaker Digestive Cordial, nothing else cure in
been very close to those plates that were
digestion so quickly or so positively.
lifted
np because as I say the plates art
The reason is t;*it it purflies the stomach am
not so much damaged as bent in the form
the blood, and makes your food strengthen It
of u V aDd raised uo a vertical 'distance.
stead of poison you.
It seems to me that the mine was someremoved and the pressure came
It is not a medicine, but an aid to digestion,
what
for
weak
stomachs.
cordial
through the water which produced that
pleasant
jj
Ten cents tor a tria 1 cushion sort of pressure.’’
Sold by druggists.
On the 11th day Ensign Powelson was
Lottie.
recalled and
desoribed
the reports tc
Address for interesting book, The Shaker
him by the divers which were afterward
30 Eeade Street, New York.
directly testified to before the board.
"March 3,” testified Powelson, “I sent
what Captain Sigsbee and Commande:
Olsen down the piece of keel, the vertical
Wainwrlght, related.
keel, to make further explorations in the
Nothing in the testimony fixes the re region of 10 inch magazine. He went
sponsibility, no conspiracy is apparent down to where the keel became horizontal
no knowledge of the planting of a mine ii 1 at frame 23,
walked about 25 feet and
shown.
Captain Sigsbee states that
climbed over a lot of wreckage oonBistexisted
bitter
agains lng of plates and bulkheads standing
somewhat
feeling
the American ships and Americans gen
upright. The upper ends of these plates
erally and a witness whose name is sup were ragged and he crawled over to what
pressed tells of overhearing a oonversatioi he thought was part of a boiler. He
among Spanish officers and a citizen in
could not give definite details but he
dicating a fore-knowledge of the destruo thought it was a boiler.
blow
tlon of the Maine by Intention to
“A little after this he walked out tc
her up. An official of the Amerioan oon
port, clear into the mud. He was at
received
information
of
sulate tells
this time forward of the break of the
anonymously pretending to show that I ship at
frame 41, returning about 10
But
nothing ii 1 feet in he found wreckage. He examined
conspiracy existed.
definitely stated which fixes any respon this plate and found It curved as if it
It pointed toslbility upon Spain or her subjects.
wore a part of the ship.
ward
the starboard bow, but it was so
dark
could
not
he
POWEIiSON.
ENSIGN
distinguish the color.

BANEFUL

JNDIGESTION.

!

■

1

jnouug
cujfca
Ensign W. Y. H. Powelson was oallec The compartment seemed to be about
1
He
testified
tha'
of
court.
the third day
two and a half or three feet wide. Forpoint he fonnd a six
he had been present on the Maine ever] ward from this
ji

day from the arrival of the Eern
during a great deal of the diving.
to

reply
ilOUUl

a

IlUO

request

to

UUUU1**UAJ

tell the court
*.

«UW

VVU,

and
It
al
»»»

the forward part of the ship, forward oi
the after smoke staok, had been to all ap
pearances completely destroyed. Contlnu
lag he described with olose detail, the
th«
condition under the main deck on
The fixtures were completed
while fixtures in the same
position on the starboard side were it
The port bulksome cases almost Intact.
head between the main and berth deoki
beer
at the conning tower support had

port side.
wrecked,

biown aft on both sides, but a great deal
more on the port than the starboard side.
The fire room hatchjimmediateiy abaft oi
in
the conning tower had been blown
three directions aft to starboard and tc
The

port.

protective

deck under the con-

ning tower supports was bent in twc
directions, the plates on the starboard
side being bent up and on the port bent
down.
A grating was found on the poop awning just forward of the after searchlight.
A piece of the side plating just abaft oi
Thif
the starboard turret was visible.
plate was bent outward and then the forward end bent upward and folded baok
ward upon itself.
This plate was sheared from the rest
of the plating below the waterline. This
plating below the waterline has beer
out to starboard.”
The unarmored gratings of the engine
room hatoh were blown off.
A compensation strainer was picked up
starboard qnartei
ou the bottom on the
at a point about opposite the poop
cap
feet
from
it.
stan and about 76
The Chief Engineer thought the strain11
room.
er was for the firemen’s wash
was not a strainer in the ship’s side.
tc
of
outside
Near the pieoe
plating
which witness referred above he said there
On
were pieces of red shellaced planks.
these planks was bolted a composition
inch
and
an
thick.
traok“two inohes wide
Ensign Powelson then asked if the
to say anything
court meant for nim
about what the divers reached or just
The
what he saw.
judge advocate replied
he would like to have him state
that
important discoveries which might lead
the court to draw some conclusion as tc
the
cause, and if a diver gave such inname.
to state tbe diver’s
formation
Gunner Morgan reported that in walking
on
bottom he fell into a hole on the port
side and went down into the mud. He
also
reported that as far as he oould

pushed

JUJgO

DtOIJtlilUj5

OUUU1UM

w

uu

wuuv

uy

ward in the vicinity of this hole.
“What is the condition of the starboard
“To my
was asked.
turret?" witness
knowledge it has not been found, sir,"
He understood something
was tha reply.
had
been found under the place where
the turret formerly was, but Its exact
character had not been determined.
“The impression produced on me,” said
the witness, “is that an explosion took
place well to port of the midship line
and at a point in the length about opposite’ the conning tower.”
Witness, in reply to further questions,
said his opinion was based upon the observation of things above water. He gave
no
weight to Mr. Morgan’s statement
about calling into a hole in the port side
because
Morgan might have been mistaken about It. What witness saw would
indicate that the pressure lifted the prodeck on the port side and the
tective
protective deck on the starbboard side
that deck downand bent
held fast
ward. Witness thought the ship on the
was
side
entirely
gone opposite a
port
point indicated on a diagram handed
the court. It was entirely blown up.
Ensign Powelson was recalled on February 25th and showed the plans of the
Maine from which he had identified the
blown up
bottom
plates that were
The finding of
through the upper deck.
clear
these plates on top of the wreck
and
above water, was among the first
most important points of evidence clearly
of
an
internal
disproving the possibility

explosion.
After minutely describing the bottom
plates with their green coating of paint
and the other marks by which they were
identified Powelson stated that they must
have been blown up 38
their

present positions.

or

39 feet to reach

Mr. Powelson said that on February 26,
that
on
Diver Olsen reported to him
mlng from below he had followed the
forward and after wings of ths V-shape
made by the bottom plate at frame seven•ten and said on the forward wing of the
V the plates ran down on a very
steep
out
lant and then turned under and
side
he
found two
inder the starboard
;ents os if the plating had been bulged
ta between the frames from outside in.
court asked the size of the two
The
Mr. Powelson replied they were
dents.
and
about two and one-half feet long
He said he
bulged in about six inches.
had explored the after wing of the V and
had found a semi-circular hole about two
holes all
feel In diameter with rivet
aronnd It.
■
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shears. He was writing at the port oabin
and
table at the time ot rho explosion
into a delie then went
was dressed.
scription oi his experience when he felt
the crash. He characterized it as a bursting, rending, and crashing sound or roar
of immense volume largely metallic In its
character. It was succeeded by a metallic
sound, probably of falling debris, a
trembling and lurching motion of tho
vessel, then an impression of subsidence,
attended hy an eclipse of electric lights
and intense darkness within the cahiD.
He knew immediately that the Maine had
been blown up and that she was sinking.
He hurried to tho starhoard cabin ports
but changed his course to the passage
Then he
leading to tho superstructure.
detailed the manner of meeting Private
Anthony, which is much the same as has
been published.
Lieutenant Commander
Wainwright
was on
when Captain
deck
Sigsbee
emerged from the passageway and turnto
the
for
he
asked
the
time,
ing
orderly
which was given as 0.40 p. m.
Sentries
were ordered placed
about the ship, and
the forward magazine If practicable. The
surviving officers were about him at the
time on the poop. He was informed that
both forward and after magazines were
Then came faint cries and
under water.
he saw dimly white floating bodies in the
water. Boats were at once ordered lowered
but only two wore found available, the
They were lowered
gig and whaleboat.
and manned by officers and men and by
the captain’s direction they left the ship
and assisted in
saving some of the
other boats that
wounded jointly with
had arrived on the scene. Fire amidships
this time was burning fiercely and the
ammunition
In the pilot house was exEverybody was then
ploding in detail.
directed to get Into the boats over tho
stern, which was done, the Captain getting In the gig and then prooeeded to the
nifcv of Wnfihinoton where
he fonnd the
wounded in the dining saloon being carefully attended by the officers and crew of
He then went on deck and
the vessel.
observed the wreck for a few minutes.
He gave directions to have a muster taken
of Washington, and
on board the
City
other vessels and sat down in the captain’s
to
the
oabin and directed a telegram

Navy Department.
Various Spanish officials

came on board
and expressed sympathy and sorrow for
The representatives of
the accident.
General Blanco and of the admiral of the
station were among the Spanish officials
who tendered their respects.

found that
About 84 or 85 men wore
inch tank. It was intact and was sent
Between the time
who survived.
to be a full tank. He night
It proved
up.
reaohed the quarter deck
found a lot of broken tanks split up on Captain Sisgbee
it wa3 his Impression that an overwhelmthe seams and in one tank, the cover of
When
he
explosion had ocourred.
which has holes in it, he found a lot of ing
came from the cabin he was
praotically
mud which was brougt up and which
blinded for a few seconds. In reply to the
There
dissolved powder.
looked like
the
direct question of whether any of
mud in the
was any quantity of similar
or shell rooms were blown
up
The mud around the tanks magazines
same place.
the Captain “said it was extremely diffiwas black, that of the harbor is gray.”
cult to come to any conclusion. The cenon
recalled
Powelson was
Ensign
ter of
the explosion was beneath and a
March 15th and explained how he got
tower on
little forward of the conning
the data for his sketches which played the
side. The ten inoh magazine was
such an important part in the work of nearport
the centre of the explosion, on the
the court.
He was able to plan a map
Over the ten inch magastarboard side.
of the wreck both above and below watzine in the loading room of the turret and
er that was mathematically correct.
in the adjoining passage a number of ten
inch shells were permanently placed. AcCAPTAIN SIGSBEE’S TESTIMONY.
cording to Captain Sigsbee it would be
Captain Sigsbee in testifying betore difficult to conceive that the explosion inthe court of inquiry which convened in volved the ten inoh magazine, because of
the location of the explosion and that no
the harbor of Havana Monday, February
reports show that any ten inoh shells
21, said that the ship arrived at Havana were hurled into the air because of the
The Captain said that he did
The explosion.
1898.
the last time January 24,
forward six inch
the not believe that the
of
Havana knew
authorities at
The location of the
blew
up.
magazine
on
an
Maine’s coming.
After he took
gun cotton was aft under the cabin. ;He
official pilot sent by tbe Captain of the stated that he had examined the wreck
the
man-of
but as the Spanish authorities
port, the ship was berthed in
himself,
off the Nochina, or the were very much averse to an investigawar anchorage
Shears, and according to his understand- tion except officially on the ground that
ing wai one of the regular buoys of the the honor of Spain was involved, he foreplace. He could not state whether the bore to examine the sub-marine portion
Maine was placed in the usual berth for of the wreck for the cause of the explosion
He said the
men-of-war, but said that he had heard until the oourt oonvened.
remarks since the explosion, using Capt. discipline of the ship was excellent.
line
steamer
the
Ward
‘‘City
Stevens of
the
for
as authority
of Washington,
He had no fault to find with the bestatement, that be had never known in havior of
any officer or man at the time
all his experience of a man-of-war to be
of the disaster and considered their conanchored at the buoy; and that it was
duct
admirable.
Captain Sigsbee said
the least used buoy in the harbor.
Capt.
that the highest temperature he could reSigsbee stated that the Spanish man-of- member was
112, but that was in the after
war Alphonso
XII., was moored in
magazine, the temperatures in the forposition now occupied by the Fern about ward
magazines being considerably lower.
250 yards to
the; northward and west- All the
ventilated
coal bunkers were
ward of the Maine.
examined weekly by
air tubes
In describing the surroundings at the through
the chief engineer.
time of the explosion,
Captain Sigsbee
Captain Sigsbee being recalled on the
stated that the night was calm and still.
he
had detailed
the same third day stated that
The Alphonso XII. was at
Commander Walnwright, Lieut.
The Maine coaled at Key West, Lieut.
berth.
Holman and Chief Engineer Howell, all
taking on about 150 tons, the coal being of the Maine, to
obtain information in
regularly inspected and taken from the
to any outsiders who
may have
coal pile. This coal was placed generally regard
He examined seen the explosion.
in tho forward bunkers.
as
also
his
gave
opinion
Captain Sigsbee
conversed
the temperature himself and
that if coal bunker “A 16” had been so
with the ordnance officer as to the various
hot
as to be dangerous to the six inch retemperatures and the contents of the serve
magazine this condition would have
magazines and according to the opinion been shown on three sides where
the
of this officer as well as Sigsbef the temmen conwas exposed and that
bunker
peratures were never at the danger point. stantly passing to and fro by it would
“I do not think there was any laxity in
have necessarily noticed any undue heat.
this direction,” said the captain in reply
On the sixth day Captain Sigsbee was
a.1,
A Ait ocato
ariv
examined as to the ammunition on board
He had no recollection of any wrong goHe stated that there were no
the Maine.
ing on the magazines or shell rooms cn high explosives, gun cotton, detonators
the day of the explosion.
or other material in
magazines or shell
room whloh the
regulations fprohibited.
Speaking generally of hi« relations with He testified that no war heads had been
the Spanish authorities. Captain Sigsbee placed on torpedoes sinoe he had command
stated that with the officials they were oj vim miip.
The members of the
LIEUT. BLANDIN.
outwardly cordial.
autonnmlstic counoil, however, seemed to
Lieut. John J.
On the seventh day
have brought to the attention of the navy
department thej fact that he did not visit Blandin. who was watch officer on the
them and that fact brought some embar- deck of the
Maine the
night of the
rassment to the government at Washingtestified that the quarter watch
ton.
He took the ground to the depart- disaster,
ment that it was unknown etiquette to was onjwatoh all nighCWhen he took the
call on the civil members of the colonial deck at 8 p.m., everything was In normal
government other than the governor. condition.
Just before the
explosion
Without waiting for such an order, Capt.
oocurrcd he looked over the port side but
Sigsbee made a visit afterwards and he noticed
nothing. There were fewer boats
states was pleasantly received and his
visit returned by certain members of the than usual.
He
was standing on the port side of the
conncii.
abaft the after turretc talking
When asked whether there was
any deck just
octo Lieut. Hood when the explosion
demonstration of animosity by
people curred.
thinks there were two exHe
afloat, Captain Sigsbee said that there
he
forward
As
went
something
plosions.
was never on shore, as he was informed,
him on the head, nearly knocking
but there was afloat. He then related that strnck
after the Maine’s ar- him down. He reported to Captain Sigson the first Sunday
who
ordered the boats lowered.
rival. a ferry boat crowded densely with bee
Mr.
reported to the captain
people, civil and military, returning from that ItWainwright
was useless to try to do anything.
a bull fight in Kagla,
passed the Maine
later
Captain Slgsbee
and about forty people on board Indulged A few minutes
gave the order to abandon ship. Witness'
In yells, whistles and derisive calls.
that
the
was
explosion ocimpression
Captain curred
During the stay In Havana,
on the port side forward.
Sigsbee took more than ordinary precauno
actual flame. He
He saw a flare but
tions for the protection of the Maine by
the explosion.
could not locate
placing sentries on the forecastle and He saw no waterdefinitely
thrown
up by the expoop,
quartermaster and signal boys on
A corporal plosion. Within a minute after the exthe bridge and on the poop.
tho ship was
of
of the guard was especially instructed to plosion the forward part
In less than three minutes
and the under water.
look out for the port gangway,
Although he was
olfioer of the deck and quartermaster were he was on the bottom.
the idea that there were two
especially instructed to look out for the impressed byhe could not discover the
starboard gangway; a quarter watch was explosions
He notloed no
difference between them.
kept on deck all night; sentries’ cartridge
boxes were filled and their arms kept upheaval of the ship.
He stated that very few people
loaded.
LIEUT. CATLIN.
visltod the ship, Lieut. Commander WainOn the seventh day Lieut. A. W. Catwright being rather severe on desultory
There were only two visits of lin, who was in charge of the
marine
visitors.
Once a party
said that when the ship went into
Spanish military officers.
officers came on guard,
of five or six Spanish
two extra night sentinels
board but according to the Captain were Havana harbor,
constrained and not desirous I of accepting were put on, one in the forecastle and one
This visit was during in the
much courtesy.
They had
poop armed with rifles.
the absence of the Captain.
special orders to challenge all boats that
for a
approaced the ship near enough
a picked
man on
Captain Sigsbee then went into details ohallenge. There was
The corporal’s guard
force the port gangway.
regarding the precautions in
especially In relation to quarter watches inspected the ship lights below every half
the
never
been
rescinded.
had
hour,
ho
said
patrol
taking his place while
whioh
One of the cutters was in the water at the gone.
Mr. Catlin said he visited the sentries
time of the accident, and one of the steam
launches was riding at the starboard twice every night, once before and once
that
the
after
said
The
midnight, while in the harbor at
boom.
night
Captain
Havana, and always found them vigilant
was quite warm and that he remembered
He was sithearing distinctly the echoes of the bugle und attending to business.
Stars were out, the sky, how- ting in his room at the time of the exat tattoo.
He
a
at
heard
dull
The
Maine
the
overcast.
plosion.
sound, a loud
ever, being
the
time of the explosion was heading imme- concu sslon and felt the shaking of
The lights went out aud he went
diately northwest, pointing towards the ship.
..

.^

|

so
tho
deck and ns he did
whole
There wu;
heavens were full of sparks.
no flame and he felt but one shock.
on

COMMANDER CONVERSE.
On the 13th day, Commander C. A.
Converse of the navy, testified that he
had made a study of the nature anti
effects of explosives. The largest quantity of explosives he had ever seen used
of a torpedo containing 30t
consisted
pounds of gunpowder and itGi pounds ol
all
in separate cases, IOC
dynamite,
pounds in each case, securely lashed together. Being shown a blue print of the
forward magazine and shell room of the
Maino and asked if ono or more of those
should explode or partly explode it would
lift the forward part of the ship partly
out of the water, he replied that he did
not think it would.
After a long description of the effects
of torpedoes ho was usked what his ex
perlence in the case of tho explosion of
sub-marine mines; as to what became
Be replied that they were
of the mine.
and lost,
almost invariably disrupted
blown up and pieces of them were rarely
found. His experience did not allow him
to remember a
oase where he saw any
considerable pieces
remaining from a
submarine mine, or
its iron case after
On one nr two occasions
the explosion.
small
fragments of cast iron thrown
into a bow
indicated complete destruction of the case containing the explosive.
If a submarine exploded
When
asked
under the bottom of a ship and containing explosive enough to completely destroy that
part of the ship would be
similarly demolished, he replied that
the violent explosive would cut a hole In
the ship, blowing out the part that was
cut
In small fragments. BeiDg shown
sketohes of the forward
magazines and
asked if their explosion or partial explosion would leave the bottom of the Maine
in the condition it was in as shown
by
the sketches, he stated that the distortion
of
the keel of the Maine was too far
forward and too remote for the magazine to have been caused by their exploof the opinion that the
sion.
He was
bending of the plates on the bottom of
could
be
the Maine
produced by the explosion of a submarine mine containing
of the explosives, guna large amount
powder or similar, not In contact with
but
some
distance below, perthe ship,
haps on the bottom. Continuing, he said.
that he had never in his experience seen
any inner
explosion that was possible
to produce the effect upon the Maine.
“Do you think that necessarily there
must have been an under water mino to
produce these explosions?’’
“Indication
are that an underwater
explosion produced the conditions there,”
was the reply, with the further statement
regarding the impossibility in his opinion of an internal explosions causing the
His testimony
Maine’s
wreok.
was
closed.
GENERAL LEE.
Consul General Lee appeared before the
On January 24,
on
Maroh Hth.
court
he received a message from the state deMaine would
that
the
partment saying
be sent to Havana on a friendly visit,
to resume the regular status of naval
relations between the two countries and
he was ordered to make arrangements
for the
at the palace
interchange of
courtesies. After a call at the
official
he
sent
to
state
department a
palaoe
cipher message saying:
Authorities are disposed to think the
in
United States has ulterior purpose
sending the ship. Say it will obstruct
and
and
excitement
produoe
autonomy
a
demonstration. Ask
most probably
that it will not be done until they can
Madrid. Sav that
from
instructions
get
if for friendly purposes as claimed, delay is unimportant-”
was too
It
late, however, the Ma ine
had already sailed. She arrived next day
and Lee reported her arrival to the state

department.
LIEUT. COMMANDER WAIN WRIGHT
Lieut.

Commander

Richard

Wain-

wright testified that the regulations in
regard to the paints and inflammables
and
all other precautions were strictly
oarried out on board ship. Every possi-

accident.
ble care was taken to avoid
All visitors were scrutinized before being allowed to come on board. Nobody
was
allowed
unaccompanied. Special
“lookouts” were required at night. No
boats
were allowed to apauthorized
proach the ship.
fine discipline, obedient
There
was
He was in the capcrew, quiet men.
tain’s office at the time of the explosion,
felt a very heavy shook and heard noise
of falling objects on deck. He thought
Was told
the ship was being fired npon.
by captain to see boats were lowered. He
saw no reason to flood the magazine beHe saw fire
cause water was coming up.
Boats began to orowi around
forward.
the boats to
induced
He
the wreck.
the wounded to different vessels.
take
Ordered a list taken of the saved. There
was excellent discipline after the explosion. Orders were followed with promptdrill. The only order not
ness
of a
obeyed was the order to leave the ship.
Ho first examined the wreck at daylight
He took a gig
the following morning.
Lieut. Hood and a few men and
with
wreck.
He was
to
board
the
attempted
armed boat crew of
off by an
warned
Spaniards and then pulled around the
There were still some burning
wreck.
fragments.
The after part of the ship appeared to
Tho main deck was folded
be intact.
back in a direction from port to starboard.
The conning tower pointed downward
toward the armory. The forward smokestack was lying abreast the after smokestack lying on the port side. There was
an
angle between the after body of the
shin and the forward with an apex to the
starboard.
Elrst important tmng round uy divers
was two powder tanks, one six inch and
one 10-inch.
They were crushed together
and flattened jn. They did not contain
any powder. A' 10-inoh tank was discovered fnl> of powder, with cover slightThis gave the impression
ly opened.
tank had been forced open by
that the
without
flame or heat. Flame
pressure
would have fired It before water
or hsat
oould have reached and drowned it. After the questioning, Wainwright asked
leave to state the following:
“I saw in the chief engineer’s room of
the City of Washington a large piece of
oement heavily covered with oil. I then
thought it was a piece of bottom oement.
I am now inclined to elieve it oame
from the
forward blower on the port
side.”
Lieut. Commander Wainwright was
recalled to the stand on the sixth day.
He
reaffirmed
the statement made by
Capt. Sigsbee that the torpedoes had not
been disturbed
and stated there had
been to his knowledge no large (transfer
of ammunition
from a magazine into
another on board the Maine. He testified to the position in whioh the Maine
was lying the day of the explosion.

[NAVAL CONSTRUCTOR HOOVER.
NavalJJConstructor J. B. Hoover, (ap-

witness Maroh 8. His testimony was very technical, describing the
various parts of the ship by number of
frame and section. Summed up it was
that the bottom plates of the ship at the
point of explosion, the berth decks over
them and the
protected deok had been
forward, revolving
over and
turned
through an angle of 90 degrees. The
was
just below these
six-inch magazine
pieces of the deck as they originally
stood.
Naval Contruotor John B. Hoover Identified ;three portions of wreck
forward
of the middle superstructure. The first
was a portion of ship frame 17, the outside plating thrown up and doubled baok.
The port frame is oanted to starboard.
object was a portion of
The second
side of the
the port
protective deck
ibreast of the chain looker. It was six

peared

as a

feet out of the normal position. The third
of the port side on
piece was a portion
hetli deck,twisted around to starboard
The lower portion of
looking forward
the ship near tho keel at frame 17, was
the same portion
and
abaft
thrown up
higher deck. These
of the ship at a
pieces of wreckage were all on the port
side of the ‘original keel, but canted
the
bottom
of
starboard;
to
protective; dock and the
the ship, the
berth dock show above water at pres'The forward* of the six-inch magaent.
pieces of
zine is just below tho threo
deck as these originally were. Between
frame 17 and 21 there are two magazines.

“It was precisely similar to many othhave
submarine
explosions that I
heard,i except that it was on a larger
‘We
have
rest:
scale.
1 called to tho
’’
been torpedoed. Get up on deck.’
Lieut. Holman who had tustiiieil on
the second day, followed Chief Engineer
Howell on tho third day.

HENRY DRAINE.

Henry Draine,

‘ho

a

clerk in

States consulate at
Havana, was examined as to the receipt of an anonymous
letter received by thejeonsul general in
of tho Maine.
to the explosion
regard
Witness produced the letter, the date of
of tho present
which was February 18,
There was no signature, it being
year.
said it
Draine
Admirer.”
“An
signed
seemed to bo the document of a fairly
It was written in
man.
well educated
Spanish. Tho translation was product d
handed to the judge advocate
was
and
and road
by him. Tho letter was appended to the record and marked F. In
LIEUT. HOOD.
response to the question as to whetnor
anything hud been done to ascertain the
John
senior
watch
officor
Lieut.
Hood,
truth of the statements contained in the
in chargo of the powder division, said lotter witness said that there had.
he had inspected the magazines and shell
to look into the
He asked Gen. Lee
rooms and thero was nothing stored there matter and he
did not appear to know
to
the
ordnance
contrary
regulations. what to do, stating he had no secret serHo was absolutely sure, bo said, that on vice
money.
the explosion, “There was
the night of
A
man by the name of I’epe Taoo was
nothing being done beyond the ordinary mentioned in tho letter. Witness said he
down
there.”
work
had tried to discover the whereabouts of
These rooms had only been opened on
the one to whom he spoke
the man and
the day of the explosion to take the tem- said the name was a mistake, that
the
perature.
man
mentioned had died a few days beHood was officer of the deck part
Mr.
fore the explosion of the Maine and that
while acting in that
of the time and
the letterjreferred to Pope Barquin, that
capacity he had not noticed any hostile he also had died suddenly about two
demonstration afloat in the way of boats or three
days before the explosion of the
He felt the exapproaching tho ship.
Maine.
Witness declared his informant
rather
than
heard
it.
It
sounded
plosion
was Mr.
Charles Carbonnell, an Ameriand felt like an under water explosion can citizen.
and he was at the time under the impresATTENDANT TARPIN.
sion that it came from the starboard forward. There were two explosions,followMess Attendant John H. Tarpin, was
ing closely.
Immediately following the
who saw Lieut. Jenkins.
fall of objects he saw tho water in a foam, the last man
and
much wreckage
many
groaning He said it was a jarring explosion just
The flrEt
men.
explosion was as if one soiid explosion and the ship heaved
something has exploded under the vessel. and
lifted, and then all was dark.
far
aft and supposed the
He was sitting
Tarpin met Lieut. Jenkins in the mess
explosion was on the starboard side, but
that was only an impression ns his view room and by that time the water was up
obstructed. .At ihe socond explo- to his waist in the mess room and runwas
sion there was an unshoot of flame. His
It was dark, and Mr. Jenkins
belief was that the whole of the for- ning aft.
ward l part of the superstructure that is asked him twice “which way,” to which
the starboard gangway he had responded that he did not know.
now
lying on
was in the air when the second explosion
last time he
When Jenkins called the
occurred. "The second explosion ocourred
Mr. Jenkins
was was up to his breast.
on the starboard side.
started forward and then the whole comrirr a nr. a txt ^ttttttvtt-t.-'
lit
ent
up.
partm
“On that whole compartment wero the
John P. Chldwick of the
Chaplain
which lighted up and I saw Mr.
torpodoes
Maine', was in his room on board, the Jenkins throw up both hands and fall
night of the occurrence. He said:
right by the steerage pantry.”
“I heard a loud report, and everything
The
dark.
became
once
went
at
lights
out and there was a 'crashing sound of
The first witness on the third day of
things falling. I rushed on deck ana got the
inquiry was Chief Engineer Charles
to the
captain’s poop where I saw the P. Howell,
He described the
U. S. N.
captain giving his orders. After trying location of the various magazines on the
to cheer
up the men who were crying Maine and the coal bunkers and showed
out in the water for help, I was ordered
by diagrams their proximity to each othJungen to go into a boat, er.
by Lieut.
Any spontaneous combustion in the
He rowed around the ship
which I did.
bunker would havo been
undoubtedly
and picked up ono man. Then with the
felt by the people
going to and fro in
orders of the captain, we pulled for the
the passing room.
Asked how many
City of Washington.
Examined in detail by Capt. Sigsbee,
shooks he felt, witness said he rememChief
Engineer Howell further exbered only one.
plained the impossibility of the coal bin
the bunkers,
AN ANONYMOUS WITNESS.
heating or combusting to
any extent sufficient to fire a magazine
On the fifth day a witness was intro- without such
condition being known
duced whose name was suppressed by
long before such a result could be reached.
agreement between him and the court.
Chief Howell testified the bunkers of
talk through an interpreter. the Maine were
He had to
painted between the first
This witness was crossing about 7.30 on and tenth of
February and that the
the morning of the 15th from Havana bunkers weie
They
frequently opened.
to Regia on a ferry boat. He was sitting
had air ventilating pipes leading to the
near three
Spanish officers, two of the open air and there was nothing to cause
one
of the navy and a
citizon.
army,
oombustion or explosion.
They were talking about the Maine.
ENGINEER BOWERS.
One of the army officers said: “That it
neatly arranged.” The citizen asked if
Passed Assistant Bowers, senior assismaking explosions in the bay would not tant engineer to the chief, was examined
The
officer said
endanger Havana.
particularly as to the precautions taken
“No.” It was so arranged that it would on board the Maine against spontaneous
simply explode, open the vessel and she combustion. He said the orders had been
The other man to
would sink immediately
inspect the hunkers every day and
exclaimed: “I will take plenty of beer on
log it.
that occasion.”
Some one came by and
Bowers testified that on the day of the
they suddenly stopped the conversation. explosion the boilers were in normal
said
it
was
a
shame
she
(the condition and that good men had them
They had
Maine) should be in the bay and they under careful watch.
would blow her np anyhow.
Bowers said there had never been
Mr.
from
a fire
spontaneous combustion in
LIEUT. JUNGEN.
the bunkers. They had once thought
Lieut. Jungen testified that all the am- they
had such a fire, but it was from
munition was properly stowed the night a leaky exhaust pipe from the machine, g
of the explosion. He said, however, that
OFFICER GEORGE CORNELL.
an
extra supply of 10-inch
there was
shells in the loading and passing room
First Officer George Cornell of the City
which had been gotten ready for imme- of
Washington, testified that lie was on
diate use the'night “we started over for the deck of that steamer when the Maine
Havana from Tortugas.
;
was blown
up and was looking at the
He
considered Neilson, in charge of Maine.
He said he heard a rumbling
the hold, a reliable man. He was in the sound and saw the Maine raise up forroom talking to Mr. Jenkins and ward.
mess
After that the explosion occurred
Holman when the explosion oc- and “the stall was Hying in the air on
Mr.
described the explosion as all
curred. He
directions.” She sank immediately
a “dull,
deafening roar, followed imme- at the forward end. He said there was
diately
by a tremendous crash, and it an interval of 10 or 17 eeoonds between
the whole ship was the
seemed as though
rumbling noise and the explosion.
going to pieces. Lieut. Holmes jumped When he saw the explosion it came from
up and remarked, ‘We have all been tor- amidships and
there was not much
pedoed,’ which was the general impres- flame. He said the Maine was lifted
sion we all had.”
nearly out of the water. He felt the
CAPTAIN STEVENS.
which he stood shaking at
steamer on
the time the explosion took place.
Capt. Frank Stevens cf the City of
COMMANDER FORSYTH.
Washington, testified he was standing
amidship of his wheel where he could
James M. Forsyth, commander U. S.
look towards the Maine when she was
at the Key W»st station, testified that
He heard a dull, muffled N.,
blown up.
on
the 17th of February he had the anexplosion and commotion as though it thracite coal pile at Key West thoroughunder the water followed
was
by a terfor “‘infernal” machinos.
examined
ly
rific explosion, lighting up the sky with
This closed the testimony at Key West.
a dull, red glare and filling the air with
survivor of the Maine was assemmissiles wbioh fell all around Every
flying
and put
on oath as to
bled together
him. He felt a trembling of his ship at whether
any of them had any fault to
the last of the explosions on the Maine. find or complaint to make against any
was a decided interval between
There
one on board the Maine as to his conduct
the^flrst noise and the explosion. He was on the night of the explosion or while
where he could see the
not standing
was
in Havana harbor. A
the Maine
xuniuD

mv<

licgnbivo
every one.

uavu

wno

^ivou

right

to marry

a

woman and make
her his nurse during long years
of continued illA sick
health.
man cannot be a

good husband,
good provider,

GUNNER’S MATE SMITH.

a

successful

Eight

years ago my husband

coughed

all the

time,” writes Mrs. M. J. Tedder, of Ellington,
lust as soon as he had finReynolds Co., Mo.
ished a meal he would throw up. He was getting very weak. He took half a dozen bottles
of Dr Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery and
the ‘Pleasant Pellets,’ and says he feels better
and stronger than ever before and weighs more.
Everyone said he had consumption.

S

i

1
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plates

William
Private
Anthony, marine
corps, whose calmness at the time of the
explosion in reporting to Capt. Sigsbee
has become
the theme of admiration
throughout the
world, was the next
witness. In response to questions he told
his story:
“At the first shock the ship instantly
—that is the quarterdeck where I
was
and to port
standing—dipped forward
just like that (indicated.) It apparently broke in the middle like that (indicating), and surged forward and then
went over to port.’’
WOODFORD CONFERS WITH GULLON.
March 28, Midnight—United
Madrid,
States Minister Woodford had an import»nt conference this evening with Senor
comGullon the foreign minister and
the
municated to him an extract of
American board of inquiry into the Maine
Tomorrow General Woodford
disaster.
will confer with the Premier, Senor Sagasta and Senors Gullon and Moret, the
foreign and colonial ministers.
The latest election returns show that
192 Ministerialists, 46 Conservatives, 7
Romerists, 15 Republicans and 3 Carlists
have heen elected. Advices from Havana
show that four autonomists and two conservatives have been returned.

SPAIN’S BACK DOWN EXPECTED.

Key West, March 28.—By nightfall all
the ships in the harbor except the Cincinnati bad been painted a lead color from
The Cinwater line to smokestack top.
The
iinnati will be finished tomorrow.
Wilmington will leave for Jacksonville
ind the Montgomery for Hampton Roads
The Associated
before tomorrow night.
Cabinet’s
Press bulletin regarding the
iction was read here with the
greatest
:agerness. Copies were taken out to the
in
the
mess
and
rooms,
posted
warships
it is thought to be the beginning of the
:nd of Spain’s back down.
SPAIN IS CALM.
Madrid, March 28.—The rumors current
recently as to the possible assistance
Spain might obtain from Europe, have
confirmation.
The
•eceived no official
lublic remains calm; but there is considerable latent irritation against the govUnited
ernment ever having given the
States time and opportunity to prepare
for defense and to buy warhemselves
a little
hips which it is alleged by
imely energy Spain herself could have
vaUliNvr

| | Havana,
c

iu

xaa ya

Maroh

uun
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HEALS

and

CURES

Cuts, Wounds, Bruises,
Sores, Colds, Sprains,
Hoarseness,

Frostbites,

Throat, Chilblains,
Catarrh, Piles,

Sore

ALSO

INFLAMMATIONS & HEMORRHAGES

Be Sure You Get Pond's Extract!
SUBSTITUTES ARE DANGEROUS I!
Sold in bottles only, with buff
wrappers and our landscape trademark
thereon. See that our
name is on label and wrapper.

printed

POND’S EXTRACT CATARRH REMEDY
For Catarrh.

Price 75 Cents per

bottle.

POND’S EXTRACT DENTIFRICE
For the Teeth. Price 50 Cents per

bottle.

POND'S EXTRACT PREPARATIONS
are for sale at all first-class drug
stores, or sent on receipt
of price by the

Pond’s Extract Co., 76 Fifth Ave.,N.Y.

imy feed mm.
Continued from First
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concessions
sufficient
to permit
an
amicable
settlement
of
the
present
strained relations.
This was qualified,
however, by a statement that the danger
point has not yet passed, and that war,
while no longer a probability, was yet a
possibility. The President had distinctly
disclosed to his Cabinet associates his
purpose to avert war if it were possible
with a just solution of tho Cuban problem and he had felt from the disposition
manifested by Spain that this just solution could be reached. This, however, is
without considering Congress,
which
may now, that the subjeot is formally before it take some radical action.
Meantime with tho State Department
cablegrams were being received from
Minister Woodford and
the
Spanish
Minister Senor Polo Bernate,
was
in a
lengthy conference with Judge Day as to
the prospective adjustment. The meotiug
betweeD the Spanish minister and Judge
Day came after the Cabinet conference,
so that such representation as Spain submitted through him did not get before
the Cabinet.
At least two of these new
phases submitted by the minister were of
exceeding importance. The Spanish government made it known that no objection
would be made to the humanitarian objects of the United States government in
extending relief to the sufferers inCuba on
a far greater scale than hitherto had been
On the
contrary Spain
contemplated.
has made known that she recognizes the
humane purposes animating this country
and she does not doubt that
these purposes will be exeouted in such a way as
to avoid all opportunities for friction. It
is not expected that the relief will
be
carried in warships as this would introduce a politloal aspect into
a
project
which is purely humane.
This
acquiescence by Spain clears the
way for the
President’s message of the next few days,
urging a large appropriation for the relief
of the destitute in Cuba.
It hau
been
feared that this relief given directly by
the United States government would ha
resisted by Spain as indirect intervention.
In that event there is little reason to
doubt the relief would have been forwarded at any cost, even at the cost of
war, as the administration has felt that
a war in behalf of a humane object would
command the universal approbation of
the world.
Another important Spanish document
which reached the g overnment during the
lay was the abstract of the report of the
Spanish naval commission which investigated the destruction of the Maine. It is
the only answer that Spain has thus made
to the action of this government in subniitting to Spain through Minister Woodford the finding of the American court.
The conclusions reached by tho Spanish
commission are directly the opposite of
those of the American court. No demands
have been made in oonneotion with the
Maine and therefore there is no response
beyond the submission of tho Spanish re-

European

mediation

The
which is assuming tangible form.
jpeecli of Premier Hanotaux in the Paris
chamber last Saturday is looked upon as
foreshadowing at least sympathy if not
lirect steps toward mediation by France
There is
ind other continental powers.
good reason to believe Spain is ready and
anxious for this move and has been encouraging it at the European cnpitols. It
would not be an offensive intrusion, bnt
mediate the
nore of a friendly offer to
lifferences which have greatly threatened
United
the
io result in war
between
States and Spain. It is understood, howtime
M.
that
to
the
present
iver,
up
Jambon has not received any definite inin
ductions to take the Initial steps
mch

an

iditoriaLeays:

United States’ note to Spain denanding that a date be fixed to end the
is
lostilities
simply a declaration of
“The

var.

PURCHASE OE A PROTECTED
He did not find the forward turret, but
t was missing from the place where it
CRUISER.
The
importance of this testirelonged.
Berlin, March 29.—Lieutenant Commony caused it to be gone over and over
additional question along the
lander Nibock, the United States naval
1 igain and
ine already indicated were put, but they s ttache has returned here from Kiel.
It
out
raoro clearly that
i understood he has conditionally purinly served to point
of the six-inch shull room the c hieed for the United States government
1 ibreast
the ship had disappeared a protected cruiser building at the Gervhole side of
harbor bed to water line and r lania yards for a South American govrom the
e rnment, and he is
ihe edges of the rent turned inward.
considering the purFurther, the 10-inch magazine had not c base of a vessel building at the Voss
1 ■xploded.
j ards at Hamburg.
LIEUT. HOLMAN.
NO AGREEMENT FOR ARMISTICE.
Lieut. George M. F. Holman, who performed
the duty of navigator and orWashington, Maroh 28.—Concerning tho
lnance
officer and was in charge of the r 'ports of an armistice it can
be stated
ilectrio plant, testified that all possible f ositively that there will be no agreement
taken to prevent aooi- o n the basis of an armistice
irecautlon was
for eight
, lent.
i lODths or any other period.

The Old Reliable Remedy,

□ewea me raiK oi

a x

Lucha,

/

port.
Following the call of the Spanish
minister at the State Department,
the
French ambassador, M. Cam bon, had a
conference with Judge Day
This re-

lecured.__

Fifth day—Gunner’s Mate Smith de- \ \ “President MoKinloy has been forced
descent which landed I >y jingo opinion and the sensational
scribed his first
the 10-inch shell
him in
room.
The
lewspaper press to close the debate on the
to shield Oapt. Sigsbee,
and
< luestion
shells were in good order there.
Lying right across the middle of tbe 10- vho is one of the most popular officers
inch shell room he found an armor plate i n the United States navy.
“It was needless to send the Maine to
that had been torn away from the ship’s
as American interests were
Havana,
oottoin.
On the fifth day Gunner’s Mate Smith
,mply protected by Gen. Lee.”
told
ot three trips
Continuing, La Lucha says:
recalled. He
was
“It is well for Spain to know at least
Sown in diving dress on February 28.
During one of these located the break in I he real purpose of the money loving
Lmerlcans. Spain now knows what to
;he keel where the ship’s back was brokHe there found a
sn
ixpect and how to act.
by the explosion.
La Lucha then warns the United States
role in the bottom of the harbor about
f hat if she expects to have all her own
1 feet deep and 7 feet in diameter.
The mud in the bottom of this hole was t ray in Cuba, “she oan only do so with
elsewhere and one did not < annon.”
rarrter than
In conclusion La Lucha says:
dnk over 18 inches in it. In this holo
“The United States is rich and Spain
a tin
abont 20 by 10 inches.
ire found
was a plaoe in it with a big i 3 poor, but the end of the war may find
There
a good portion of Amerirquare hole where a gasket had been,” i pain with
“and I sent it up to Mr. Powel- c an money.”
te said,

a

business man or a useful citizen; a man had
better be dead and done with it than to be a
life-long invalid, a nuisance to everybody
and especially to the woman whom he has
vowed to love, honor and protect.
The trouble with the average man is that
he has not the least conception of the
causes of ill-health or the right way to go
about remedying them. A little indigestion
or biliousness in themselves are not serious
complaints, but if negleted they may develop into almost any disease in the mediDr. Pierce’s Golden Medical
cal books.
Discovery cures many serious diseases by
promptly removing the causes. It braces
up the weak and impaired stomach and
It invigorates the
restores the appetite.
liver and all the secretory glands. It facilitates the flow of digestive juices. It makes
the assimilation of the life-giving elements
of the food absolutely perfect, and thus
Disease germs are
enriches the blood.
scavengers, and will not enter healthy blood
or tissue.
They must have the inert tisThe
sues of disease upon which to feed.
Medical
“Golden
Discovery,” byenrichentears down old and inert
the
blood,
ing
tissues and builds up new and healthy
It wards off consumption and cures,
ones.
bronchial and throat affections which, if
neglected, lead up to consumption. All
medicine dealers sell the “Discovery.”

ram

he could feel was fastened on the
which
bow of the
ship and extending from
the ship about 10 or 12 inches convex on
the outside .and extending fore and aft.
feel the bottom
lie
said that he could
of the
ship forward for ten frame
spaces, but at frame 31 he found her to
This was us far as
be
cut oil entirely.
he could walk in the mud. He then went
back to the point of beginning and countforward or about
frame spaces
ed six
35, and from there forward he found the
and
frames blown up
open to starboard.
frame 31, Olsen found the bilge
At
keel and followed the break in amidships
could. At the port bow ho
as far as he
found a hawse-pipe, but could not feel
the chain. Underneath the keel he found
scroll work on the bow ofj the ship and
over the
hawse-pipe alluded to, but the
chain was still missing. The appearance
of the edge of the ship’s bottom from
frame 41 to frame 35.according to Olsen's
testimony is ragged, going.forward between the
frames, but no ragged points
tending in or out.
Freni frame 31 to frame 35, the ragged
edga slopes in toward the keel. The apof things at frame 31 woubt
pearance
indicate that the ship’s keel commenced
to be
lifted at that point. He testilieu
that he was able to get underneath the
bottom of the ship forward at frame 35.
then given by
Technical details were
the ohief gunners mate as to the plating
which is left
on
the keel at the frames
above mentioned and it only interesting
to students of mathematics. Oise stated
that tho steel part of the keel bilge was
broken off, showing rough edges and the
wooden
part extended forward of it
ragged and torn in splinters. He found
the bow of the ship on the starboard side
and the ship was lying on the starboard
side.
Tho
depth over the break of tho
keel at frame
18 was found to lie six
feet
and was
plumbed at the point
where the keel
plates are broken away
from the bottom angle irons of the vertical keel.
No
wreckage was found on the port
side.
GUNNER’S MATE RUNDQU1ST.
On the llfth day, Gunner’s Mate Carl
Rundqnlst, one of the divers, said he
went down in
the after part of the 10inch magazine and found a lot of empty
10-inch tanks—dozens
of them
with
pieces in all directions.
"On the 12th day Gunner’s Mate Rundqnist being ipcalled, testified to the progress of his exploration, he went down
March 1st on
tha port side and found
the berth deck sloping aft to starboard.
There was coal several feet
deep just
None of it had
forward of the crano.
been blown out ofdhe ship on that side.
Rundquist was re-called on the 13th day
and stated that he had been diving the
day before and found a big square hole
that looked something like a big shell or
compartment. He thought it might have
been a boiler blown iu.
PRIVATE ANTHONY,

On February 24, Chief Gunner Charles
Morgan, who was in oharge of the divers,
On first going down in divwas called.
ing dress he said he landed in a mass of
split and broken powder tanks of 6 and

av^

Gunner’s Mate Olsen on his

examination, stated lhat the

GUNNER MORGAN.

No man has

ISCELE-ANEOI'S.

GUNNER’S MATE OLSEN.
Ohief

uy

He found what he
10-inch ammunition.
thought was the ceiling and sides of the
The powder tanks were split
magazine.
some
with
the
heads
ind crushed,
off
and most of them empty.
knocked
They did not seem to have exploded, but
open, the powder had
being crushed
melted ont by aotion of the water.

51

er

the United

mediation,__
NAMES FOR

MOSQUITOS.

March
28.—Secretary
Washington,
: jong has issued an order changing the
recently purchased by
] lames of vessels

be navy department, as follows:
Yachts—AIizia, to be called Hornet;
Umy, to be called Eagle; Herndons, to
1 >o called Wasp.
Tugs—Edgar F. Luckenbach, to he
< ailed Tecninseh; Walter A. Luckenbach,
1 o be called Uncas; Winthrop.to be called
( )6ceola; P. H- Wise, to be called Sioux;
j Cl Toro, to be called Algonquin.
The torpedo boat built for tho German
and
recently purchased for
j ;overninent
he United States navy has been named
he Somers.
i

tEGRUITING

STATION IN
LAND.

PORT-

Portsmouth, N. H., March 2S.—Boatsrain F. L. Smith, U. S. N., of the navy
, ard,
has been ordered to Portland, Me.,
1
a
*
open
reoruiting station and will
r

1 >ave tomorrow.

RUSSIAN FLAG GOES UP.
Pekin, March 2S.—The Chinese garri* ms were
withdrawn today from Port
the Russians
-• ■rthur and Tal-Lien-Wan,
1 muing.
The Russian flag was hoisted
t both plaoes.

—

MISCELLANEOUS.

OBITU tRY-

the Boston &
as switchman in
duties
Maine yard.
Mr. Albert Kelsey, who l as teen seriously ill, is dow able to be out.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence A. Fickett and

FOETH AM).

SOUTH

_*

|i

I Try Grain-0!
| Try Grain-0!

MRS. ELLEN L.

HERSEY.

Orders Transferring Enlisted Men Re

After much suffering Mrs. Ellen Hersey
passed peacefully away Sunday morning,
the eighth anniversary of her husband’s
death. All will call to mind the wide

to-day to show you 2
9 a packageof GRAIN-O, the new food $
spread grief on the death of that dear
£ drink that takes the place of coffee. & gentleman, Henry W. Hersey, who was
the
of
J The children may drink it without 2 the lirst one to break the band
• injury as well as the adult. Ail who ♦ lovely household looked upon as the Ideal
GRAIN-0 has that % home rarely equalled. Next followed the
try it, like it.
and now the
v rich seal brown of Mocha dr Java, 2 death of the elder daugthter
the dear ones in the
and
mother
wife
joins
but
it
is
O
made
and
b
from pure grains,
the last one, a daughAsk you Grocer

x

|

the most delicate stomach receives it $
without distress, j the price of coffee. X

i,

jJ

15 cents and 25 cents per

>

Sold

( ,

!!
J|
I

by

•

package.

£

all grocers.

|

•
Tastes like Coffee
;jr;
Looks like Coffee
Insist that, your grocc-r gives you GRAIN-O
Accept no imitation.

>
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Lamson & Hubbard

reived at Fort Preble.

$

Men Leave

Annnal

15

New Yor-c

on

Stations

Mgnal

To

I5e

Ralph, of New Bedford,Mass.,aielth?
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John A. S. Dyer.
M’ss
Mrs.
Churchill and daughter,
Cleo, of York street, Portland, passed the
Sabbath
with
Capt. and Mrs. W'm.

Establislied-

Meeting of S. S. Convention To

morrow—I’otfciand

pany—society and
Pteasantdale

Thompson,

Summer street.
Mr. Everett Ohadbourne of East Baldwho has been the guest of his sister,
in,
Mrs. Edwin Richardson, passed Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Frank
C. Sawyer.
Mrs. F. O. Paine, of Liniington is beat
tho home of her
ing entertained

shipbuilding Com
Personal

Items-

Notes, Etc.

Orders wero received yesterday at For
Preble from the headquarters of the Milt
other life, leaviog
utter de- tary Deparment of the East for the trails
ter, to grieve alone, yet whose
votion must bring certain consolation in fer of the following named enlisted mei
her loneliness
from Battery E 2d Artillery to the nev
Mrs. Hersey was a daughter of the late 7th
regiment of Artillery at Fort Slocum
charmmost
a
Joseph M. Gerrish and was
New York- Corporal Webber and Pri
ing and delightful person. Her sympaeveryone rates Chapman, Damon, Mnxcy, Metcalf
thies and vvinsomene3s drew
towards her. Her attractiveness did not Newman and McDonald.
They will lcavi
her
youth
kept
wane with years for she
this evening for their new post by thi
of heart which little children recognized
and claimed her as one of them, she New York beat, so as to arrive in tiirc
little onos to for master on
will leave many of these
Thursday next.
loss.
mourn with the others their great
THE SIGNAL STATIONS.
THE PROPOSED LIGHT ARTILLERY

To the Editor of

the Press:

In your issue of Saturday there appears
be no arunder the caption “There will
an article wherein the

tillery

organized,”

that I have sought
impression
artillthe admission of a battery of light
and bad lieen reery to the state troops
on
fused by Adjutant General Richards
that the state had no funds
the

conveyed

is

grounds

with which to equip such an
tion. The publication of this
to say the least and

premature

It

does

injustice

likely to he iixed at other spoti
along the Cape Ehore.
ANNUAL MEETING OF S. S. CON

article is

decidedly
to

both

are

The

following

second

annual

Portland

and

Richards sold that he desired to see a batthis
tery of light artillery organized In
state, but that the military appropriation
if
even
suoh
maintain
was insufficient to
equipped at private expense. In my reply
to this I stated that the battery If formed
would not only bo equipped but maintained at no expense to the state until
such time as the military appropriation
with that of
was sufficient for our needs
others. In view of this correspondence,
do
not think
I
which is at your servioe,
that It can be said that Adj. General
which
Riohards has refused something
has not yet been requested of him.
this
of
the
Inception
I realized fully in
matter the futility of counting on state
to the
aid, and have therefore not done so
will be
slightest degree. The battery
of
men
number
formed here if a sufficient
join. When
signify their willingness to and
ready to
we are organized equipped
provo our ability to maintain ourselves,
national
the
to
admission
wo shall seek
guard of the state.
Verv truly.

Horsey
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"
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On theTop Round
of

favor lie-

public

is best inn

it

cause

and

quality
That’s

flavor.

!

why

^

HARRY MILLIKEN.

I

MIND

THE

(Dr.

Herbert

A DISEASE-PRODUCER.

AS

A. Coryn in the National

Review.)

»‘
.We know that congested liver produces gloom, perhaps leading to suicide;
another kind of gloom is perhaps duo to a
spleen, a disorderly heart pro-

[

TOBACCO

is

so

sells

congested
duces apprehension

popular and outall

others—;it

best suits the taste.

digestion.”

Ester opening
V

’}

-OF-

of coming

danger;

certain intestinal conditions produce feat;
morbid conditions of other organs mar
the sense of strength and manhood or
womanliness. We know also a few conThat gloom or despair mav
verse truths:
induce jaundice; that good news will
make the heart heat vigorously; that
cheerfulness will calm and regulate its
heat; that fear and anxiety may paralyze

■r

Trimmed Hats.

_

We know also beyond any doubt that
established and
Beecham’s Pills, the
staple liver regulator the world over, will
so
reorganize the working system of the
human body that congealed, morbid or
iiisorderd conditions in men and women
removed, and
are absolutely and entirely
with the ensuing good health comobrieht
Pills
eyes and a happy heart. Beeoham’s
are for sale the world over at a quarter a
box, although on their merits they are
known
proverbially to be “worth a
guinea a box.”
THE BEST OF LIFE.

Rev.

Prayer,

PORTLAND

SHIPBUILDING

BeaD.
Will

-AND-

Unary Novelties,
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDA

,

or by letter, free.
He will explain
today.
your condition and disease, and cure you

Write to him

Head.
Miss Hattie

Cobb, who has b:en visiting in Windham, has returned.
Herbert Starling has started a new
dwelling house on Marriner street.

along the Cape shore Sunday, and
the same day large crowds visited the
site of the new theatre and cafe.
The French Club met last evening with
Mrs. M. O. Young, Prebie street, and
Wednesday night the History Club will
meet at the home of Miss Susie Starling,
run

on

Randall street.
Mrs. Elizabeth Brown, is adding to het
residence an ell to contain six ioorat
and beautifying the grounds about hei
summer home in Willard.
Mrs. Joshua Cook has moved into Copt,.
Noah Dodge’s house on Sawyer street.
Mrs. Virginia Dyer has returned from
visit in Brooklyn, N. Y.
Rev. Ernest Doughty, wife and child
their parent:
who have teen visiting
here, have returned to Locke’s Mills.
John V. Smith and wife are back from
visit to Providence, R. I.
Mi9s Millie Knowlton of Deer Isle if
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Fred V.
Henley, Preble street.
Miss Georaie Richardson, who has beer
in Malden, Mass., is now al
visiting
a

as cfc 3»).

if you want to be cured.

Upton,

who has been

n

040 i’onsress
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(“FLORIDA FAST LIUS’1)
Washington, Richmond and Charleston.
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TWO HUNDRED

WENT TO WORK.

Lewiston, March 2S.—Two hundred of
the six hundred strikers of the Androscoggin mill, went into tho mill this
morning when the gates were opened by
order of Agent Bean. Five hundred operatives stood about the gates and cheered
and hissed in turn as tho operatives went
At noon it was claimed
in or came out.
that time hundred looms had run all the
Five hundred strikers held
forenoon.
a mel ting this forenoon anil voted to stay
out ell summer rather than go In at the
Fifteen policomen were to be
old wages.
at the gates at 1 p. m. to keep order in
ease of any disturbance.

Route of the celebrated “New York-

>S'

Florida Special,” luxuriously npI pointed- Unequalled Schedules and Service. Only line running Solid Vestibulcd Trains to Florida. Only sure connccI tionwith“FederaIEzpress”fromB< ston.
J. H. JOHNSON, N. E. Ap;t.,
300 Washington Stroat, Bon ton.
dec23

FATES COLLEGE.

°

y
annual EeiJior exhibition will be
Friday evening, April 1st. The
following speakers have been cho-en to
The

held

eodt

7-

as

hit

Mrs. Fred B. Cunningham and daughtElinor and Hazel left Saturday foi
Worcester, Mass., where they will pass a
few weeks at the home cf Sir. Henry

“'MijKDESEH

Cunningham
Mr. Charles A. Fickett, who lias beer
suffering from rheumatism for tho pasl
four months, is now able to resume hi:

robber named Gaillarrt
murdered a family of six persons there
Through n window
Yesterday evening.
of the house inhabited by the family ho
shot aiul killed with a gun, the husband,
bis wife and two of their children who
Gailllard then
were playing at a table.
house and cut. the threat
entered the
was in the next
who
of a little girl
Finally he blowjout the brains of
room
woman 71 years
bed-ridden
a
paralytic
'Hie murderer was arrested and conold
fessed to committing these and a number of other crimes.
THE WOMAN OF CANAAN.

aife

at

of cliilIIAI.t'

about

PRICE.
Over 200

fancy

Cheviot Suits in

medi-

mixtures, good reliable goods that
were made to sell at $3.00, 4.00, 4.50 and
um

now

82.98 EACH.
Several lots of our best $5.00 and 6.5®
ill wool reliable Knee Pant Suits for
Boys 7 to 16 years, now offered at only

OVERCOATS
One lot of all wool covert cloth

Overcoats,

back, lap

cut

seams,

Spring
nobby, whole
regular price £10, now

$3.98 EACH.

short,

BOYS’ SPRING REEFERS.

$4.95 eac;:.

All wool, our very best grades, last
season’s prices $5.00, 6.50 and 8.00, in
blue cheviots, serges and fancy mixed,
very stylish and serviceable,all being gold

1 large lot just in of line all wool covert
cloth Overcoats, sizes 34 to 44. regular
sizes, stouts and longs,

only

at

83.5« EACH.

$S.50 KACfii.

18 dozen all wool Knee Trousers, sizes
Last season’s price 65c,

1 to 15 years.

Several new lots just in, nobby covert
cloth Overcoats, new ISOS shades, made
in our best

manner,

now

elegant fittiug,

49c

PAIR.

a

ball, 7.3

of

Bible

truth.

$19.00 EAC El.

ADDED.!
--

half of cleaning; docs it better
than any oilier way known; does it easily, quickly
and cheaply. Largest package—greatest economy.
Does tlie better

THE N. K. FA5RBANK COMPANY,
York.

Boston.

lJhiladelphis.

now

only

82.00 EACH.

.--;r

STR.E3ET,

MIDDLE

Stores._

lew ca EXHIBITION AT

THAT THE

R. S. DAVIS & CO.’S,

FAG-SIMILE

GREAT

PIERCE,
Promotes Digestion,Cheerfulness and Rest.Contains neither

Opium,Morphine nor Mineral.
.Not N Ait c otic,

i

Have afOldVrSMUELPITCSUl
Pumpkin SesJ~
I

Jlx.Scnna
Peddle Sells
druse Scad *

|

IS ON THE

I

WRAPPER

CRAWFORD.
•TW

•

mu

a

•

•

•

first class

ft

ffhrrn Seed
Clarified Sugar
Itfc&yrtcn Nttrcr.

I

1

OF EVERY

Rest Work at Low Prices.

j!®

BOTTLE OF

-BEY A-

$5

J

ijjjjj

Simile Signature

*

OR HEATER.
HGilSEIGLi RANGE
__d3t
mar20i

|W

---

o’

f

^

put up in ono-ske bottles only. It
Don’t allow anyone to sell
;3 not sold in' bulk.
you anything elso on. the plea or promise that it
i3 "just as good" and "will answer tnerypur■,ose,” *3*See that you get C-A-S-T-O-R-I-A.
*3

I

EXACT COPVOf WRAPPER,

1

„"."dsP

ICastoria
Tho fie-

y?

t

,s.

ERICAS and ESiROPI£Afti PLA.^S,
AINSMK

janl

.V WEBSTER.

Grand Easter

eodtf

Building.

V

'Foi'/SVs

(ottfuroptioit
Hyannis, Nebr.,

I would not be
without PISO'S
CURE for CONSUMPTION for any
thing. For a bad
Cough or Cold it is
beyond all others.

I regard PISO’S
CURE FOR CONSUMPTION as the
best Cough medicine on the market,
having used it for
15 years.

Mrs C. REYNOLDS.

J. A. WESTOVER.

Jan. 2,1898.

“The Best

s
%
f
X
f
2

Opening Day f

J. R. LIBBY CO.

at

—

^

Como, Wis.,
Jan. 10,1898.

—•—

One of the largest :m<i lines!—best located, thoroughly lighted and
ventilated hotels, witii n cuisine of highest or/icr.

ARfl

Repair Shop.

gj

A perfect Remedy for Constipa- g
lion. Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions .Feverish- S
ness and Loss OF SLEEP;i|

l

$ 100

•

/

pi CotbaTtateSodar *

Fac

$25
We

ORIENT,

MONARCH,
EASTERN,
EEMOOK, FEATH ERSTONE

AN1>

Mi

I
l

Pcvpcmiv't

|

®

ENTS I'OBt---

WHITE.

DAl’TON,

-—OF-

te

ting the Stomachs cindBov/els ol

-A

SIGNATURE

^Vegetable Preparation for As j g|
similating the Food andRegula- m

STREET,

SOS EXCHANGE

Centra? Park West & 72d to 71 si Sts.,New York.
THE ELITE HOTEL OF AMERICA.

W' ©1151 Powder.

$5.00,

O. D.

0

HOTEL nAJESTIC,

tfSiOMtcf Washing

] nice

Tiie Dayton Ghainless

Evtrybody welcome.

men
Tile housewife’s duties are harder than
on her
realize. Cleaning alone is a constant tax
More than half the
strength, a never-ended task.
if she
work of cleaning she can have done for her,
to nothing.
will, and the expense will be next

New

Don’t put off buying, come the first
No goods will be sent C.

opportunity.

and Operators of 36
Manuiactnrers and Promoters of Mtylisii, Perfect Fitting clothing for Men and Boys,

Congress

the BelterHait

One lot of alLwool Spring Reefers for
Last season’s
10 to 15 years.

joys

LOTS DAILY

NEW

250

will

present
delineation

St. Louis.

Clotliing

Sizes S to 16 years.

SHI S'.

Half is

Chicago.

Great unloading sale
dreii’s

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.,

be Air, Greet’s subject on
Wodnesday evening, and those who are
will enjoy a bright and earnest
This

a

---—-

A

the Eure.

$13.30

AND SAVE

%

Which

PARTMEjST.

A PR BE £*s.

suit* ami Trousers. Boys’ and cnimren s siyusn suns, ana
Spring stock of Suits. Top-Coats, Trousers, Bicycle
found la Port
be tour times Hie largest ami best selected stock of good Clothing to be
will
anil
1st
be
will
ready
April
etc.,
Novelties,
land.

Paris, March 28.—A terrible tragedy is
of
reported from Bombay, department

ers

DEPART-

Our entire new

FAMILY OF SIX.

on

givo their original parts on that evening:
J_
CITY OF PORTLAND.
Mr. .1. L. Bennett, Farmington, N. H.;
Miss L. M. Brackett, Phillips, Me.; Mr.
to
Coiitriietnrs.
Notice
J
T, ,S. lirine, Paris. Va.; Mr. F. K.
EAI.ED PK0P03AIS for the lightin;
South Billerica, Mass.; Miss
u' care of the st-eet lamps on Peaks auCc Griffen,
South Paris, Me.; Mr.
Long Island will be received by the < ommit
M. B Maxim,
March
in.
30th.
on
ights up to o o’clock p
New Portland, Me. ;
Bidders are requested to make their price _-a W. S. Pursons, East
much per lamp per month, the committee He Miss E. W. Smith, Richmond, Me.; Mr
Sprague's Mills Me.;
serving the right to reject any or all bids.
J. P. Sprague,
Bids should be marked -Proposals lor Li* —i* Miss A. "M Tasker, Richmond, Me.; Mr.
Ing” and addressed to W. I SMI 1X1. <bain
<) H. Tootiiaknr, North Her -—“II. Me.;
Auditor’s Office. (
Lighting Committee,
Mr. R, H. TiHr—
mch2G-

in medium colors, now

ABOUT HALF.

bill, and this bill has now got before the
committee of t'no whole for consideration.
It carries over a million dollars, and
has over eight hundred separate items,
each one of which is open to amendment.
Therefore it seems likely that its consideration will oreupy all the time given to
war claims this session, and perhaps this
Alternate private bill days
Congress.
aro given to bills reported from the committee on claims, so the war claims
be completely
measures are likely to
blocked by the omnibus bill.
Before the omnibus bill got iuto the
way a few lucky war claims got through.
Perhaps there were fix or seven lnalLjOne
of these was the Grant claim, lor a Maine
it got through partly by good
man.
luck, but principally from the shrewd
work and fortunate endeavors of Hon.
Mr.
of Augusta.
llirbert M. Heath
Heath spent many weeks in Washington,
and succeeded in gets ing his bill onto
the first pagoof the calendar, and by good
luck a little ahead of instead of a little
behind the omnibus bill. The friends of
be omnibus hill, being anxious to get at
not to antagoj their own Hill early, and
bills ahead go
let the
nize
anyone,
also a bill'tor
was
There
easily.
through
the turnout of the Methodist Publishing
Company of the South, anti this facilitated the Grant bill.
The phono.: enal luck of the Grant bill
was a fortunate thing for Mr. Grant, who
lmd waited nearly forty years for such a
lavoraole combination of good management and good luck.

PLEASANTDALE.

IISS MARGARET IBM,

BOYS’ and CHIL-

SPRING

House

the

There is a large class of claims
and Tucker act
Bowman
claims, for the payment for supplies of
food, forage, etc., taken from loyal people by our armies in the war. Over eight
have
been
claims
hundred of these
rouped in what is called an omnibus
known

111, is

able to be out again.
Clarence Davis has recovered from
recent severe illness.

by

arisen.

Howard Nash is sick at his home with

Miss Grace

WILL YOU BUY

NOW

Washington, March S8.—The necessity
of getting through with the naval appropriatiou bill led the House to put the
consideration of private bills for Friday,
March 24, to Tuesday, March 28. The
claim bills this
passage of many more
Congress seems out of the question, on
account of a peculiar condition that has

PANY.

The best of life is health.
Mrs. Annie M. Dow is visiting relahealth has been lost or injured, you can
tives in Boston.
treatment.
skilful
get it back, only by
The Ladies’ Circle of the Peoples’M. E.
The most successful physician in curing
church will meet this weok with Mrs. A,
all diseases, is Dr. Greene, 34 Temple
J. Brown, Pine street.
11
riauc.
DUBLUU, xTirtaa.
Samaritan
The
society will meet
some way
your strength and vitality in
Wednesday with Mrs. Turner Jewett,
or are sick and suffering, Dr. Greene will Sa wyer street.
at once build you up by his wonderful
Mrs. Olive Doughty has returned from
consult Dr. a visit in Bowdoinham.
You can
medicines.

Greene, personally

Considered

bo

COM-

the measles.
Miss Rebecca Farr was visiting at tht
Stanford
home of H. P. Purington,
street, Sunday last.
Miss Estelle Spear has returned from
a short trip to Boston
The South Portland Wheel Club made

People

three.

5.00,

Washington

Today,

It is stated that the Portland shipbuilding company is the on y plant now lr
operation from Kittery Point to Quoddj

a

Agont,

205

THE WAR CLAIMS

Lewis Malvern.

8.45—Question Box, Kev. L. H.
Closing

rush.

buying
Bargains of this great sale DREN’S

Several lots of good all wool Cheviot
Sack Suits made up late last spring and
were marked $10 and $12,

Col-

lection.

Rev.

who ccsac
The greatest
this weeit.

a

are

uuaiuu,

BllCCb,

fi.00—Address.

with

going

foroue

One of
and Mrs. Ebon Parrott.
attractive features of the enter-

Tourist

Bell,

R.

Music.

If your home.

BONNETS

aienr.

and

THE STANDARD

are

We liave just completed a very large
We make it a point to
year’s business.
$5.00 a SUIT.
an entire
commence each season with
to
not
mean
new stock.
1st
we
do
ing,
April
the enjoyment of the ocoasion.
We
Several lots of handsome all wool, mehave an old suit on our counters.
Mrs. .Smith and son George are passing
propose to make a grand, clean sweep of dium dark and light colored Summera few days with friends in Lewiston.
now
every suit, coat and vest carried from Suits made to sell for $12,
Mrs. Frank G. Sawyer of Pleasantdale
last season. This will give our customof
Mr. Sawyer’s
has been tho guest
ers the benefit of a tremendous-discount.
$7.50 a
mother, Mrs. M. F. Sawyer.
to
sacus
a
foolish
move
for
It
seems
NEW YORK, WASHINGTON, PHILArifice such a stock of reliable clothing in
DELPHIA.
15 dilfciont lots of line, nobby bandthe face of the great advance in woolen
some Cheviot Suits, Suits that have sold
A seven day Pennsylvania Railroad
goods but our method of showing all at
$15, all sizes, now
personally conducted tour by special train new
goods each season lielDS our busiexAll
1.
of Wagner Palace cars, April
offset our loss for this
cars ness enough to
penses, $25. Special Wagner Palace
$$.50 a SUIT.
week to come.
from New York on April 7, 8 and 9 withfor
those
desiring
out additional expense
Several lots of fine cheviots and worsted
to remain longer in Washington or stop
sack Suits, our best SIS and $20 grades
York. Itinerary of D. N.
over in New

is the programme of tin
meeting of the Souti
Cape Elizabeth S unci a 3

of Schools.

TBscy

tainment was a graphophone.
The As You Like It olub and a few invited guests were entertainod at thoir last
meeting by Mrs. W. H. Carter at her
There
home on Spring street, Portland.
work done at this meetwas no regular
but each ono devoted thomselvos to

Evening.
7.00— Praise

ABOUT ONE-HALF PRICE?

the most
;

f

A LAST SPRING’S SUIT?

A LAST SPRING’S SUIT?

special

a

BOY

I

osar
aaew
goo<3s
nearly
variety ever shown sis
year’s Suit to foe solsi
livery

School Convention, which is to bo hell
Wednesday, March 30 at 2 o’clock p. in
in the North
Congregational church.

Laughton
7.3u—Report

I

BUY

mooting of the Village offers for sale this week their stock of
Improvement society held at the Town last spring’s suits at one half price.
hall, it was decided to give a minstrel April 1st, we have our grand opening
THIS SAEE ENDS
the
about
entertainment at the hall
with an entire new stock.
ali
middle of April, under the management
Bessie saber
THIS SALE MEANS that Men’s, Boys’
of Mr. J. o'. Kaler.
Many of tho songs
are in now, the best
and jokes will be
original and of local and Children’s Suits left over from last
l’rSce
at
Half
season
are
to
sold
be
application.
last
this city.
The Ladies’ cirole was entertained at fbis week.
C.
P.
this month.
tho vestry last week
by Mrs. H.

misleading.
Adj. General Richards and myself. It is
not true that I have sought formally or
admission of a light bat- South Portland, Rev. R. Laughton, pas
For durability. Style and Comfort the Lamson informally the
For sa e by
& Hubbard Hat has no equal.
to the national guard of Maine, and tor.
tery
febl7 deod 3mo
leading dealers.
2.00— Praise and Prayer, Rev. J. A,
consequently there has been no refusal on
the part of Adj. General Richards. In Ford
the
organizing
2.30—Words
of
R,
welcome, Rev.
formulating the plans for
of an artillery company at this time I Laughton.
Manter.
Pres.
Z.
T.
have never contemplated asking aid from
2.40—Response,
and have so stated
tho state in anv wav
3.46—Records, Reports of Secretary anc
whenever I have been approached on the treasurer’s business.
General
to
Adjutant
3.15—Music, Covnention
subject. I wrote
3.2C—Address, Kov. A. S. Bisbeo.
Richards some time ago asking his opin4.00— Teachers’ Talks:
“What helps
ion of suoh a movement and!stating that
the intention was to equip the battery by me most in my work?’’ Open to ah
General
In
and
teachers. Experiences
reply
Suggestions.
private means entirely.

Spring Style, 1898.

I

i

li. L. Wass is going into tho employ of
the Lombard fish market in tho city.

YEN TON.

organiza-

i

I YOU

street.

At

MISCELLANEOUS.

I WILL

j

daughter, Mrs. C. Lowis Knapp, Kelsey

A detachment of the Signal Corps o
the U. H. Army consisting
of Sorgt
Weaver and two privates, will proceed tc
she Two Lights today, and there estab
lish a signal station. Other signal sta
tions

WILL

|

K1SCE11AHEOPS.

sou

Tonigbt-

at

|

MISCEEI.ANKOUS,

SIISCELLAKBOUS,

♦

t
tt,

Cough Medicine.”

WHITE

FLOUR.

We have the only Patent Floor on the market today, that will make white
bread, every barrel, warranted, $0.25 best Winter Wheat Flour for Bread,
Pastry and Biscuit, $5. V5 barrel.
IS lbs. lino Granulated sugar for $J.OO. Coniectionery Sugar, 8c lb. 4
Fancy Gallon jug filled with best
packages Buckeye Polled Oats for 25c.
Mobilises for 45c! Now Dates, 5c lb. Fresh Eggs. 15c dozen. Prunes, 5a lbs. Dried Apricots for 25c. ii lbs. Mild Cheese for 25c.
a am,; 1 Oc lbs.
Navot Oranges. 20-25 and 35c doz. 5 bbls. Cassia Gem Cates for Saturday sale, at 10c lb. (Something new.)

^tlodeodSm

WHITOE^

"B

*"»©

Oroc€r^

2S1 Congress

J
4
♦
X
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2
♦
«
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PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

has decided to treat this affair as
an
incident by itself without any necessary connection with the general Cuban
ment

AND
MAINE STATE PEESS.

Subscription

question

Kates.

decline

it is difficult to
such

a

how we can
proposal if it be made by
see

Daily (in advance) $C per year; $3 for six
Sagasta.
Spain oan ju6t as reasonably
cents a month.
months; $1.60 a quarter; 60
ask
us to accept the verdict of her tridelivered
morning
by
every
Ihe Daily is
without question as we can ask
at bunal
carrier anywhere within the city limits and
her to accept ouis.
extra
charge.
Wopdfords without
at the
Daily (not in advance), invariably
THE BOARD OF INQUIRY’S REPORT,
rate ot $7 a year.
The full text of the report of the Jjroard
Maine State Press, (Weekly; published
for six months; of Inquiry shows that its
findings were
every Thursday,$2 per year; $1
60 cents a quarter; 26 cents for Dial subscrip- very accurately foreshadowed by the abstract published yesterdaj morning.
tion of six weeks.
The
for long or
i‘ei sops wishing to leave town
Board finds that there were two
explool
their
addresses
the
short periods may have
sions, the second tjie result of the first,
often as desired.
papers changed as
and the first proceeding from a sub-maAdvertising Kates.
rine mine. As the evidence is not subAna
tor
In Daily Press $1.60 per square,
mitted wjtli the refort we have no means
Three insertions
week; $4.00 for one month.
of kno/wing exactly upon what this conadother
day
or less, $1.00 per square. Every
clusion is based, but the report indicates
rates.
these
than
less
vertisements, one third
that generally speaking, it is based on
for on.
palf square advertisements $1.00
three things: First, the condition existwSek or §2.50 for one month.
the width ot a col- ing, on board the ship which were incom„A square" is a space of
the
umn and one inch long.
patible with an interior explosion,
one-third addiof the
dose to the
Special Notices, on first page,

temperature
magazines
hour of explosion having been normal;
second, the lifting up of the ship; third,
the condition of parts of the wreckage. It
is not claimed that there was any direct
testimony as to the cause of the explosion.
But the indirect evidence contained in
effects of the
explosion appears to be
To fully appreciate it one
very strong.
must be acquainted with the construction

tional.

Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
Three insertions or less,
aquare each week.
$1.50 per square.
and classed
Reading Notices in nonpareil type
line each
With other paid notices. 15 cents per
Insertion.

matter type,
Pure Reading Notices in reading
85 cents per line each insertion.
similar adverfronts, To Let, For Sale and
for
tisements, 25 cents per week in advance,
adver40 words or less, no display. Displayed
and all adverti-'ements under these headlines,
will be charged
tisements not paid in advance,
Ut regular rates.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for
fot first insertion, and 60 cents per square
each subsequent insertion.
subAddress all communications relating to
scriptions and advertisements to Portland
Co., 87 Exchange Street,

can see the great
the faot that a part of
tho outer shell of the ship is now four
feet above the
water, whereas if the
ship had sunk uninjured it would be

of the

thirty

EIRESST

■bUU

arranged

between

the

xi_:__in Piikn
unv
e---

I

practical

because it is

impossible

to

now

unmistakably to

snowing

tnat

me

iorce

mat

u«uu

it

It is scarcely conceivainterior explosion could have
produced any such results as these.
As regards the responsibility for the explosion the Board says that it has been

ble that an
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Tlie President’s Message and

OF
was a

Wave of

CAPITAL

the galleries for admission have been seen at the Capitol in
a quarter of a century as were present today. Publio interest in the findings of the
ridors and stormed

board of

Interest Paid

to investigate
Uncle
the disaster which sent one of
Sam’s noblest war vessels to the bottom
of Havana harbor and sacrificed the lives
at
of 260 brave American sailors, was
white heat.

At daylight

this

TIME

morning

CrflllflriflR

ot*.

carry

military operations during that time.
That there has been any agreement between the rebels and the Spaniards exthe
cept the tacit agreement which
weather compels, is improbable.

cn

DEPOSITS.

and 1-1 VIVO

O

ShOFtllV

its

remove to

Will

,

llnlaiice

new

adjoining the Portland
Deposit Company, the

last

week in March.

CITY HALL,
Thursday Eve’g,

Exchange Sts.

OF THE

street,mar26d4t

Three Lectures for School Room
Decoration Fund.
By (Rev. John Carroll Perkins.
Subject,
Gotilc Cathedrals; Mr. Leroy L. Hlght Sub
,1«ct Robert Louis Stevenson; Mr. Clarence
W, Peabody.
Subject, J. M. Barrie. Assembly Hall, Portland High School, oa Monday
evening, March 28th, Thursday evening, March
3lst,and Thursday evening, April 7th. Tickets
for tie course 76 cents. Single tickets 35 cents.
To bj obtained at F. B. Clark’s, Loring, Short

—

& Harmon’s and at the door.
mar25-28-29-3i ap5-7

y-

I f^IFE

INSURANCE covers these
contingencies, and may be pos^sessed by the annual pay-

§ \

■§
©

ment of a small sum of money.

By present Union Mutual plans,

■)

$ policy

is

guaranteed

to have

a

specified

cash values if surrendered after being
j§ in force three years and before any
ffi discontinuance of premium payments,
® but the most satisfactory returns ac-

|

crue

© its

through carrying

a

contract to

maturity.

admit the value and
% importance of Life Insurance? it is
A an exception to find one uninsured,
an
adequate
| though fewThepossess
sooner taken the less
amount.
the cost ? but, once fixed, no increase
§ of premium is ever made. Ask now
% for facts and figures.
,/

Business

men

t

■

©

#

fa

g

®

||

Ripans Tabufes

18G Middle

|^

I

Hand

|

\jz
\f/

OUH

are

COFFEE

m

WINDOW.
it Will Interest

You.

Goodwin & Go.,
7 MONUMENT SQ.

mar28dlw

;an afford to indulge yourself or your
in the luxury of a good weekly news,
paper md a quarterly magazine of fiction.
You
get both of these publications with
almc , t library of good novels for $5 per year.

If

THE JOURNAL
Of SOCIETY

1
r\0
# j worjJ-famed
1

!

com}

jrterly

All sent postpaid.
rmit $5 in New York exchange, express or
p< ;al money order, or by registered letter,
tc jther with a list of the to novels selected,

LEADERS FOR 19 TEARS.
FAIT TO
LOOK THEM OVER

DOIN’T

1

The Annual Meeting
Bible Society of Maine will be held in til 1
Christian Association Buildlnp
Men’s
Young
1
Congress Square, Portland. THURSDAY, Apri
4
o'clock
at
p. m.
7,18<JS,
N. W. EDSON, Sec’y.
inar24di
o£ the

■

ts.

b

numbers, to

MW.
.Tlin SALH OF A SOUL. Uv C. M. S. McLeKaii.
-THE COUSIN OF THE KING. By A. S. VanWestniB,
1
SIX MONTHS IN HADES. By Clarice I. Clmgham.
THE SKIRTS OF CHANCE. By Captain Allred
Thompson.
-ANTHONY KENT. Bv Charles Stokes ^Vayne.
-an ECLIPSE of VIRTUE. By Champion. pissell.
J -AN UNSPEAKABLE SIREN.
By John GillUt.
By Harold R. Vynn*
-THAT DREADFUL WOMAN.
—A DEAL IN DENVER. By Gilmer McKeitdree.
-WHY? SAYS GLADYS. By David Christie Murray.
-NX VERY REMARKABLE GIRL. By L. H. Bickford,
*7MARRIAGE FOR HATE. By Harold R. \ >nnc.
*8iUT OF THE SULPHUR. By T. C. De Leon.
*9HE WRONG MAN. By Champion BteseH.
'HE HUNT FOR HAPPINESS. By Anita Virant^.
f

$50.00.

N. M. PERKINS & CO.
Sf.
HARDWARE DEALERS, 8 Free
mar23dtf

ce

TOWS TOPICS,
SOS Fifth Avenue, Heir York.

EAOIjES
$35.00 AND

No. 37 Plum Street.

THUtsonr

TOWN TOPICS, a 256 page
the
Magazine of fiction, appearing
; Qu
September and De«
j firi day of March, June,
novels
the
] ce.fber, and publishing original mass ofby
short
I be.
writers of the day and a
etc.
i stc >es,
poems, burlesques, witticisms,
Su scription price, $2 Pcr annum.
1 ub
price for both, $5 per annum.
of these if you subscribe
ou can have both
N< V and a bonus of 10 novels selected from
th list below. Regular price for each, SO

566 Congress St. Pori arid.

ifiiiidel,

——

jou.ual—ever published. Subscription price,

|
|

and (raid

—

for

| $4 ifr annum.
! T, LES FROM

|

ffico/c, Jai

—

its brightness and the most
!
ete General Weekly—covering a wider
of subjects suited to the tastes of men
ran,'
I and /omen of culture and refinement than any

j j|

STEPHEN BERRY,

H

Yo

g

marlTeodtf

ALIEN

t_

familj

Bj

Cressey, Jones & Alien,

c- w-

| “' OD TIMES HAVE COME.
nm

125.
1 Weber,
i
S10.
1 United Makers,
100.
1 Weber.
Piano
Co.
75.
1 United States
125.
B
1 Gorham.
H
00.
1 Hand & Co.,
100B
1 Gabler,
So.
1
1 Bodstedt,
Also several cheaper Pianos at from
$10 to $50. Cash or easy terms of

payment.

to pur-

mar23d6t

lAILEX

F. O.

great bargains at I
8
the prices at which we offer them.
$150,
J Chickering,
|
octaves, and

large saving

ifllesroom 48 Exchange Stref/.

^

The following Square Pianos are g
all in good conditio, having Carved 8
Overand
Legs, Top-dampers,
They are 7 and 7 1-3,
strung Bass.

a

BAILEY & CO.
Aaei oneers and Commission Merchants
SEE

PIANOS.

represents

F, O.

W

|T

probiily

chase Is.
Tei hs, cash.

dtt

jy27

i

Second

4s.
application.

SWAN ftSt.,
lARRETT,
Portland, Me,

®

of Insurance Is carried by
K71
977
I I tije xTnion Mutual upon the
I l
fa
^
fa lives of Maine people; amount constantly W
fa increasing. Insure with tills popular Home g

Great Bargains

Goddard;
Top
tons, rery fine carriages;
Buggia: 9 Open Buggies; 5 Concord Wagons;
6 Denicrat Wagons; also Cans, etc.
Theabove represent some jobs earned over
from list year. Carriages sent us Irom manufactuiers. without orders, etc.
Sonp are the highest grade work, made for
best rttail trade: some are .‘actory made work,
but at will be represented for what they are.
All rill be sold without reserve, and the sale

$

1 Union mutual Bit I
| insurance Company, §
Portland, Maine.

on

_

sell without reserve, 8 Surreys,
WE khall
top; 3 PhaeIpec, canopy and extension
G
1

4s.

^® Saco,
f. Biddeford,
Prices

Offitje.

4s.

'»

Auctioneers.

Puiitive Auction Sale of Car.
l'iagis, on Tuesday, March 29th,
at if a. m., at our Repository,
No. 163 Middle St., opp. Post

4s.

| Merrimack County,
^
N. H.,
§;

BAILEY & CO.,

0.

CARRIAGES.

4s.

R. R.,
^ Maine Central
&
Water Co.,
W Portland

25c.

ap2-5-7-9

AUCTION SALES.

|

|

Lady,

mar29-31

BONDS.

§

VOCAL CONCERT

TICJ1ETS—Gent and Lady, 75c.

Portland, Me.
F.
fel)2s_

Uncertain!

HALL,

FROM 8 TO 9 O’CLOCK.

Bankers.

»,

;

| GRAND

32 Exchange St.,

Cong £

BALL

♦

Monday Evening, April 11,1898.

H. HI. PAYSON &C0.,

are

1

dowi^,

AT CITY

-FOB SALE BY—

SHORT

MONDAY

Irish American Relief Association

by Portland Water Co.

SOME

*

BY THE

GUARANTEED

£ive$

THE BICYCLE SEASON IS ON

ZQJN.IIjlErsr <oo.,

EASTER

This company supplies Deering, Westbrook, Gorham and Standish, and the
above bonds are

Some

~

THE

THIRTY-FIFTH

DUE 1928.

J. R. LIBBY CO.

at

warn

AND

§

CONSTRUCTION CO.,

Opening Day

31st,

20 Southern Darkies Dancers, Specialties and
Their natural humor as brilCake Walkers.
liant bright and-cheering as burst of sunshine.
A oand of sable-hued Ladies and Gentlemen
resenting Buck, Wing and Acrobatic Dancing
peclalties,‘latest coon songs, Rag time music,
plantation songs and a(Pr i* Winning Cake
Walk.
Champion Cake Wklkers from Baltimore, Klolimonu, Philadelphia. New York and
Bostoi will compete fora prize.
Prices 15,26 and 35o. Reserved seats now on
sale at Chandler’s Musio Store, 431 Congress

STANDISH WATER &

Easter

uaKe

unampion

THIRTY YEAR 4 PER CENT
—

Portland,
March

BIG SPECIALTY CO.

FOREIGN DRAFTS.
drt

H. BUTLER.
Secretary.

Kepert Ire:

Thu' -day Eve.Martha
Frit ay Mat.Martha
Frit ay Eve..Two Vagabonds
Sam. d iy Mat.Two Vagabonds
Saturday Eve.Maseotte
Pric-K—Mat., 10-20C. Eve., 10-20-30O.

$150,000

Safe

o£

_J3eat^nowOTij3aI<^{oi^entire>jjngagement^

of.

Exchange St.,

fices, No. 89

•

Olivette.

Wednesday Mat.Olivette
Wednesday Eve.Grand Duchess
Thursday Mat.. Grand Duchess

MOULTON,

LETTERS DF CREDIT,

feb9

EVENING 8 P. M.
_

Y

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,

PORTLAND TRUST
COMPANY.

PICTURES.

Maritana.

P
A

BANKERS,

THE

WEEK

MATINEE 2 P. M.

J

Cashier-

Cor. Middle &

THIS

WiLBUR OPERA COMPANY

feb7dtt

Grand

-.no

&

WOODBURY

_

STEPHEN R. SMALL President
MARSHALL R. BOOING,

Prices 25-50.T5-$1.0<W-5G.

TUEE^BUKlty A1 Q.O J4g<» J-

ALL

Bond«| of the Municipal Security Company, series Cand coupon from Series C, and Series E,
bonds, due April 1st, 1898, will
be paid upon presentation on or
after that date, at the office of
WOODBURY & MOULTON.
mar29_-

beyond
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FIN ANCIA I-

desiring to open accounts,
thosa wishing to transact Bankiug busithis
of any description through
ness
Bank.

to show where the responsibility with the message.
Th thronged galleries were hushed as
lay. If there was a submarine mine the the chief
clerk carried the document down
decidedly Spanish government or its agents must
The outlook yesterday was
the main aisle and
placed it on the
failed
Maine
The
report
is
There
more peaceful.
evidence, Speaker's table.
have placed it.
Speaker Reed, himself,
to develop anv of the sensational features conclusive evidence, too, that the Maine broke the large red seal of the envelope
at the same
and handed it to the clerk,
that have been darkly hinted at from was moored over it by the direction of
time announcing in a
clear, distinct
facts while voice: ‘‘A
time to time. Congress apparently wa< a Spanish official. These
President of
from
the
message
disposed they may not tend to show, criminal in- the United States.”
in a less belligerent mood, and
1
When the reading of the message was
to take a more reasonable view of things, tent, do tend to show negligence which
a wave of applanse swept over
concluded,
of
Sagasts may constitute ground for demanding
The overwhelming triumph
the floor and galleries. TheSpeaker immethe
The Board has apparently diately announced the referenoa of
Wa a factor making for peace, inasmuct
an indemnity.
on foreign rea it seemed to show that the Spanish peo
only stated its opinions when they are so message to the committee
lations under the rules.
beer
e were not so hot headed as has
well supported by evidence as to amount
Democratic
Mr. Bailey, the
leader,
even
Probabilities
tsnresented and were favorable to thi 1 to
convictions.
arose and said he understood the message
without debate
when very strong it has not dealt with. would take that course
jjilioy of eono iliation which was inaugu
1
but asked if the report of
r ted by Sagasta when he assumed thi
When the evidence is published many under the rules,
inquiry had accompanied the message
head of the government.
significant paragraphs will appear, prob- containing the information that the rewhich have not been made use of port and testimony had been transmitted
While Sagasta appears to be disposed t-i , ably,
in the Board’s report because while they to the Senate.
(
witl
is
and
the
negotiating
peace,
“Would it be in order to ask unanimous
preserve
form a basis lor strong suspicions do not
ancl we are prepared to show a complete line of high grade and
for the
consent to set apart Wednesday
us apparently with this end in view, it i
amount to conclusive proof.
low priced wheels.
consideration of the message?” asked Mr.
by no means impossible that he really an
McMillin, Democrat of Tennessee.
THE STERLING
v.t ates war and is
playing for delny
“The Chair thinks not,” replied tho
This wheel has been our leader in formei
comes first of course,
HAVE WE A CONSTITUTION.
The t iny season will soon set in in
Speaker.
In everyyears and will continue to be for tlie season of 1S9S.
of
Mr.
Walker,
Meantime
Republican
biUJ. when an invasion by unaoclimatei
To the Editor of the Press:
thing that goes to |malee the model bicycle the Sterling leads
was on his feet and when
Massachusetts,
so
with
attended
grea
the wav. Complete satisfactson is its guarantee. Price $75.00
troops would be
The idea was once prevalent in this recognized, he announced, as dean of the
loss of life as to render it impracticable. I 1
colleague, NO ARGUMENT IS NEEDED of our famous Stormer
that the federal constitution is delegation, the death of his
country
bicycle which wt
to prove the merits
The usual
ti 1
would be for the Spanish advantage
the supreme law of the land. That idea, Representative Simpkins.
Tlie Stormer is no experiment—i1
are offering at $50.00.
resolutions were adopted, and the Speaker
that time.
1
have war delayed until
if not already obsolete, is fast becoming
is an established success.
appointed the following committee to atSpanish torpedo fleet is on its way acrosi so. Where in the constitution can any tend the funeral: Messrs. Gillet, McCall,
MEN
HARVARD
the Atlantic, and certainly it will be fo:
^
„r
T
for
found
appropriating Moody and Dovering of Massachusetts;
warrant be
need have no scruples aoout riding our Vale wheol. In buying
DitSpain’s advantage to have that in fight money for the relief of suffering in Cuba Cousins of Iowa; Foss of Illinois,
a dollar’s worth of value for every liundrec
wtieel
this
of
Nevada
get
Newlands
you
New
tauer of
York;
ing trim in the waters around Cuba be over which the United States has no and Berry of Kentucky, to attend the
Price $50.00.
cents expenditure.
fore war breaks out.
12.18 p. m., the WE ARE ALSO SOLE AGENTS
the claims funeral and then at
is
said
it
But
jurisdiction?
for the Crawford. Rochester, Pennant and Elmira
Honse, as a further mark of respect, adthink that Cubi , of humanity require this at our hands,
We are inclined to
wheels. Prices range from $30.00 to $50.00. These wheels arc
journed.
the
to
Plausible is this, and creditable
We have llic most desirable
would be quite as well off to remain
known tlie country over.
SENATE.
But
IN THE
our people.
nominal dependency of Spain with ful [ humanitarian spirit of
$30.00 wheel in town.
on our part
INSPECTION
control of Its local affairs, as if acoordei [ governmental intervention
A scene of intense interest was present- WE INVITE TOUR
...
of our line of Sundries and repair goods-Ihe largesi
nations at war with each
complete independence. But it is doubt between two
ed in the Senate today when the Presia
have
Boston.
We
of
repail
east
thoroughly
equipped
occasioned
by
relievo distress
dent’s message transmitting the findings
fuljif the insurgents can be made to see i other to
department with experienced workmen to give prompt anc
on princino more be justified,
can
could
no
it,
reof
was
in this light. Certainly they
the Maine court
of
inquiry
efficient attention to your orders.
pal, than could an appropriation to send ceived.
be brought to submit to such an arrange
The galleries were packed to the
THE LITTEE PEOPLE
Hottento
the
ami
missionaries
supplies
ment unless its permanency was guaran
doors and the attendance of Senators was
will be interested in our extensive line of Juvenile wheels. We are agent
however , desirable
for tbe leading juvenile bicycle makes in the country. I'ricea range fron
as large as it has been at any time
t,;ed by some other nation than Spain tots. Such objects,
quite
for$20.00 to $30.00. we have a number of New and S«cumi-HumtWlieeis o
are
utterly
during the present session. Eager to asThe Cubans have been too often decelvei [ themselves considered,
last season of various makes anil prices.
this
in me tun nmungs oi me court,
which
for
certain
govto
the
purposes
stock
ii
eign
by Spanish promises to take any
of the House after the
to promote scores of members
wa s eminent was established, and
The last insurrection
them now.
of that body, had hurtled
mar24eodtf
adjournment
204 Middle St., Near Monument Square.
humanitarianism.
if governed by
chain tier and the floors
to the Senate
brought to an end by Spanish promises o [ which,
them.
must be taxed.
with
crowded
our
were
sooner
had
3
no
tb
people
but
liberal concession,
the reading of the President’s
it is surprising to hear it urged that
When
their arms than thes 3
rebels laid
it is the duty of this government to In- message was begun a hush so marked
heav- fell over the chamber that one literally
promises were 'repudiated and thing 5 tervene even at tho riskU of 11war. In
rl limlm
might have heard a pin fall.
went on in the same old way.
entitled
our
own
and treasures of
people
Throughout the rending of both the
we
not
Have
a
President
from
consideration?
and the findings of the court,
some
It appeals
McKinley’ to
message
at homo from a war there was not the slightest demonstra
suffered enough
message that ;the findings of the Board c f
forced upon us for self-defence, and is tion.
Inquiry .have been transmitted to Spain
not our pension list already large enough
Following closly upon the message and
more? Is findings came the speech of Mr. Monej
with the views of this government, an 1 for at least one generation
as
of Mississippi,
upon his recent observa
the President "does not permit himsel f our national debt to be so increased
to compel payment, if at all, in a depre- Hons in Cuba and the deductions fron:
that tbo sense or justice c
to doubt
to
the
made.
force
bad
country
them which ho
ciated currency ami
the Spanish nation will dictate a course c f
He
spoke extemporaneously and hi:
adopt the silver standard and become
Hezieanized?
action suggested byjhonor and the frienc
vigorous and at times impassioned elo
»
Where are our statesmen with consti- quonce carried his auditors in full syrnly relations of the two governments.
if
such
we
tutional Ideas in their heads,
paty with him. Upon the annonncemeni
It will be seen that the President make a have? Is it not
high time they should of Representative Simpkins’s death, th<
no demand
upon the Spanish govern
come to the front, if for no other rea- Senate adjourned.
driftment, but practically leaves the whol e son, to save the government from
u
lng away hopelessly from the moorings
matter In the first instance to the Spanis
MORE BODIES RECOVERED.
and
to
constitution
the
of
putting an
The reply e f
sense of honor and justice.
end to entangling alliances with other
Havana, March 28.—Dr. Gordon, a wei
ha:
the Spanish government will be awalte d nations so contrary to the policy of the known resident Spanish physioian,
been selected
by Consul General Lee,
with interest. Spain is committed fc y fathers of the republic.
domestic
Trutos
have
complications
t(
We
General Bianco and Bishop
the findings of its Board of Inquiry 1 0
enough on hand to exhaust all the wls- take clinrge of the Lee orphanage, in suo
'•
the theory that the explosion was inte:
dom of Congress. These,apparently, must cession to Dr. Lesser, who has one to Nev
nal as we are by our Board to the theoi y continue to have the go-by, and attention York.
be absorbed in providing fortifications
The Bache, with Captain Chadwick o!
that the
explosion was from the ou
Samuel J. Tilden strongly urged the cruiser New York, sailed
for Kej
which
r
0
was
the
If
side.
internal,
explosion
on the country in his day,and in scouring
West shortly ntter four o’clock this after
and
The Mangrove will probably havi
noon.
responsibility rests upon Spain at all, an d all creation to purchase battleships
boats to meet an emergency cre- sufficient salvage from the wreck to leavi
nobody wonld think of suggesting sue h torpedo the acts of our own
ated by
government
tomorrow.
The moment that Spain admi *
a thing.
or its officials.
It is reported at the palace that Genera
this
counti 7
to
It ought to be remembered that this Fuentas reached Matias, provinoe of San
obligation
any
of
limited
tl e government,
professedly
admits
eho
practically that
tiago de Cuba last Thursday after seven
and that, too,
“
there! y powers, is making history,
lighting.
and have
was externa), and
explosion
“I am 42 years old,” said a Philadelphia bookkeeper,
Three bodies have been recovered toda;
very fast. Politicians act for their owe
sufferer
from'constia
indoor
I
been
life.
have
discredits hor Board of Inquiry and hi r day, and
an
great
Statesmen from the Maine wreck and one was
for themselves.
re
always led
of order almost all the
commanders at Havana who have solemi i- look at everything from the standard ol covered yesterday.
pation, and my liver has seemed to be out
time ago a neighbor of
referable “to the wisdom anc
time, and mv face looked yellow. Some
ly asserted that no mines were ever lai d principles
conscience of the ages, as well as applica
mine suggested that I try
What Spain is likely 1
in the harbor.
ble to contemporary polioy forced upor
Yellow Jaundice Cured.
do under existing circumstances is to ca
for
action.
them
Suffering humanity should be suppliei
The first ship demanded to be brought
our government’s attention to the radio; il
and put into
commission, and tc with every means possible for its relief
,*
out
difference between our rsport and thi
is with pleasure we publish the follow
It
bo kept there. Is the old Constitution.
of her own court of inquiry, express a The soul and life of government touching ing: “This is to certify that I was:
sufferer from Yellow JaundiceTo
willingness perhaps to make any reasoi i- life, liberty and property on our owr terrible
over six months and was treated by soni
to al
and
ably amends if she is responsible for tl e shores,have in affording protection
best
the
of
physloluns in our olty and al 1
tc
who
any way contributed
our
Dr. Bell,
to no avail.
disaster, but contend at the same tin
druggist
and
perpetuate it as a sacred trust -for al recommended Electric
and I did so. I now take them whenever occasion arises,
Bitters, and afte
that such impossibility has not bee n who juay come after us. As said Grant,
tell me my face
better.
much
bowels
act well, and people
feel
bottes
I
was
cured
two
My
entirely
could fairly 1 e who knew what war was: “Let us have taking
fixed by a court that
I usually take one iabule every
has taken on a more healthy look.
I now take great pleasure in recommend
an eminent statesmar
as said
another at night before getting in bed.”
to any person suffering witl 1
and
considered impartial, and wind up wit h peace;”
them
ing
const!
day
of a former clay: “Wherever the
malady. I am grateful!
a
suggestion of an inquiry into the cai 6 tution leads there we follow, whdre thai this terrible
yours, M. A. Hogarty, Lexington, Ky.’
d
no
to
which
court
a
suspicion
by
stops we halt.
H. P. S. Goold, Druggist.
Held
by
*■
KG..
As our govert
can attaoh.

partiality

:

on

from IndividCorrespondence solicited
Banks and others
uals, Corporations,
as well as from
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Wednesday.

play in four acts, given under the auspices
of the Utility Club,

Thursday Eyeuing, March 31.

terms.

leries. Not an inoh of space remained in
nine
at
the public galleries
o’clock,
though long lines of people stretohing
down the stairways to the lower oorridors
Within a
continued to press forward.
few minutes after the reserved galleries
comwere
were thrown open they, too,
pletely filled with the exception of those
reserved for the diplomatic corps and the
families of the President and Cabinet.
On the floor there was almost as much
excitement as in the galleries, although
the full synopsis of the report which was
printed by the Associated Press this
morning has taken the keen edge off the
anxiety with which the members awaited
the reading of the official finfings of the
board.
Upon the desk of tee late Representative Simpkins of Massachusetts, who
died suddenly Saturday night, a wreath i
of Easter lilies interwoven with tulips,
crocus and lilies of the valley, cast an air
of sadness over the vast assemblage.
Fifteen minutes before the House conThe dipvened the floors were oleared.
<1 OTOMlfirfi

sale

NEW JERUSALEM CHURCH VESTRY

National Provincial
Drafts drawn
or
of England, London, Jn largo
Bank
at current rates.
sale
for
small amounts,
Current Accounts received on favorable

stairway were choked with pushing,
jostling people pressing toward the gal-

a w

on

ESIVSERALDA.
A.

on

people were already seeking entrance to
the Capitol and hours before noon, when
marble
the
the two houses convened,

Inmatin

SURPLUS

Tickets 25 cents.mar2Sd4t

inquiry appointed

YORK.

NEW

SERVICE.

SECRET
Fresh from N. Y. and London triumphs. Seat!
Matinee 25-50-75-81.uo

ME MILLION
DOLLARS.

Washington, March 28.—Except on the
occasion of the inaguration of a President
no such crowds as surged through the cor-

IN

STRANGER

A

MASNE,

AND

Kl<ri.

Prices 21 1, 00, 75c, $1.00.
Star cast including OTIS HARLAN.
Matinee Saturday.
I riday and Saturday, April f and 2,
CHARLES PROHMAN presents WILLI. Ill GILLETTE’S Thrilling War Drama,

Incorporated 1B24.

was

(FAY BROS. & HOSPORD
j Lessees and Manager*,

rwi a! *7i

TSI I'M L M.

JEFFEB§OS

"*>

AMUSEMENTS.

j

AMUSEMENTS.

LATEST SUCCESS,
Toniglit. Iloyt & McKee's Comedy Con ipany, Presenting HOYT’S

—

PORTLAND,

Applause and Thea
Quiet—Referred to Committee
on Foreigu
Relations—Congressman
Simpkins’ Death Announced.
It

-------

Casco National Bank

Report

Presented Yesterday.

There

|

1

the
afterward were opened and before
gavel fell at noon, not a seat was vacant.
Chairman Dingley, Mr. Bailey and the
without
other leaders entered the hall
At exactly twelve the
unable to fix it. As the Board has been demonstration.
Amid
order.
to
House
Speaker called the
careful not to express an opinion on any the
sllenoe that followed, the
impressive
point unless it deemed the evidence con- blind chaplain delivered a solemn prayer
it cannot fix which rang through the ball like a warnwhen it says
clusive,
storm clouds that
for the explosion, it ing. He referred to the
the responsibility
above the country threatening to
hung
be
understood
to
does not mean probably
break at any time. He prayed God to inthat there is no evidence on that point, terpose His power that these clouds might
in peace and tranIt only means to say that there is no con- pass away leaving us
clusive evidence to fix the responsibility quility.
read,
While the Journal was being
There is evidence tend- Chief Executive Clerk Pruden appeared
a doubt.

ranged probably by the weather. Evei
since the rebellion began there has beer
armistice during the rainy
fc
Season,

it

pressed upward.

Spaniards

hoo lioon

position

explosion underneath the ship that
blew it upward. Equally significant is
the fact that the outer bottom plating is
the form of an inverted Y,
beat into

armistice which is said to have

The

anybody

of

below the
This points

feet

ocoupies.

TUESDAY, MARCH 29.

been

but

an

Publishing
Portland, Me.

THE

ship,

significance

■i.—i

FINANCIAL.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

HOW CONGRESS RECEIVED IT.

82

ERSTRANGE EXPERIMENT, by Harold R. Vytma,
ALTAR OF PASSION. By John GilUat.
MARTYR TO LOVE. By Jowa* E.

)N THE
±

!

MUSiC AND DRAMA.

WILBUR OPERA COMPANY.
both full of
Mascotto ami Maritana.
were on the
catchy ami familiar airs,
bill yesterday at matinee and evening
respectively, at the Port-

performances,

land theatre.
were by tho Wilbur
as they
Given
good sized audience
opera company,
were present and in the afternoon Miss
May Baker as Betrina scored her usual

by a solo from Dr. Nickerson, and the
other soloists as well gave great pleasure.
Miss Libby sang
very sweetly the two
songs by tichubert, “Thou art the Rest,”
“Bacarrolle,” and Mr. Herbert A. Collin
gave the solo from Elijah, “If with all
your Hearts,” with a good deal of spirit. Mr. James F. Macy sang delightfully
“The Beloved
Land,” by Judge, and
Steward put a good
Miss Bertha L.
deal of life in her endering of a song by

CITY

REPORTS.

MESSAGE AND REPORT.

INSPECTOR OF BUILDINGS.

compliance with the order of the
municipal officers of this city, I have the
privilege of hereby presenting my third
annual report
in the building depart- Text of Court of
ment of the city embracing the operations
Given
for the year ending April 1, 1808.
During the past year buildings have
been erected within the city as follows:
Brick buildings, 13; wooden buildings,
149; additions, 58. Total, 220, making the REPORT ACCOMPANIED
In

Inquires Findings
Congress.

Franz Abt, “The Merry Postillion.”
B¥ MES*
Mr. George E. Smith sang a pleasing
and
Messrs.
Conley
success,
Vaughan,
“I
am Waiting,” .and total number
erected
solo
of
heen
have
Birch’s,
that
advanwore seen to good
SAGE FROM PRESIDENT.
and Kohnle,
Miss Martha F. B. Hawes gave two charm- during the three years of my continuance
tage.
“The
573.
Merry
in the office of inspector of buildings
Nevins’s,
songs of
In the evening Hattie Richardson as- ing
and “One Spring Morning,”
These buildings have all received caresumed the
title role and pleased every- Lark,”
to hor ful attention while in
In
process of construc- Report Contains No Facts Not Outlined
body, being seconded by Lillie Tay.'or which were particularly adapted
The
voice.
programme tion, each having been
examined from
Summary in Monday Morniug’s Papers
as
Lazrillo, while Mr. Clark, always rich, sweet
closed with a chorus number.the lamiliar three to eight times.
Fire stops, which
—President’s Message Merely a Review
popular, appeared as Don Caesar. Harry
of Mendels- we now consider
and
ever-beautiful
in every new
song
Kohnle
necessary
as
Charles
Lane
was
I,
of Court’s

regal

Gus Vaughan were as acceptable as sohn’s “Departure.”
Mr. Kotzschmar conducted in his usual
ever and the entertainment closed by livand Mr. C. L. True’s
earnest manner,
between
the
with
specialties
ing pictures
reliable and symwere
accompaniments
the acts.
pathetic.
followed
at matinee today,
Maritana

and

by Merry

War

tonight.

A STRANGER IN NEW YORK.
Hoyt’s “A Stranger in New York,”
was presented last night at Tho Jeffer-

splendid audience
applauded and shouted

to'a

son

and

that

laughed

and

encored,

NATIONAL GUARD.
Order That Will

Shortly Be Issued From
Augusta.

nels

A general order will shortly be issued
and thoroughly enjoyed themselves. We
and medals won at tarcompelled to be brief this morning allowing badges
from the pressure on our columns. Otis get practico to be dropped from property
has been thought best to
It
Harlan was the “StrangBr,” and hn’set returns.
insignia as the property
the pace that mads the fun fast and furi- consider these
He drew the character on broader of the men winning them, instead of beous.
anti from longing to the state.
Udbs than Harry Connor,
Mr.
An order will shortly be issued to corwas very amusing.
that
are

standpoint

L Callier Down was excellent. A great rect the carelessness of company clerks.
charm of his
acting is its^naturalness. The clerical work of a company is a
Mr. W. H. Currie was good as Wright matter of vital importance, and in some
has not been properly perInit. Villa Knox as the spy, Aria Jewett instances it
Hereafter the clerks will not be
as Ida, Charlotte Crane as that “good formed.
fellow,” Hattie, Annette Spear as Vir- paid unless their company ^commanders
Ihe certify that the work has been oorreotwere all most acceptable.

ginia,
enspecialties in the second act were all
cored and the grand opera scene delighted as it always does. “A Stranger in
New York,” is a rollicking play and very
witty, and a more enjoyable evening
cannot bo passed than in witnessing it.
Be sure and go tonight.
ESMERALDA.

ly and promptly performed, and the
colonels, after consultation with adjutants, endorse the certificate of the company commanders. The Guard has made
such rapid
progress in other directions
that it has been determined to bring the
paper work up to the standard of efficiency in other departments.

Many applications are being received
by the Adjutant General to raise companies, batteries, etc. These applications
must of necessity be refused at the present time, for the military appropriation
audience.
is not sufficient to maintain the existing
SECRET SERVICE.
troops upon a basis of complete effici“The Private Secretary,” “Held by the
There is an additional reason why
ency.
and
Enemy,” “Too Much Johnson,”
not be organized,
a naval reserve could
theatre
others of his plays have given
goers
nnd that is, there is no provision of law
such unbounded confidence in the ability
warrant its existence.
This interesting play will be given by
New Jerusalem
at
the Utility Club
church on Thursday evening. The piny
will bo well oast and should draw a large

of William Gillette to amuse, that no ono
success
wonderful
is surprised at the
which has attended his latest effort, “Secret Service” in New York, Boston and
London. And there aro probably few in
this city who are not counting on Mr.

to

A WORD OF ADVICE

To Those

Coming to Alaska
dike Gold

or

the

Klon-

Fields,

Gillette’s appearance in this play at The
upon
One thing should be impressed
Jefferson, next Friday, Saturday and Saturday matinee, as a treat out of the com- every miner, prospector or trader coming
In the cities named, most of the to Alaska, to the Klondike, or the Yukon
mon.
necessity for
critics have not hesitated to call “Secret country, and that is the
Service” the best play yet written by an providing an adequate and proper food
American. Like “Held by the Enemy” supply. Whether procured in the States,
the new drama deals with the oivll war. in the Dominion, or at the supply stores
sabres and rattling he re or further on, this must
be his
So far as clashing
musket ry are concerned, however, there is primary concern. Upon the manner in
The buttlefield which the miner has observed or neglectno real war in the play.
is never reached, as the story is based on ed this precaution more than upon any
the military operations around Richmond other one thing will his success (Jr failure
in the exciting days before the fall of that
depend.
city. Patrons will find seats and boxes
These supplies must be healthful and
next Wednesday
on sale at the box office
should be concentrated, but the most
morning at 9 o'clock.
careful attention in the selection of foods
FANNY

SERIOUSLY

DAVENPORT

will keep unimpaired indefinitely
under all the conditions which they will
have to enoounter is imperative. For
with baking
instance, as bread raised
powder must lie relied upon for the chief
part of every meal, imagine the helplessness of a miner with a can of spoiled bakbest
Buy only the very
that

ILL.
Miss Fanny Davenport suffered a total
the Grand Opera house,
at
collapse
Chicago, after tho performance Friday

niEJllc, ana OU-aua/ wars
was
given
her bed. No performance
Saturday and all engagements for the
ing powder.
week have been cancelled. Miss Davenflour, it is the cheapest in the end. Export is believed to be in a critical condithas shown the
Koyal Baking
relatives in Boston, New York perience
ion and
Powder to be the most reliable and the
and Philadelphia have been noticed.
uuauiD

w

trading companies now uniformly supply
this brand, ; s others will not keep in this
The complimentary concert tendered by climate. Be sure that the bacon is sweet,
association last evening to sound and thoroughly cured.
These are
the Haydn
their friends, called forth a large and the absoluto necessities upon which all
attentive audience, for almost every seat must place a cniei reliance, ana can unin Kotzschsnar hall was taken.
They
der no circumstancee be neglected.
as
The programme was miscellaneous in may, of course, be supplemented by
character, including several numbers by many comforts or delicacies as the prosto
the association, selected from the Festi- pector may be able to pack or desire
val hook, arranged by Mr. W. K. Chap- pay for.—From the Alaska Mining JourHAYDN’S CONCERT.

man.

nal.

The

chorus

work
best

only fairly sat-

was

numbers being the
from Rubenstein's
“Three
Pictures,”
“The Lost
“Tower of
Babel,” and
Chord,” which was arranged in harmony

isfactory,

the

A book of receipts for all kinds of cookfor use
ery, whch is specially valuable
upon the trail or in the camp, is published by the Royal
Baking Powderfor women’s voices only. The choruses,
Company, of New York. The receipts
“Hail to the Happy Bridal Day,” from are
thoroughly practical, and the methods
Lucia, “In Moonlight Fair,” RaS; “He are carefully explained, so that the inexWatching over Israol.” from the Elijah, perienced may, with its aid, readily preand
“Glcry of the Lord,” for the Mes- pare everything requisite for a good,
siah, were not quite up to the standard, wholesome meal, or even dainties if he
which one naturally expects from the has the necessary materials. The matter
is-ociation.
is in compact though durable form, the
; The chorus from Lucia was diversified whole book weighing but two ounces.
Annual Sales overs,000,000 Boxes

FOE BILIOUS AND NEEVOUS DISOEDEES
such as Wind and Pain in tho Stomach.
Giddiness, Fulness after meals. Headache, Dizziness, Drowsiness, Flushings
of Heat. Loss of Appetite. Costiveness.
Blotches on the Skin, Cold Chills, Disturbed Sleep. Frightful Dreams and all
Nervous and Trembling Sensations.
THE FIEST DOSE WILL GIVE BELIEF
IN TWENTY MINUTES.
Every sufferer
will

acknowledge them

to ho

A WONDERFUL IVtEDSGiNE.
BEECHAM'S PILES, taken as directed, will quickly restore Females to complete hoalth. They promptly remove
obstructions or irregularities of the system and cure Sick Headache. Fora

Weak Stomach

Impaired Digestion

Disordered Liver

IN MEN, WOMEN

OR

CHILDREN

Beecham’s Pills

Without
And

a

havo the

LARGEST

ace

Rival

SALE

of any Patent Sle^Icine in the World.
25c. at all Drug Stores,

building, have done much to prevent the
spread of fire.
Besides attending
to new buildings,
this department has, in accordance with
the requirements of the state law, paid
particular attention to chimneys, flues
and boilers; a number of old
chimneys
buve been replaced by new ones and many
others have been newly topped out and
thusjmade safe. Over fifty flues and fun-

havo
been replaced or
repaired.
Quite a number of old boilers have been
removed and new ones substituted.
Rubbish in yards, buildings and hallways has been carefully looked alter, al-

though, of course, it is pract ieally

possible to

imfind it all and have it cleared

Findings.

March 28.—The following
Is the full text of the report of the Maine
Court of Inquiry sent to Congress today:
U. S. S. Iowa, First Kate,

Washington,

FI s., Monday, March 21, IBS'S.
After full and mature consideration of
all the testimony before it, tho court finds

Key West,

as

follows:
1-ARRIVAL OF THE SHIP.

battleship
tho United States
That
Maine arrived at the harbor of Havana,
Cuba, on tho 26th day of January, 1898,
and was taken to buoy No. 4, in from
five and half to six fathoms of water, by
the regular government pilot. The United
had
States consul general at Havana
notified the authorities at that place the
arrival
intended
previous evening of the
of the Maine.

away.
ordiYour inspector thinks the city
2—CONDITION OF THE SHIP.
nances are very deficient in regard to the
tho
The state of discipline on board
and
would
erection of new buildings
and
The Maine was excellent; and all orders
much like to see them improved.
regulations in regard to the care and safesome
Builders’ Exchange of this city
ty of the ship were strictly carried out.
All ammunition was stowed in accordtime since appointed a committee to draw
and
ance
with prescribed instructions,
up a set of building ordinances and after
proper care was taken whenever ammuniwork
their
of
a
have
they
reported copy
tion was handled.
Nothing was stowed in any one of tho
and, il they meet your approval, you will magazines or shell rooms which was not
to be stowed there.
be asked to adopt them as city ordinances permitted
The magazines and shell rooms were alor secure their adoption as a state statute,
ways locked after having been opened and
whichever may seem to you the more ad- after the destruction of the Maine, the
keys were found in their proper place in
visable.
tne captain’s cabin,
everything having
has
been
thero
few
the
last
years
During
been reported secure that evening at 8 p.
the
a decided improvement in
building m.
The temperature of the magazines and
line in our oity especially in the character
reand
shell rooms were taken daily
Most of the
of the buildings erected.
ported. The only magazine which had an
brick blocks and many dwellings recently undue amount of heat was the after ten
bnilt are models of architectural beauty inoh magazine and that did not explode
when at the time the Maine was destroyed.
Each citizen
and convenience.
The torpedo war heads were all stowed
planning to build should bear in mind
the
his
own
in
in the after part of the ship under
that he will influence others
othors
on those
ward
and
that
room, and neither caused or particineighborhood
will depend the future value of his own pated in the destruction of the Maine.
cotton primers and deThe dry gun
property, so the better he himself build,
though it may oost slightly more, he will tonators "were stowed in the cabin aft and
be well repaid in the near future for the remote from ths soene of the explosion.
additional expense—so let me urge all to Waste was carefully looked after on the
build with an
eye to effeot as well as Maine to obviate danger.
economy—then, again this not only reSpeoial orders in regard to this had
dounds to the benefit of tho builder, but been given by the commanding officers.
adds greatly to the general beauty of our
Varnishes, dryers, paint and other combustibles of this nature were stowed on
city.
deck and could not
attention
to
or about the main
I desire to call particular
the feature of building—be sure you have have had anything to do with the destruca flre-proof roof—it is
fully as important tion of the Maine.
The medical stores were stored aft under
as having it rain-proof. This can be done
by using slate or metallio shingles and the ward room and remote from the
No
It is scene of the explosion.
dangerous
metallic gutters and conductors.
estimated that the loss from Are among storage of any kind was stowed below hi
Tho coal
be twenty-five any of the other storerooms.
wooden buildings would
shingled bunksrs were inspected daily.
per cent less than with wood
Of those bunkers adjacent to tbo forroofs.
ward magazines and shell rooms, four
Respectfully submitted,
‘B 3, B 4, B 5,
J. C. WARD,
were empty namely:
of
B 6.”
Inspector
Buildings.
“A 15” had been in use that day and
‘‘A 1C” was full of New River coal. This
HEBRON ACADEMY NOTES.
coal had been carefully inspected before
The bunker in
receiving it on board.
on
The annual prize speaking of the school which it was stowed was accessible
took place Friday evening, March 25 at three sides at all times, and the fourth
of
bunkers
side at this time on account
the church. Following is the programme:
This
”B 4” and “B 6” being empty.
The judges were Miss Peables of Au- bunker, “A 16” had been inspected that
The
burn, Dr. Perkins of Mechanic Falls, and day by tho engineer officer on duty.
were in workMiss Stewart. The prizes were awarded Are alarms in the bunkers
never
been
a
case
there
had
and
order
ing
as follows:
of spontaneous combustion on board the
Young Ladies—Gertrude V. Bean, West Maine.
Tho two aftor boilers were in use at the
Minot, 1st; Mary L. Frost, Dixfleld, 2nd.
Young Gentlemen—Leon M. Small. time of the disaster, hut for auxiliary
Dickvale, 1st; Leon L. Newton, Can- purposes only with a comparatively low
ton. 2nd.
pressure of steam and being tended by a
These boilers could not
reliable watch.
Music,
caused the explosion of tho ship.
have
SH
Prayer,
The four forward boilers have since been
Bluslo,
found by tho divers in fair condition.
The Chariot Race,
On the night of tho destruction of the
A. Davenport Cox, Somerville, Mass. ;
Maine, everything had been reported
Gavroche,
seouro for the night at eigth o’ulock by
Ella Y. Hodson, Pownal.
the proper
reliable persons,
through
The Judgment Day,
Jack T. Piper, Canton
authorities, to the commanding officer.
Maine
was
the
At
destroyed the
timejthe
Aux Italians,
ship was quiet and therefore least liable
Clarice O. Thayer, Dixfleld.
movements from
to accident caused by
Duett,
those on board.
Misses Marsh.
The Honor of the Woods,
3-TWO EXPLOSIONS.
Leon L. Newton, Canton.
The destruction of the Maine occurred
The Baby at Rudder Grange,
M. Richardson. Rangelev.
at 9.40 p. m. on the 15th day of February,
The Unknown Speaker,
18P8, in the harbor of Havana, Cuba, she
Kulrwv of tVixa t.lmo mnoroM
H.TlTin
Leon M. Small, Dlckvale.
Rebecca Before the Tribunal,
buoy to which she had been taken upon
There were two explosions
her arrival.
Gertrude V. Bean, West Minot.
of a distinctly different character, with a
Vocal Solo,
short
but
distinct interval between
Miss Wight.
very
tho ship
them and the forward part of
Toussaint L’Ovortnre,
was lifted to a marked degree at the time
Krusite I. Boyadjieff, Bulgaria.
first
The
of the first explosion.
explosion
At the Indian Encampment,
was more in the nature of a
report, like
Mary E. Richardson, Jefferson.
second
of
a
while
the
that
explosion
gun,
Ride,
Currycombe’s
was more open, prolonged, and of greater
Clarence N. Ford, Oxford.
This second explosion, was, in
volume.
Toccoa the Beautiful.
the
the opinion of the court caused by
Mary L. Frost, Dixfleld.
partial explosion of two or inoro of the
Trombone Solo,
Mr. Burgess.
forward magazines of the Maine.
Michael Strogoff, Courier to the Czar,
4-CONDITION OF FORWARD PART.
East
E.

George

Ramsdell,

Hebron.

The evidenco bearing upon this, being
obtained from divers, did not
enable the oourt to form a definite conclusion as to the condition of tho wreck,
NAVAL BRIGADE.
although it was established that tbe after
conof the ship was in a sinking
A despatch from Trenton yesterday says part
dedition a very few riiinutes after the
Under a special arrangement, this book that Adjutant General Striker received struction of the forward part.
The following facts in regard to the forthe
will be sent free to miners or others who word from Assistant Secretary of
the
ward Dart of
ship are, however,
may desire it. We would recommend that Navy Roosevelt today, to hold ninety-five
established by the testimony.
prooure of the New Jersey naval reserve in readievery one going to the Klondike
5-SHELU FORCED UP.
Address the
a
Royal Baking ness to take the monitor Montank from
copy.
Portland.
That portion of the port side of tho proLeague Island navy yard to
Powder Co., New York.
Gov. Voorhoes said yesterday that the or- tective deck
whioh extends from about
dor from Washington for the transporting framo thirty to about frame forty-one was
THE CUTTER WOODBURY
the monitor Is expected within two or blown up aft and over to port. The main
The ninety-five men have al- deck from about frame thirty
to about
three days.
framo forty-ono was blown up aft, and
ready been selected.
Will Sail Today for Norfolk, Virginia.
to
slightly over
starboard, folding the forCOAST SIGNAL SERVICE.
middle superstructure
ward part of tho
This
over and on top of the after part.
W. R. Addicks and A. B. Denny, U.
officers of the cutter WoodThe new
was, in tho opinion of tho oourt caused by
Portsmouth
are
and
at
arrived
Saturday
arrived
S.
the
forof
A.,
the explosion of two or more
bury
yesterday morning,
follows: Captain, C. A. Abbey, form- afternoon to arrange the signal service ward magazines of the Maine.
as
5—At frame soventeen the outer shell
erly of the Dexter; first lieutenant, Worth along this ooast to be used in case of of tho
ship from the point eleven and oneThey had just returned from a half feet from the middle line spun and
(i. Ross,
formerly superintendent of war.
deck
when in its normal
service in this distriot; visit to all the lighthouses on tho Maine above the
the life saving
chartered the tug Vista of position, has been forced up so to be now
second lieutenant,
J. M. Moore, from coast, and
about four feet above the surface of the
Cleveland, Ohio, who has been acting Portsmouth to go to the Isles of Shoals water.
Therefore about thirty-four feet
have pictures above where it would be hud the
views
there.
make
on the
to
They
of
construction
ship
superintendent
Tho outside bottom
new gunboats
Algonquin and Iroquois, of all the lighthouses and life saving sunk uninjured.
plating is bent in a reversed V shape, the
building there; chief engineer, K. C. stations on the New England coast, after
wing of which, about fifteen tent
Schwartz, formerly of the Dallas. One and carry with them a complete photo- broad and thirty feet in length,
(from
Arrangements were made frame seventeen to frame twenty-five) is
more position, that of assistant, engineer, graphic outfit.
upon itself against the conremains, and will probably be filled by at the navy yard for the use of all the doubled baok
tinuation of the same plating extending
Mr. Newman of the Boston oustom house carrier pigeons at the oote at that sta- forward.
is their intention to locate a
tion. It
At frame eighteen, the vertical keel is
tug Hamilton.
The cutter will sail today for Norfolk, station at Appledore island, which will broken in two and the flat fcoel bent into
an angle similar
to the angle formed by
Va., where she will be fitted with two be arranged by Oscar and Cedno Leigh- the outside bottom
plating.
on
afternoon
the
town
left
ton.
They
the
four-pound and two Bix-pound rapid fire
This break is now six feet below
then proceed to Key train yesterday in response to a telegram surface of the water and about thirty feet
She will
guns.
above Its normal position.
in Boston,
West, Fla,, unless her orders are ohanged. ordering them to report
The Curse of Conemaugh,
Nellie B. Stanwood, Canton.
♦Excused.

principally

In the opinion of the court this effect
could have been produced only by the explosion of a mine situated under the bottom of the ship at about frame eighteen
and somewhat to the port side of tho ship.
0—NO

FAULT ON BOARD.

The court finds the loss of tho Maine
the ocoasion named was not in any reto the fault ornogligenoe on the
part of any of the officers or members of
the orew on said vessel.
on

spect due

7—A

SUBMARINE MINE.

In the opinion of the court the Maine
was destroyed by tho explosion of a submarine mine, which caused the partial
explosion of two or more of her forward

magazines,
8-RESPONSIBILITY NOT FIXED.
The court has
been unable to obtain
evidence fixing the responsibility for tho
destruction of the Maine upon any person
or persons.
W. T. SAMPSON, U. S. N.,

President.

A. MARIX.
Lieut Com U. S. N., Judge Advocate.
The court having finished the inquiry
it was ordered to make, adjourned at 11
convena. m., to await the action of the

ing authority.
T. Sampson, Captain

U. S. N.,
President.
A. Marix, Lieutenant Commander, U. S.
N., Judge Advocate, U. S. Flagship
New York, March 23, 1898, off Key
West, Fla.
the
The proceedings and findings of
court of inquiry in the above cases are approved.
M. Sioard, Rear Admiral. Commanderin-Chief of the U. S. Naval Forces In
the North Atlantic Suadron.
W.

HOPES SPAIN WILL DO RIGHT THING.
President's

Message Not

a

Startling State

Document.

Washington, March 28.—The President
message to the

today sent the following
Congress:
To the Congress of the United

States:
For some time prior to the visit of the
Maine to
Havana barber our consular
representatives pointed out the advantages to flow from the visit of national

©STO bhotoys

-OF-

Both tho method and results when
Syrup of Figs is taken; it is pleasant
and refreshing to the taste, and acts

gently yet promptly on the Kidneys,

Liver and Bowels, cleanses the syseffectually, dispels colds, headaches and fevers and cures habitual
constipation. Syrup of Figs is the
only remedy of its kind ever produced, pleasing to tho taste and acceptable to the stomach, prompt in
its action and truly beneficial in its
effects, prepared only from the most
healthy and agreeable substances, its
many excellent qualities commend it
to all and have made it the most
popular remedy known.
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 50
cent bottles by all leading druggists. Any reliable druggist who
may not have it on hand will procure it promptly for any one who
Do not accept any
wishes to try it.
substitute.
tem

a

brief

interval between them.

The first

lifted tho forward part of tho ship very
might exist.
Accordingly on the 24th of January perceptably. The second, whiob was more
prolonged and of greater volume,
last, after conferences with the Spanish open,
is attributed by the court to a partial
J.__-^P 4-Ur. P ..mum)

minister in which the renewal of visits
to
of our war vessels
Spanish waters
was discussed and accepted, ihe peninsular
authorities at Madrid and Havana
were advised of the purpose of this government to resume friendly naval visits
at Cuban
ports and in that view the
Maine would forthwith call at the port

for Cash makes

of Havana.
This announcement was received by the
Spanish government with appreciation
of tho friendly character of tho visit oi
tho Maine and with notification of intention to return tho courtesy by sanding
Spanish ships to the principal ports ol
the United States.
Maine entered the port
the
Meanwhile
25th of January, he>i
of Havana on the
marked with no special
arrival being
incident besides tho exchange of customary salutes and ceremonial visits.
The Maine continued in the harbor of
Havana during tho three weeks following her arrival. No appreciable excitement attended her stay; on tho contrary,
a feeling of relief and confidence followed
tho resumption of the long interrupted
friendly intercourse.
So noticeable was this immediate effeot
the consul general
her visit that
of
strongly urged that the presence of our
ships in Cuban waters should bo kept
up by retaining the Maine at Havana or
in the event of her recall by sending another vessel,there to take her place.
At forty minutes past nine on the evening of tho loth of February the Maine
was destroyed 1 y an explosion by which
the entire forward
part of tho ship was
utterly wrecked.
two
In the catastrophe
{officers and two
hundred and sixty-four of her crew perished, those not killed outright by her
explosion being penned between by the
tangle of wreckage and drowned by tne
immediate sinking of the hull.
Prompt assistance was rendered by the
neighboring vessels anchored in the haraid being especially given by the
bor,
the Spanish cruiser Alphunso
boats of
line steamer City
Nil and the Ward
which lay not far disof Washington,
tant.
The wounded were generously cared for
by tho authorities of Havana, the hospitals being freely opened to them, while
the earliest recovered.bodies of the dead
were interred
by the municipality in a
public cemetery in tho city. Tributes
and
of sorrow
sympathy were offered
from ail official quarters of the island.
The appalling calamity fell upon tho
people of our country with crushing
force and for a brief time an intense excitement prevailed, which in a community less just and self controlled than
have led to hasty acts of
ours, might
blind resentment.
This snirit,.
however, soon gave way
to tho calmer processes of reason and to
tho resolve to investigate the facts and
await material proof before forming a
judgment as to the cause, tho responsibility that the facts warranted, the remedy due.
course necessarily recommended
This
itself from the outset to the executive, for
the light of a dispassionately
in
only
ascertained certainly will it determine
the nature and measure of its fall duty
in the matter.
The usual procedure was followed, as
in all cases of casualty or disaster to nationa! vessels any maritime state.
A naval court of inquiry was at once
of
officers well
organized [Composed
qualified by rank an'd practical experience to
discharge the onerous duty impo.vd upon them.
i
Aide
by a strong force of wreckers,
and divers the court proceeded to make
a
thorough investigation on the spot,
employing every available means for the
impartial and exact determination of the
causes of the explosion.
Its operations have been conducted with
deliberation and judgment
tho utmost
Independently pursued, no
and while
sourco of information was neglected ann
for
wn9 allowed
the fullest opportunity
a simultaneous
investigation by the

Spanish authorities.
"The linding of the court of inquiry was
reached after 28 days of continuous labor
on the 2ist. of March, instant, and having
tho 22d by tho combeen approved on
mander
in cbiof of the United States
naval force in the North Atlantic station,
was transmitted to the executive.
It is herewith laid before the
Congress
with tho
voluminous testimony taken
before the court.
its purport is in brief, as follows:
When the Maine arrived at Havana, she
was conducted
by the regular government pilot buoy No. 4, to which she was
in ored
in from live and one-half to six
fathoms of water. The state of tho discipline on board and the condition oi
her
magazine, boilers, coal bunkers and
storago "compartments are passed in review with the conclusion that excellent
order
prevailed and that no indication
of any cause for an internal explosion
existed in any quartor.
At 8 o’clock in the evening of iebru_

EVERY PIECE A GENUINE BARGAIN.

;

showing

We are now

our new

line of Block canvas Cloths at
#1.00 an t
75c, 7 9c, s7 i-i!c,
magazines.
Tho evidence of tho divers establishes 1.50 gier yard, and give you a
the fact that tho after part of the ship disc!)lint of
was practically intaot, and sank in that

condition.
A very fow minutes after the explosion
tho forward part was completely demolished.
Upon the evidence of a concurrent external cause the finding of tho court is
as follows:
At frame 17, the outer shell of the ship,
from a point eleven and one-half feet
from the middle line of the span even
with the keel in its normal position, has
been forced up so as bo now about four
feet above the surface of the water, about
34 feet above where it would be had the
ship sunk uninjured.
The outside bottom plating is bent into
a
reversed V shape, the after wing of
which about 15 feet broad nr.d 32 feet
in length,(frame 17 to frame 25 is doubled
back
upon itself, against the continuation of tho same plating extending forward.
At frame 18, the vertical keel is broken
and the fiat keel bent into on
in two
angle similar to the angle formed by the
outside bottom plates.
This break is now about six feet below
the surface of the water and about 30
feet above its normal position.
Tho opinion of the court is that this
effect could have been produced only by
of a mine situated under
the explosion
the bottom of the ship at about frame
on the shore side of tho
and
somowbat
IS,
ship.
The conclusions of the court are •
That the loss of tho Maine was not in
any respect due to fault or negligence
on the part of any of the officers or members of her crew.
That
the ship was destroyed by the
explosion of a snb-marine mine, which
caused tho
partial explosion of two or
more of her forward
magazines and,
has been obtainable
that no evidence
tho
responsibility for tho destrucfixing
tion of the Maine upon any
person or
persons.
tho
I have directed that
finding of the
court of
inquiry and the views of this
government ho communicated to the government of Her Majesty the Queen Ke ent
and I do not permit myself to doubt
that the sense of jnstico of the Spanish
dictate a course of action
nation will
suggested by honor and the friendly
of
the
two governments.
relations
It will he the duty of the executive to
of the report, and
advise
Congress
in the meantime deliberate consideration
is invoked.
WILLIAM M’KINLEY.
Executive Mansion, March 28, 189S.
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to the Cuban waters, insaccustoming the people to the presence of our flag
15, everything hail been reported seof good will and of our ary
as the symbol
At forty
cure and everything was quiet.
cMne
fulfil monk of tho mission of minutes
past nine o’clock tho vessel
suddenly destroyed.
protection to American interests, evon was
There were two distinct explosions with
need therefor
no
immediate
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Cent, on entire lane.

Ar Bridgton, March 19. Henry H. Chaplin of
Bridgton and Miss Mary E. Abbott of Albany.
In New Sharon, March lfi, Ernest A. Bunker
of Concord and Miss Bertha M. Porter of New
Sharon.
m Roxbury, March 17, Bennett F. Phtlbrook
of Roxbury and Miss Rose Knight of Mumford.
In Watervllle, March Hi, George C. Lower of
Detroit and Miss Abide Saw telle of Watervllle.
In Phillips. March 16, Eugene J. Gralfam and
Mrs. Ida Leavitt.
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|

deaths.

In this city, March 27, Ellon L., widow of
nenry W. Hersey.
[Funeral this Tuesday afternoon at 2,30 o’clk,
at her late resldonce, No. 6S6 Congress street.
In Auburn, March 28. Sarah L., daughter
ot tlio late Nathaniel Gorham aud Betsey A. M.
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Sturgis.
♦
Funeral Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock, at
her late residence.
In Yarmouth, March 26, Flora B. Marston, ♦
daughter of George A. and Ethaleen Marston,
♦
aged 11 mouths 0 days.
In Lovedale. Col., March 22. Patrick Wallace,
24
of
years.
Portland, aged
formerly
[Funeral Wednesday morning at 9 o'clock, ♦
from the residence of his parents, No. 64 Maple
street. Requiem high mass at the St Dominick
Church at 9.30 0-clack.
in West Paris, March 21, Mrs. Rosanna M.,
wife of the late Elisha B. Mitchell, aged 83 ♦
years 4 mouths.
In Penobscot. March 1?, Miss Amanda Free
thy. aged 60 years.
In Trcmont, March 17, Mrs. Sophronia D.
Walls, aged 09 years.
In Union. March 18, Mrs. Marla E. Simmons,
formerly of Rockland, aged 40 years.
In Union, March 20, Everett M. Grlnnell. aged *
29 year9.
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WHOSO FINDETH A WIFE.

previous uigbt was, I now felt assured,
and Mrs.
an index of guilty conscience,
Laing’s dread that Ella should know the
truth of my friend’s tragic end appeared
tojprove in a certain degree, the existence of some secret knowledge held by

all three.
Yet 1 oouid not bring myself to believe
dethat my well beloved had willully
BY WILLIAM LE QIIELX,
ceived me. From what Henman^had said
her under
Author of “The Great War in England in 1887,” “Zoraida,” “Stole: r it appeared as if Ogle had held
some mysterious thrall, and
was trying
Souls,” “Guilty Bonds,” “A Secret Service,” &c., &c.
her better
to compel her to aot against
judgment. Her pure womanly conscience
had perhaps revolted against his suggesCOPYRIGHTED, 1897, BY WILLIAM LE QUEUX.
tion, and she had shed (ho tears the old
ostler had noticed; yet he had persisted
pewters, and as I entered looked up am 1 and held over her a threat that had cowed
VI.—
Chapter
touched his hat
her, and perhaps, for anght I know, comTHE VEIL..
“Well, Denman,” I said. “You don’ polled her to submit.
I
refused
Earl's
eh?”
the
seem
to
much
presence
older,
Leaving
grow very
My thought that the man who was my
The man, whose hair and beard wer
Old Stanford’s invitation to take some
friend should
have thus treated the
Refreshment, and walking along the oor- closely cropped, and whose farrowed fac ! woman I adored filled me with fiercest
rldor on my way out came face to face had a habit of twitching when he spoke
and hatred. With bitterness I toid
anger
With 1 ray ling, who was being conducted grinned as he answered:
myself that the man in whom I placed
tc the library.
“No, sir. People tells me I bear my ag ; implicit confidence, and with whom I had
wonderful well. But won’t
you conn
■‘Going?” he inquired.
allowed Ella to spend
many idle hours
“Yes,” I answered, and passing on en- into the parlour, sir?”
punting or sculling while 1 was absent
that oversome
him
to
me
I
told
in
bitter
d
thoughts
get
Declining,
gro<
at my duties in London, was actually my
whelmed mo, strode out into the park, thing to drink, and when he brought i J enemy.
Wandering aimlessly across the grass to question ed him os to the latest news ii
to
With sudden resolve I determined
where a well -kept footpath wound away the village. Denman was an inveterah ! travel back to Staines and by possession
of
1
heedless
drives
in
tb
trees.
and
in
his
constant
the
Taking
it,
gossip,
among
of the knowledge of her mysterious visit
sny destination, I walked on meohani- ricketty and antiquated vehicle known a | to that village, worm from her its object.
fcally, regardless of the brilliant sunshine “the fly” to villages and towns in tb At that moment Henman entered, and I
bnd the songs of the birds, thinking only vioinlty, had » knack of picking up al
drank the brandy at one gulp, afterwards
t>f the unjust accusation against me, and the news and scandal, which he retailec
ordering the fly and driving back to Horof mv inability to clear myself. I saw at night for the delectation of customer sham station, whence X returned to Lonthat "the stigma upon me meant: ruin, at the Sussex Arms.
don.
Branded as
“I dunno as anything very startling
both social and tinanoial
At my flat in Rossetti Mansions,^ ChelTm
a spy I should be spurned by Ella, sneered has happened lately in Warnham.
I found a telegram from the Staines
sea,
by Mrs. Laing, and avoided by Beok. jumble sale came off at the 1 schools las ; polios summoning mo to the inquest to
Sfriends who had trusted me would no Tuesday fortnight, and there’s a orickei be held next morning at eleven o’clock,
longer place any confidence in a man who match up at the Lodge next Saturday and also one from EUa asking me to rehad, according to their belief, sold his Some gentlemen are coming down fron turn. The latter I felt inclined to disrecountry into the hands of her enemies, London to play.”
gard; the former I could not. Her words
While it was apparent from the Earl’s
“Anything else?”
and actions were, indeed, beyond compreDenman removed his hat and scratobei
Words that he had no farther faith in my
hension, but in the light of this knowlhis head.
Words or actions.
I had by mere chance
acquired it
who could have
Yet the only man
“Oh, yes,” he said, suddenly. “Yoi edge
seemed plain that her declaration of her
cleared me, who could have corroborated knows Mr. Macandrew. what's stewarc
Rny statement as to how I spent my time for Mr Thornbury? Well, last Mondaj more than the natural outcome of highly
during my absence at lunch and shown week an old gentleman called at hif strung nerves and a romantic disposition.
plainly that 1 had never entered the house up street and asked to see him Women of certain temperamonts are pronu
Ktrand nor visited the branch post-office His wife asked him into the parlor, anc to self-accusation, and I had brought myHis lips Mr. Macandrew went in. ‘Are ;you Mr
jieXt to Exeter Hall, was dead.
self to believe her words to be mere hysMacandrew?’ says the old gent.' ‘I am,’
Were forever sealed.
terical utterances; but now alas! I saw
I went forward,
plunged deeply in says Mr. Macandrew. ‘Well, I shouldn’t there was toms deep motive underlying
thought, until passing a small gate I left ’ave known you,’ says the old man. Anc them. I had been tricked. 1 had, it
Warnbam it turned out afterward that this old mar
the park and found myself in
seemed, been unduly jealous of Beck, and
Churchyard. For a.moment I stood on the was actually Mr. Macandrew s father unsuspecting of my real enemy, the man
stood who’s lived ever so
spot where I had often
many years in whose
lips were closed in death.
before,admiring the quaint old curch, with America, and hasn't seen Mr. Macandrew
I now regretted his end, not as a friend
Its square, squat, ivy-covered tower, its since he wor a boy. I did laugh when 1 regrets, hut merely because no effort
feilded clook face, and its ancient doors
would be availing to compel his lying
“Extraordinary. Have you had anj
that, standing open, admitted air and
if he
to speak the truth. Yet,
the
plain visitors down from London?” I inquired, tongue
Ronshine. Before me were
he
were my rival for Ella’s hand, might
Earls, the for sometimes people took the houses ol not have
White tombs of the departed
when questioned regarding
lied
of
In
the
that
furnished
foi
recent
memory
the
batter-class
villagers
being«-V>n lanrlnva
most
the events of that fateful aftornoon when
f
T.nnr1nn
the season.
the secret defensive alliance had been s
“We bad a lively young gent staying
Sooietv, who hid died during her husmysteriously exchanged for a dummy?
band’s absence on his official duties; here in the inn for lour days last week.
Jealousy knows neither limit nor rea
lawn
stood
of
at
the
the
friend
across
a
Be
was
well-kept
somebody
up
frhile
morse.
Hall, I think, for he was there a good
quaint old sun dial that had in sileuoe
Next morning, after spending the greatmarked the time for a century or so. deal. He oame from London. I wondei er
part of the night sitting alone smoking
church the
within the
organ whether you’d know him.”
From
and
endeavoring to penetrate the ever-incould see the
“What was his Dame?”
sounded softly, and I
creasing veil of mystery that had apparin
Vicar’s daughter, a pretty girl, still
“Funny name,” Denman said, grinn- ently enveloped her, I travelled down to
her teens, seated at the instrument prac- ing. “Ogle, Mr. Ogle.”
Staines, arriving there just in time to
tising.
“Ogle!” I gasped. “What was his take a cab to the Town Hall, whore tho
Waraham was a quiet Sussex village Christian name?”
was
inquest was to he held. The town
unknown to the world ootside, unspoiled
“Dudley, X fancy it was.”
agog, for a crowd of those unable to enter
“Dudley Ogle,” I repeated, remember because the room was already filled to
by modern progress, untouched by the
hand of the vandal. As presently X passed ing that he had been absent from Shep
stood in the open space outhe lynch -gate and ^entered its peaceful perton for four days, and had told me lit overflowing, discussing the tragio affair
eagerly
Street it wore a distinctly old-world air. had been In Ipswioh visiting some friends side,
in all its various aspects and hazarding
At the^end of the churchyard wall stood “And he has been here?”
tho wildest and most impossible theories.
brownhim
as
comfortable
made
sir.
We
the typical village blacksmith,
“Yes,
Entering the hall I elbowed my way forfaced and brawny, swinging his hammer as we could, and I think he enjoyed his
ward, and as I did so I heard my name
set self.”
with musical clang upon his anvil
shouted loudly by a police constable. I
tree in full
ohestnut
“But what did he do; why was he dowr
beneath a great
was required as a witness, and succeeded
bloom; further along stood the Bchools, here?” I inquired eagerly.
baize-covin struggling through to the
“Do you know him, sir? Jolly gentle
from the playground of which came the
ered table whereat tho grave-faced corojoyous sound of children’s voices; and man isn’t he? Up to all manners o ner sat.
the only
inn, the tricks, and always chaffing the girls.”
across the road was
He stretched forth his hand to give me
one
Sussex Arms, where on more than
“Yes, I knew him, Denman,” I an the copy of Holy Writ whereon to take
occasion I had spent an hour in the bare swered, gravely. “Tell me, as far as yot
the oath, when suddenly my
eyes fell
and beery tap-room, chatting with the know, his object in coming to Warnham.
upon a watch and a collection of miscelgarulous village gossips, the burly land- I’m very Interested in his doings”
the
articles
laneous
table, the
lying upon
“As far as I know, sir. he came to set
lord, and his pleasant spouse. The air
contents of tho dead man’s pockets.
roses
June
I
Hall.
drove
him.
the
at
was heavy with the scent of
somebody up
One small object alone rivetted my atflowers growing about a good deal, over to Ockley, toCow
and the old-fashioned
tention. Heedless of the Coroner’s words
out to Handcross. und I took
in cottage gardens, whilst the lilacs sent fold, and
I snatched it tip and examined it closely.
forth a perfume that in my perturbed him into Horsham every day.”
breathless and
Next second I stood
slate of mind brought mo back to a real“Do yon know who was his friend al
aghast, dnmb-founned by an amazing disization of my bitterness. Lilac was Ella’s the Hall?”
covery that staggered belief.
favorite scent, and it stirred within me
“No, I don’t, sir. He nerer spoke
(To be continued.)
thoughts of her. How, I wondered, had about it, but I did have my suspicions,”
•die borne the news of
Dudley’s tragic he answered, smiling.
THE SEUUIN BADEY BURNED.
and mysterious end? How, I wondered,
“Oh! what were they?” I asked.
would she greet me when next we met?
“I fancy he came to see Lucy Bryden,
Bath, March 28.—The tow boat Soguin.
Yet somehow I distrusted her, and as I the housekeeper’s daughter. She's a good Morse & Co., of New York, Boston and
towards looking girl, yon know,” and the old Bath, owners, was partly destroyed
a alked on through the village
by
The tug
the Ockley road, nodding mechanically man winked knowingly.
fire here early this morning.
contemI
was
last
The
to a man f knew,
seriously
“What made you think that, eh?”
night.
reached here from Boston
and
had
plating the advisability of never again
“Well, from something I was told,” he fire started near tho boiliers,
“He
was seen made much headway when discovered.
seeing her. But I loved her, and though replied, mysteriously.
across the
I strove to reason with myself that some walking with a young lady
Ail the crew were ashore except Engineer
He escaped.
secret tie existed between her and Beck, Park one night, and ’eard as ’ow it was Robert Andrews.
I found myself unable to break off my Mrs. Bryden’r daughter. But next day 1
engagement, for I was held in her toils ’ad a surprise. A young lady callea here
FACTS AKE STUliCORN.
bv the fascination of her eyes.
for him, and she was dressed exactly as
the
For fully an hour l walked on, ascend- the young woman who had been in
ing the hill swept by the fresh breeze Park with him was. But it wasn’t Mrs. If Portland People Are Not Convinced by
from the Channel, only turning back on Bryden’s daughter.”
“LocalTestimony They Differ From Other
iindiog myself at the little hamlet at
“Then who was it?”
Kiuggfold. In that walk I tried to form
“I heard him call her Ella. She came
People.
resolutions; to devise some means to re- from London.”
and to
“What the deuce do
“Ella?” I gasped.
gain the confidence of the Earl,
Our readers must have noticed now
conjecture the cause of Dudley’s death, you mean, Denmau? What sort erf a girl
“cures” have multiplied in the news
but all to no purpose. The blows that was she? A lady?’’
had fallen in suoh swift succession had
quite a lady. She was paper in the last two years, like mush“Yes, sir,
paralysed me. I could not think, neither dressed in brown, and one thin* I noticed rooms in a meadow and following the
could I act.
was that she had on a
splendia diamond Plethora of “onres” the general public,
Re-passing the Sussex Arms I turned bracelet. It was a beauty.
In
the
bare
and
tap
I
echoed. have become remarkably skeptical. Facts
bracelet!”
thirsty.
in, dusty
diamond
“A
room, deserted at that hour, old Denman, There was no doubt that Ella had aotua 1- are demanded, but it has also beoome
a tall, tight-trousered,
splayfooted, gray- It, tir. tv»rnh»TTi without, niv know!essential to know who supplies them,
man. who drove the village fly
haired
edge, for the bracelet that the old|o«tler,
and acted as ostler and handy-man about in replv to my eager questions, desorjbed where ore they from, in fine whom have
some
the hostelry, was busy cleaning
accurately, was the ono 1 had given her. you cured. Doubting Thomas will not
she
call?
“What time in the duy did
accept at par incredible cures on the other
Where did they go?” I demanded, in surside of the continent. He wants it at
prise.
and they home. “Give us some neighbor, then I
“She came about mid-day,
Broad- will believe,” is what he asks for. Well,
both went for a walk towards
bridge Heath. They were gone I should Doan’s Kidney Pills do this. Call it
when
and
three
reckon about
hours,
they
or
neighreturned it was evident from her eyes what you like, at home, local
can always ascertain
been
she’d
bor’s
you
that
testimony,
orying.
A Pleasure at Last.
“Crying! Had Ogle been talking to the truth of it without leaving the oity
her angrily, do you think?”
Her is a case:
believe so. They re- limits.
“No. I don’t
Mr. Thomas Foster, of No. 30 Spring
mained here and had some tea together
In the parlor, and then I drove ’em to street, says: “I own a sound back today
to
Horsham, and they caught the 6.25
and I have to thank Doan’s Kidney Pills
London.”
I want it to be known to other
I was silent. There was some remark- for it.
sufferers so that they can reap the beneable unfathomable mystery in this.
“Now, Denman,” X said at last. “1 fits of such a valpable remedy. My back
know you’ve got a sharp pair of ears
Often I could hardly
was terribly bad.
when yon're perched
up on that box of
vours.
Did you overhear their conversa- lie in bed with it. I tossed from side to
tion while driving them to Horsham?”
side seeking without success an easy poAgain the old man removed his battered sition in which I could find much needed
hat and calmly scratched his head.
rest. It has compelled me to knock off
"Well, sir, to tell you the truth, I did
’ear a few words,” he answered. “I work for weeks at a time. I have gone
’card the young lady say as 'ow she wor about like a man broken in two, and
No Trouble.
No Muss.
powerless. He seemed to be begging of when in bed I had to support my back
her to do something which horrified her.
1 heard her ask him in a whisper wheth- with a pillow. I drive a wagon occasionbe discovered, ally where I work. It has no springs and
er he thought they would
and he laughed at her fear, and said, ‘If
my sufferings when on it conldjonly be
you don’t do it, you know the consetermed agony. Many times I have had
be
fatal.’
quences will
the to get out and walk when going over
“Do you think they went up to
Kali when they went out walking?”
rough pavement for I could'not stand the
sir. They
“I don’t know,
could, of
a
was
It
torturing job to
the
Park
into
that
way. jarring.
course, have got
But you don't look very well, sir. I hope straighten up after stooping and as day
what I’ve told you isn’t—Isn’t very un- after day passed I got worse Instead of
s*
pleasant. the old ostler added, with a better. I looked for something to help
M2
look of apprehension.
me.
I selected Doan's Kidney Pills. I
! I “No. get me some brandy, Denman,”
AT ONE OPERATION
gaeoed.
got them at the junction of Free and
While he was absent I rose and walked Middle streets, at a drug store kept by
..
unsteadily to the window that overlooked H. H. Hay & Sons.
I was not disapresidence
corner
;S
a comfortable looking
surrounded by a belt of firs, a wide road, pointed in the result. Doan’s Kidney
S
The Cleanest, Fastest Dye
and a beautiful stretch of valley and blue Pills went right to the spot. I have not
Soiled or Faded Shirt
Downs beyond. The landscape was peace- had a vestige of pain sinoe I took them.
Blouses, Ribbons, Curtains,
ful and picturesque, and I sought solace
about the little pill
But this latest reve- I cannot say enough
in gazing upon it.
etc., whether Silk,
lation had unnerved me. Dudley and Ella that has accomplished so much for me.”
-5 Cotton or Wool.
g had met in that quiet rural place, for
Doan’B Kidney Pills are for sale by all
-:?
which I could not conoeive.
some
dealers. Price 51 cents. Mailed on reGrocers
Colors
and5. j Their purpose
by
J; Sold in fill
meeting had evidently been preof price by
Foster-Milburn Co.,
:»
Druggists, or mailed free
arranged, and their object, from the words ceipt
•5
for 15 cents;
overheard, was appar- Buffalo, N. Y,, sole agents for the United
g I the old mun had and
sinister character.
of a secret
«*
States.
; ently
Address, THE MAYPOLE SOAP DEPOT,
had deihe a:range inquiring look I
Remember the name DOAN’S and take
%. ; tected in Ella’s face whenever she had
127 Duane Street, New York.
g’anced surreptitiously at Dudley on the no substitute.
— — —
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four desirable rents in
Pol- further information
YORK, Sawyer street, South

RENT—Three

TOSouth Portland.
inquire

of J. C.

or

Portland._2t>-i
FURNISHED HOUSE in the western part
of the city, containing hall, double parlors,
dining room and kitchen, live sleeping too ns
and bath room. Address S, Box -100, Portland.
Me.
__21P1
4

A

Forty

Tnird>>
wpek tar

on®

»»i»rl*»r titf-*.
»<:i tnco.
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n:»«rti*d

SALI<;-Aii ouVTnsl'IO'.ied mlirrnck; j-.
FOR
1
tells
ns v.eil ns being

Hie day of the mouth
excellent time-keeper; will sell
will exchange for
new \v;iiche:j.

an

good

'"^'Paniciuars address
H. l.vGALI.S Denmark.

with

stimp.

ene.ip or
u:I’o
R^D.\T

Me._“9-1

I^Oli
SALE—Fine iesidence
*

13

rooms,

two

tenements.
l»aili rooms. ampR heat including open tires; modern plumbing aim in
perfect repair: first class central
location;
m'O LET—One half of a very convenient and sunny and superior surroundings: 2 minuses
K
,ime ofiered; a bargain.
pleasant office, located on Exchange St,, W01?.
with steam heat, sebago water,Setc. Price very I W. il. WALDRON & CO., iso Middle streetlow. Inquire of A. 0. LIBBY & C'O., 42’/?, x26-1

change St.

handsome modern rents of 7
and 8 rooms each, with separate front
doors, baths, steam heat, etc., etc., pleasantly
located at 172 Brackett St., near Pine. Also
many others. For lull particulars apply Real
Estate Office. First National Bank building,
FREDERICK S. VA1LL._20-1

MERRY’S
KIND.
Goods That Are
To

KENTS—Two

nrto BET—Front corner room, also two eonI nectiiu rooms; heat, bath room, hoard If
desired. Reasonable to the right, parties. First
26-1
house Irom Congress St. 10 ELM ST,

Up

Date.

All Prices In Hats from

$1.00 and Upwards.
wegivetbadmg mrars.
We Would Eifee You for u

Spring
Style, 18o8.
Jr
o

^

Customer.

I____29-1
SALE-IIorse shoeing business,including
Y?ORstock
and tools, 2 fires. 2
anvils, a vises and
tools; plenty of shoes; established 10
years; plemy of work fur 2 men; in ei'tv of one
hundred thousand, near Boston,
price S400
cash. Address 1„ A. SMITH. 239 Allston
St.,
Lambrlugeport, Mass.
29-1
other

fine building lot, elevated
situated
on
the
principal
westerly end of city; about
10.000 square feet.
BENJAMIN SHAW, 511-9
SALE—A

PORground,
thoroughfare
Exchange

at

street.

an

L’OR SALE—Two-story house and stable conipOR RENT—One of the cosiest houses in
1
iC western part of city, pleasantly located at for nected, at Woodfurds. 12 rooms arranged
one or two families: cemented cellar; large
No. 28 Cm lton St., containing all modern imlot;
InEasy terms.
neighborhood.
provements, having lately been put in thorough quire good
of JOHN H. CARD, 98 Exchange street
repair. For permit and other particulars ap- Portland. Me.
29-1
National
Bank
ply Real Estate Office, ERst
26-1
building, FREDERICK S. VAILL.
IT’OR
SALE, rent or exchange, suburban rest
1
dence on line of electric curs, with steam
ri O LET—Two very desirable temements at heat and other improvements; large barn, hen
& No. 1042 Congress St., near the Union Sta- nery and out buildings, 35 acres of land.
For
tion, $10 each. Single house No. 181 Oxford price and other particulars apply Real Estate
St., 8 rooms, $18 per month. Lower tenement Ollice, hirst National Bank Building, FREDER$8 per ICK S. VAILL.
in house No. 37 Merrill St., 5 rooms
291
month. Apply to FRED’K L. JEKKIS, 396
USINErS CHANCE FOR SALE-Stock oi
261
Congress St.
goods in village store; lias tenement conLET—Room in Cushman Block. Inquire nected ;| rent low; near railroad station: small
capital required. B. B. FULLER, 2i5 Lisbon
ol C. F. MOULTON, 567 Congress St.
street, Lewiston, Me.29-1
251
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Middle Street.

IMISCELLANEOUS.

I. T.

kjt DRHjomn.

peaceful

_,_

inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Forty words
one

—

__

OR RENT—Sunny single house, 9 Charles
St., 8 rooms and hath, in perfect order,
modern steam heat and open plumbing, 5 min-

Ijs

utes to Union Station, near promenade, very
desirable, rent reasonable. Apply at real estate office of BENJAMIN F. HARRIS, No. 48
25-i
Exchange St.

RENT—New house located

Willis-

SALE—Restaurant,
Ij'ORtions
the street,

one of the best locaon
a thoroughfare; will
sold at a great bargain as the owner has
other business demanding his whole attention.
-apyiy iu is. b. oraiujzxVnr., no i-z luiaaie si.,

be

room

1.

23-1

If OR SALE—3 story brick house and largr
•
corner lot of land about 210 lineal feet on"
side and 110 feet front; the above property is
situated west of High St. BENJAMIN SHAW,
311-2 Exchange
28-1

FORton church, furnished or unfurnished, con12 rooms with bath, eleciric bells, speak
loaned Oil 1st and 2nd mortgages, tainingset
tubs, steam heat, finished in natural
MONEY
St._
real estate, life insurance policies, notes, tubes,
etc. For permit and full particulars
wood,
etc.,
If OR SALK-Received a line lot ot singing
Notts
bonds and good collateral security.
real estate office, First Natianal Bank *
apply,
male
and
female
cent
a
canaries, mocking birds,
5
of
interest
rate
year
per
diseounled;
25-1
W. 1\ Building. FREDERICK S. VAILL.
trashes and reed birds in fine song, aud good
and upwards according to security.
Maxican and Amazon parrots. Seeds
talking
CAKK. room 5, second floor, Oxford building,
LET—151 High street, nice sunny rooms, of all kinds and
mocking bird food constant,
181 Middle street.
TO all
conveniences, hath. Eras: nrivate house:
__mar20-4
ly on hand. FRED A. BKOMBY, 450 Congress
24-t
prices moderate.
near

26-1
street.
\9ES. E. I. HEATH is in New York, attendj-ffi. ing the fashionable millinery openings, just
RENT—We claim to have the largest
previous to r.aster, ami is also visiting her son,
list yl houses and rents for sale and to let
who is manager of the Walter M. Lowney Co. of any real estate office in Portland. Our spec25-1
store on Broadway.
ialty Is collecting rents and general care of
YI ONLY TO LOAN—On Urst and second property. For full particulars apply to Real terers, painters, paper hangers, housekeepers,
REUBEN WESTH mortgages on Beal Estate at as low rate of Estate Office, First National Bank Building, all of my own manufacture.
♦
COTT, 131 Lincoln SL, foot of Myrtle. Teleinterest as can be obtained in Portland; also, FREDERICK S. VAILL._24-1
loans made on stocks, bonds, personal proper- VEWIY furnished rooms to rent with board phone 338-4.25-2
ty or any other good securities. Inquire of A, i’ if desired. Use of bath. Special rates for
receipt of 10 cts. we will mail you a hand.
26-4
C. LIBBY & CO., 42*/s Exchange St.
transients. NO. 14 BROWN STREET, just oft
some sliver plated souvenir spoon on which
is a beautifully embossed design of the Battle
Congress.24-1
TO LOAN on first mortgages of
snip Maine. Agents wanted. A. A. PALMER
NEW PATof
tenements of live and six & CO., 106 Milk
real estate at 5 and G per cent. Realestate
St., Boston.23-1
for sale, houses rented, rents collected, care of
rooms, centrally located; prices $H and
the latest property a specialty; prompt attention. 25 $12i»er month, by J. C. WOODMAN, 93 Ex- IfOR SALE—A small business on Congresi
is
A
24-1
N. S. GARDINER, change street.
years in this business.
St., near center of city, an unnsuall good
25-1
from
the 176 1-2 Middle St., room 1.
opportunity for a party vvith|smally means. W.
LET—A few rooms for light housekeeping, P. CARR, room 5,183 Middle SL24-1
negotiated—At 5 per
furnished, delightfully
very handsomely
makes in
cent; we have funds of clients to invest in situated, overlooking State St.: meals across / iHOICE Eggs for hatching, from buff legooms of all the
first mortgages. Parties desiring loans ou good the street if
home stock, every pullet is pure buff color.
desired. Apply at 15 Pine St.
23-1
My cockerel came from R. G. Bufflnton, Pali
Iieal Estate Office, First National Bank BuildRiver, and is a good bird. Eggs $2 for 13; $5
for 40. M. E. AVERILL, Freeport, Me. 24-2
ing, FREDERICK a. VAILL._24-1
a
LET—Up stairs rent of 10 rooms on FrankWe
r.M
lin ht. $18; lower rent of 7 rooms No. 116
H IJORPOISENE” is the best lubricant, and
m
BUILDING LOTS-I offer for
*
in
the best oil to keep your wheel clean. Oxford St. $17: lower rent of 6 rooms No. 168
and
sale a few very desirable building lots on
Never gums, never grows rancid.
If you want Clark St. $18.75; 6 rooms, up stairs, 2951-2 Arlington and Clifton Sts., at Woodfords. To
HENRY S.
ihe best you will use no other. Get it at Brackett St. $17.50, and others.
realize quickly on these lots a number will be
better
23-1
TRICKEY, 121 Exchange St.
BAILEY’S GUN STORE, 26S Middle tit. 23-1
sold at bargain prices to parties that will build
V. W. SPARROW, 4 Arlington
room with closet,
furnished
riiO
LET—Large
and
Graphophones, re- A set
care for
22-2
bowl, steam heat and gas, also large
cords, blanks, horns, tubes, recorders,
between
nnfurnished
alcove
room.
15
St.,
Gray
carrying cases, knives, belts springs and all State and Park.
23-1
talking machine supplies. “1000 Records in
stock” Grapbophoues and Gramophones to let.
““1
Waltham and Elgin Watches. A large stock
C. C. HAWES, Hawes’ Music Store, 414 Con- riiO LET IN DEERING—A furnished house.
A nine rooms, exclusive of bath room and of new model Watches
will be sold on easy paygress St.__mar!6-4
laundry. Fine grove in rear; also orchard of ments at reasonable prices.
All Styles.
All
persons in want of trunks choice apples. On line of electrics.
W'ANTED—All
be Prices.
Will
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument
”
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS, rented to a
Address Square.
without children.
family
marl9dtf
563 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s or call 31 PLEASANT ST.,
Deering, Me.
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
mar9 4
SALE—Tickets are now ready for new
same care in
and can therefore
bottom
win show
give
prices.
term of Dancing School at Thatcher Post
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.
We frame
RENT—April 1st, lower tenement, enNo.
199
house
Hail,
of
commencing
St.,
Wednesday night, March 30.
Spring
tirely separate,
not pictures.
ll-j
new,
to
containing seven rooms besides halls and bath- Six lessons, six assemblies, Manchester, teacher. For particulars and tickets call at HAWES’
heat.
steam
room
Inquire
;
exposed
plumbing,
will pay the highest cash prices
fkfOTICE—We
in
MUSIC STORE, 4i4 Congress Street.
18 2
-tv
for household goods or store fixtures of at 44 DEERING STREET.2-tf
auy description or receive the same at our auctSALE—Pine Clapboards.
Now is the
ion rooms for sale on commission. GOSS &
WANTED.
time to buy pine clapboards as i am clos19-2
WILSON, Auctioneers. 18 Free St.
ing them out at spruce prices in order to make
room
for spring stock.
It will pav you.to use
that
to Know
UnderA THOUSAND RINCS
WANTED—Everybody
DAVID E.
“» wood Sp ing Water will be delivered at pine as a matter of paint sticking.
To select from.
Diamonds, Opals, Pearls, their residence in 6 gallon glass jugs at 50 RUSSELL, So. Waterboro, Me.
mar 184
and all other precious stones.
Engage- cents. Purest Maine water. Address THE
Iiubys
ment and Wedding Kings a specialty.
Largest UNDERWOOD CO., Portland. Me.29-1
SALE—A nice cottage house with ell
stock in the city.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler,
and stable attached, at South Freeport. A
Monument Square.
mari9dtf
to
wear the genuine Delsummer residence; also about g
desirable
very
WANTED—Ladies
**
mamdtf
sarte Corset. No breaking or rusting. The acres land. Inquire of S. B. KELSEY. Portland
on
corset
me
market.
and
durable
Pier.
most
TO LOAN—On first and second
marl6-4
stylish
mortgages, on real estate, stocks, bonds, Perfect fit gaaranteed by an expert fitter. MRS.
life insurance policies and notes of any good C. TRACEY, General Agent 19 Boyd street, piOR; SALE OR TO LET—Fine cozy cot*I. P. BUTLER, 48 1-2 Exchange city. Beware imitations.29-1
tage at South Freeport near steamer
securities.
landing; seven large airy rooms, broad piazzas,
street.
mar7-4
summer.
beautiful drives, fine fishing and sailing, delightW"ANTEE—Horses to hoard for the Riverton
ful location for health and quieL Apply to S.
Riverton stables, adjoining
WEDDING RINCS.
marl6-4
Park, lormerly occupied by J. Winslow Jones, B. KELSEY, Portland Pier.
fitted
for
the
been
have
recently
up
especially
Two hundred to select from. All weights
If you have horses that
of horses.
OR SALE—3 steam Hoisting Engines at 117
and sizes.
10, 14 and 18 Kt. Solid Gold. Mc- boarding to
have boarded you will find this a
Commercial SL B. J. WILLARD. 15-4
you wish
KENNEY. the Jeweler, Monument Square.
very convenient place, as the oiectrics reach
marl9dtf
Sheltered yards. WOR SALE—Farm in
here every fifteen minutes.
Bethel. Maine, 120 acres
Horses taken for a week,
■
City references.
good land, 2 i-2 story house, slied and two
month or the summer. Call and see accomall in good condition, good orchard, and
Difficult cases Cured modations. Price S10 per month. AMOS W. barns,
well supplied with wood and water; also about
KNIGHT.24-1
200.000 feet of pine timber. About two miles
from
Bethel village, and known as the Edward
and
educated
experienced
WANTED—An
Dr. Fisk makes a specialty of Diseases of the Rectv
elderly lady of good social standing A. Capeu farm; will be sold on favorable terms
tum. Treats no other class of disease. Send for my
or
be exchanged for Portland property.
or
to
her
in
a
gentleman
names
would
like
join
may
of many
Free Treatise on Piles, etc., and
lady
Maine citizens cured.
nas large MISS SARAH BIDEN, No. 135 Oxford St.,
summer boarding house business;
a
k's method is easy, safe,
Portland.
Me.
niarfl-tf
I
new'
furniture.
Corhouse full of
good
s.
Consultation Free !
*■I I
rsox
lnvneu.
Acrnn,
72,
responctence
for SALE—Farm known as the
my Lewiston or Portland |
fi 5
Me.
24-1
or consult me by mall.
B.'yant's Pond,
“Sturdivant Farm,” in Cumberland, conit. C. T. FISK, 832 Main Street, Lewiston.
will
WANTED—One or two light airy rooms, ilia tains about 06 acres, tillage, woodland and
March 30 and
At U. S. Hotel, Portland. Saturdays only.
WEDNESDAY and
*» central location,suitable tor lightensmifactpasture. It has a large barn, with cellar, shed,
uring and office and where power can be had, lien house, ice house, and with cemented cellar
SPRING OPENING of IMPORTED and
under main house. Buildings in good repair.
or where there will be no objection to a small
occur our annual
electric motor, immediate possession required. Pleasantly situated, witnln three minutes walk
WAN TKD-R IT U A fit* N"
Press Oflicc.23-1
H.
J.
of railroad station, and five minutes of PortAddress
B.,
and
HATS
DOMESTIC PATTERN
land and Yarmouth Street Railway. Good ha?
O EXCHANGE—House in eenter part of
under this head
words inserted
Forty
and well adapted to raise garden truck
farm,
LACES and all the LATEST NOVELTIES.
city and one in western part of city to exone week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
raspberries, blackberries, straw
change ior farm near Gorham or Portland. W. asparagus,
and other small fruit for the market.
berries,
P. CARE, room 5, Oxford Building, 185 Middle Terms reasonable.
WANTED—A position as working houseInquire of S. L. STROUT
II
on the premises, or A. A. STROUT. 39 Exkeeper in a small family or for aged St__23-1
marl0-4
St., Portland, Me.
change
couple, by a widow with a child of 6, small
MARRY
pay, and can furnish the best of references.
Address M„ No. 277 MAIN ST., Biddeford. Me. And I will buy you such a pretty Ring at
SALE—Or lease, a lot of land at the West
28-1
End, corner Forest and Congress streets
McKenney’s. A thousand solid gold Rings,
Diamonds, Opal-Pearls, Rubies, Emeralds and containing about 4,224 feet Apply to E. HARman
stones.
a
who
has
had
and
WANTED—Situation by
all other precious
Engagement
LOW, 919 Congress St.
jan25dtf
vr
experienceiin running stationary engine, Wedding Rings a specialty. Largest stock in
The
and
Address
A,
MANpainting.
Jeweler, Monument |60R SALE—Lot having a frontage of 97 feel
carpentering
city. MeKENNEY,
1
28-1
mar23dtf
tne
on West street, located between Western
NING, So. Portland.
Square.
Promenade and Chadwick street, to close an
estate.
We are open for an offer on this very
■WANTED— A position to care for an invalid
HELP.
WASTED-FKMALE
7“ or elderly person. Address M-, this office.
desirable lot. F'or full particulars apply Real
mar283t
25-1
Estate
First National Bank Building.
Office.
Forty worn. Inserted voder tills hoed FREDERICK S.
VA1LL.KM_
one week for 25 cents, cash In Advance.
an
■WANTED—Work by
experienced lady
'I
IRL WANTED—At 121 Franklin street to lyOR SALE—A large and commodious 21-2
WiT AND WISDOMstenographer and typewriter; would also
a
story house and beautiful lot of land sitdo general housework.29-1
like to sell or let a typewriter. Address Miss
uated on Seavey St.. Cumberland Mills. House
25-1
S. L., care Portland Daily Press.
ANTED—A girl to assist in the care of, a cost over $4000 to build and will be sold at a
Have
An Opportunity Yon Now
1 abv forenoons.
Apply between 8 and 12 bargain. Lot surrounded by a large hedge and
■WANTED—Situation by first class cook, also
St., MRS. BURKE.
29-1
II
has some young fruit trees on same. Inquire oi
of testing the curative effects of Ely’s Cream
washing and ironing in country or city. 16 at 409 Cnmberland
ANTED Experienced
girl tor general A. C. LIBBY & CO.. 42 1-2 Exchange St. 23-i
for Catarrh
SPRING ST., opposite screen factory, left
Balm, the most positive Cure
house work, two in the family, no other
23-1
bell.
bouse flneknown. Ask your druggist for a 10 cent trial
need apply. Call at No. 92 Carlton St., left T60R SALE—A first class boarding
doAly located on Cumberland St. and now
hand bell.25-1
size or send to cents, we will mail it. Full size
of A. C.
Inquire
business.
a
good
ing!
paying
first
class
must
of
be
paid
30 cents.
23-1
wages
girl,
LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange St,
MAINSPRINGS, 75c.
good cook. Apply between e and 8 p. m.,
ELY BROS., 06 Warren St., N. Y. City.
The best Amerioan Mainsprings, made by the at 203 State St.
_25-1
SALE—One of the best corner lots id
I
induced
Warranted
Elgin and Waltham companies.
My son was afflicted with catarrh.
Fessenden Park, near the new houses; elecTEA SET—Ladles, send us your full
for one year.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler
also one of
him to try Ely’s Cream Balm and the disagreeaThe canvass for the Directory having been Monument
trics
will
pass the lot this summer;
and
we will exmarl9dtf
address, plainly written,
Square.
Ho appears as
tile most desirable lots in South Portland, on
ble catarrhal smell all left him.
finished, all recent changes should be sent to
press you 75 of our exquisite ARABIAN PEKP* CARR, room 5, 186
W.
ground.
to
111.
sell
high
Areola,
friends
at
10 very
FUMO PACKETS
among
well as any oue.—J. C. Olmstead,
the publishers at onee to secure insertion.
WANTED—AGENTS.
cents each; when sold, remit us the money (less Middle St._23-1
The price of A ft 0* ft the Direcexpress charges) and we will send you a beautilOB SALE—Building lots on Munjoy hill,
POSSIBLE.
WHEN IT IS SOMETIMES
ful decora ted china tea set of 56 pieces for your
Sherman. Grant, and Portland Sts.. Westtory will he Vfa.tlU for all orders
words Inserted under this head
for
Forty
size
full
use.
Name nearest ern Promenade and other locations in western
family
trouble,
Driggs—Can a man serve two masters?
See that the one week for 25 cents, cash In advance.
later than April l, 1808.
office and address, Arabian Perfumo partof city; also on Great Diamond island and
received
express
Henpeck—Well, that depends. He may have
to
Co., Bridgewater, Conn,mar23d7t
South Portland. BENJAMIN SHAW, 5112
publishers have your order before that date
WANTED—Ladies and Gents
a wife and a
grown daughter, you know.—
Exchange St.
secure the subscription price of $3.00.
_23-1
wauted to sell an article of merit, grand
Waterbury.
LOST AND FOUND.
opportunity for the next two months, for those
IVAKIEI)—MACK HStr.
who mean business, to make money; commence
For particulars,
THE MUNICIPAL COURT.
now white;the lleld is open.
suitable reward will be paid for recall between 10 -12, 2-6 at rear 71 Green St.
turn of time book lost on either Center, WANTED—Young men to learn the art of
or Commercial streets.
Moulton
25T_ Free,
Apply II cutting gentlemens’ garments. We oiler
John P. O’Donnell. Larceny; fined *10
men
the
best
opportunities
Hie young
GENTS-BATTLESHIP MAINE. Every office of Eagle House.29-1
as
and costs.
our
cutters,
become
competent
to
ST.
patriotlo citizen should wear one of on’r
sum of monoy which the owner
an I
are
all
new
we
instructs
30
Larceny;
back,
medallions, specJohn P. O’Donnell.
days
handsome souvenir, pin
can have by calling at 370 Fore street from
mar25
BEACON
TAILeach
pupil separate.
teach
___^lw ial design, in memory of the lost battleship 7 to 9 and 12 to 1 a. m and 6 to 7
In oounty jail.
504 Washington .St., Boston, Mass.
p.
m.,
proving
CO.,
ORING
in
State.
Sample, 4e.,
stamps.
named after their
and paying for this ad.
2S-1
Intoxioation: fined S3
John
CITY OF PORTLAND.
Kelley.
A. A. PALMER properly
__21-1
Special terms to agents.
and costs.
22-2
.,
& CO.B, 106 Milk St., oston.
To Owners of Hogs.
Wauled.
John Conley. Intoxication; fined $5 and
ARVTLLE,
Magnetic
Clairvoyant.
either ladies or gents to
Consultations daily from 9 a. m. to 8 p. in.
owner or keeper of a doz more than WANTED—Agents,
for
power eyelet machine:
II
sell one of the most useful household arti- on health, business or private family matters.
to
be
it
cause
old,
shall
regismonths
JOHNSON
lots
four
of work and good job.
—_ottered the public. A
described and licensed for one cles for daily use ever
confidential and reliable. BROS.,
strictly
Everything
cumbered,
tered
to
make
the
light parties
William. Indian Pile
Hallowell.___23-1
in the City rare chance for
for
of
the
Clerk
treatment
catarrh.
29-1
office
City
the
Special
’in
year
CITY MFG. ( O-I
fijnxa Ointment is r sure cure where the dog is kept, on or before the first day money. Address FORESTMe.
salesman to represent in
20-1
Middle St., Portland,
WANTED—A
'Cl for PILES. It absorbs of
*»
each year. All owners of togs are 176Vii
Apriltedoftooomply
tumors. 8tops .Itching.
Maine, on commission. Hardware Manuto
the
with the law relating
WfllNE
Tenues
Position perfacturers
Agents Co. of Boston.
A brand new
IMP GIVES RELIEF. SOc.
* GENTS—$25 a week easy.
tile same. Dogs not properly liand 91. At Druggists. licensing of
This is the prettiest Spoon ever put on the manent. Best of references required. Address
A thing. Send your address quick and get
censed "are
are liable to be killed,
censeu
Boston.
Mass.
Room to.
620
the
Avenue,
and
see
Atlantic
Call
it.
MeKENNEY.
particulars. PEOPLES’, 3941 Market St., market.
GE0> w. Syi.VESTER,
For sale by J. E. Goold& Co,
mansdtf
HtitflOsOdlW
Jeweler, Momiffiqjit Square.
Fliilu.
City Marshall.
marMduw

i

CARPETS,

t

FOlt

i

ON

Our

MONEY

assortment

TERNS

repiete with

acceptable

productions
leading

Desirable

110

both Mortgages

and Domestic Goods,
notabie feature of
make
FIR8VAVE
designs
SPECIAL
with great
selected
the
grades,
retail trade.

-ngiish

r

DBERING

PHONOGRAPHS

WATCHES ON INSTALLMENTS.

RUG AND DRAPERY DEPT.
the

procure
found elsewhere

selections
artistic effects
Portland.

FOR

IVOR

i

*

FOR

i. T. KIL60RN COMPANY,

FOR

O.

MONEY

Grand

Easter

J. R. LIBBY CO.

at

j

Opening Day

EASTER OPENING

by Dr. C.T. FISK.
_

Sent

___

•'

THURSDAY,

|I
1

1?

31,

FARM

Sfflce,

«■

BONNETS, FLOWERS,

SHIFFONS,

ME, NELLIE,

DeOOSTER,
MISSES GRIFFITH & ST.

FOR

643 CONGRESS
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OPEN EVENINGS.

(Under
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DIRECTORY
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BEST

FOR

FREE

AGENTS

The Thurston

97 1-2 EXCHANGE

LOST—A

Print,

A

FOUND—A

_

EVERY

LILLIAN

BATTLESHIP

luaed&wil

OPERATORS

SOUVENIR SPOONS

^

one

in building up the weak
harmless, and a stron? tonic
and debilitated. It cures acute or muscular rheumar
tism in tom one to five days. Bbaa-p, shooting pains
in arv Dart of tbe body slopped in a few doses. A
permanent cure for lameness,
promptfcompletc and
and nil pains in hips and loins.
soreness stiff back
Chronic rheumatism, sciatica, lumbago or pain in
the back are speedily cured. It seldom foils to give
relief from one to two doses, and almost invariably
has been used. The Munyon
cures before one bottle
liemedy Company prepare a separate cure for each
disease At all druggists—25 cents a vial. If you need
medical advice write Prof. Munyon, 1505 Arch
Street, philadelp hia. It is absolutely free.

i««
MAINE

TOWNS.

Items of 'interest Gathered

by

Coma*

pondenta of tbe Frets.
PARIS.
West Paris. March 26.—The closing concert of the People’s Lecture Course under
the auspices of the M. E. Circle, will be

day

last week with

friends

in

Yar-

mouth.
Mrs. R. T. Hodsdon was a recent guest
of friends in Portland.
Miss Adelaide M. Hodsdon of Gorham
Normal school is spending her vacation
Mrs. R. T.
with her parents, Mr. and
Hodsdon.
Mr. Warren Small of
Yarmouth, has
Merbeen visiting his uncle, Mr. John
chant.
the Dunn
There will be a sociable at
school honse Wednesday evening, March
30. If stormy, Thursday.

FINANCIAL ANDCQMERC1AL
<i notations of Stacie Products is the
Leading Markets.
New York Stock and,Money Marxei.

short vacation.
Mr. Frost F. Bailey, of Harpswell, was
at the Center Thursday and Friday.
Miss Emma Hawkes is visiting her sister, Mrs. Etta Morse, at Hallowell.
Mr Fred S. Hawkes Is having the inpainted. Mr.
terior of his store newly
George Hanson is doing the work.
Mrs. Marcia Hanson has been spending
a few days with relatives in Deering.
Mr. D. F. Small will not oooupy the
pnlplt at the Baptist church next Sunday, but services will be beld as usual.
Over twenty attended the examination
of teachers at the Center Saturday.

farm.
The selectmen will be in session
at C. H. McKenney’s residence.

■<

oVfl

day.

9c
to 80c each

rum,,

eonfetionia y
powered, 6«; tramilanu
coffee crushed 6c; yellow 4

puivtrlsed 6et

13/a
66

63
20

22%
62%
11 s>%

pfd. 67%
Northwestern.113%
pfd...172
do;
Ont & Western. 13%
Readme. '.5%
Kook Island. 80Vs
St I Paul. 86%
143
Jdo bfd.
St»Paul !& Omaha. 66
do
prfd.145
S'. Paul. Mlnu. & Mann.124;
Texas Pacific. 8%
Union Pacific.47%
Wabash....
0%
do prfd. 14%
do

uo

172

ljj
17%
80

»2%
146
70%

LIVERPOOL. ENG.

Steamship Scotsman—

300 casks china clay to Baring Bros & Co
40
do to Morey & Co 10 pek mdse to J E Bundle.

Exports.
Hamburg.

Steamship Alesia—740 bags

bestos 3 cs household goods 292,311 busli
38,456 do rye 11,98 J «o buekwheat260 tes
79 pkgs canned me ts 300 sacks flour.

asoats

lard

Miss Alice M. Barnes is visiting friends
Friday in Auburn.
Mr. Isaac; Emory, Jr. and daughter,
PORTER.
Sarah, spent last Thursday with friends
in this nlace.
Kezar Falls, March 28.—Only one drive
Hobson or
Cecil
Messrs. Ernest and
of logs on the Great Ossipee River this York
spent the last few days with their
spring and only one million in that is the parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chas
Hobson.
report.
Mr. A. H. Barnes, who was sick last
There seems to be a groat demand for
week, is better, and at his work again.
oxen over seven feet.
Monday the workmen began the founda
Mrs. David Fogg and Mrs. Irving Ma- tion to the new house on
High street,
livo but a few
to
son
are expected
being built by Mr. Nathan Hooper.
days.
Mrs. A. G.
Mrs. J. A. Fellows and
Shingling houses seems to be the order Smith are on the sick list.
of the day up in this section.
We are glad to report that Mrs. Abbio
J. M. Merrifield got one of his feet
Sawyer is improving and Is able to be
a
it
hurt
last
by
log rolling upon
badly
out doors this tine weather.
week.
M. L. Pike has bought an old shop of
Jordan Stacy, and is going to move it
FREEPORT BOARD OF TRADE.
down on the bank of the river above the
The Freeport Board of Trade held its
bridge and fit him up a blacksmith shop
out of it.
March
Wo understand that our school commit- annual meeting Saturday evening,
tee have employed all the teachers from 2G. The following officers were elected.
our own town.
President—J. W. Amick.
But very little maple sugar and honey
W. C.
Vice Presidents—J. E. Davis,
made in this section—so the report Fogg, H. C. Brewer.
was
goes.
Secretary—E. E. Pinkliam.
Farmers teport that the partridge has
Treasurer—W. A. Davis.
ruined the apple crop in this section,
The usual number or seventeen mem“budding” every apple tree that does not bers were
elected to constitute its board
stand near to some building. We should
judge by the noise we have heard some of managers. Hon. W. C. Fogg and F.
of them will not pick any more buds.
M. Grant were chosen as delegates to atThe Red Men are having all they can
tend the semi-annual StateBoard of Trade
aro
extra
do at present. They
having
meeting to be holdeu at Portland Maroh
meetings every week for a while.
Frank Lord, who has been at work at 31st.
Itumford Falls, is at home for a short
time.
Discovered by a Woman.
Birds of all kinds are getting back
again with us.
Another great discovery has been made
Abra E. Fox, Eva and Flossie Garner and that
in this country.
too, by a
have been in Portland, Lewiston and “Disease fastened lady
her
its clutches upon
other plaoes visiting during the month of
its
and for seven years she withstood
March.
severest tests, but her vital organs were
YARMOUTH.
undermined and death seemed imminent.
East North Yarmouth. March 28.—Miss For three months she
coughed incessantly
Iva Hamilton of Lewiston
has
been and could not
sleep. She finally discovspending a few days at her father's Mr. ered a way to reoovery by purchasing of
Henry Hamilton.
us a bottle of Dr.
King’s New Discovery
Mr. George Pennell and family of Pow- for Consumption, and was so muoh
renal were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin lieved on taking first
dose, that she slept
W. Ross, Sunday.
all night and with two bottles has been
Miss Olive Ross who has been visiting absolutely cured.
Her namo is
Mrs.
in Lewiston has returned.
Thus writes W. C. HamLuther Lutz.’
Mrs. B. Abbott, who has been * isiting mick & Co., of Shelby, X. C. Trial botrt Rov. M. K. Mabry’s has returned to tles free at H. P. S. Goold’s
Drug Store.
F’ryebcrg.
Regular size 50J and $1.00 every bottle
i- residing Elder J. A. Corey will be at
guaranteed.
the Methodist church Satudrav April 2.
Mrs. James Lawrence Is visiting her
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
daughter, Mrs. Charles P. Cleaves, SebaTHE LEST SALVE in the world for
go Lake.
Flora Ethaleen, only daughter of Mr.
Bruisos,
Cuts,
Sores, Ulcers, Salt
and Mrs. George Maiston,
died .Satuis- Rheum, Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped
day, £8 inst. Funeral Tuesday afternoon Hands, Chilblains, Corns and all Skin
The condolence of the Eruptions and positively cures Piles, or
At two o’clock.
community is extended to the bereaved no pay required. It is guaranteed to give
parents.
perfect satisfaction or money refuu lied.
Mr. .lore Connor. G. T. R. conductor, Price 25 cents per box. For sale by H. P.
under Conis spending a few days with his family.
S. Goold, 677 Congress St.,
Misses Ethel and Susan Kimball spent grees Square Hotel.

I

Soring patents. 5 30S'6 00.
Spring, ciearlana straight. 4 S0&5 50
Winter patents. 6 25@5 05.
Winter, clear and straight, 4 40^5 35
Extra and Seconds 00.
Fine and Supers —.
Domestic

Marx

The following are
Provisions. Groceriesicto

Grata.
Corn ear
39 840
do bag lota .... 42
low erades.4 00®4 25
Meal bag lots
£40
Spring Wneat Dakers.ci ana sto 1046510 Oats, ear lout
35®36
1 stent trne
Oats, bag lots
la37
Wneat... 6 80g5 90 Cotton 8eec.
Floor.

Smerflne

*

dicb.str’eiiv

roller.... 6 36® 6
clear do.. .5 10®5
-tl.ouis st’gi
5 35S5
roller...
clear do. .5 20®5
ci nt’r wlieui
5 65®5
patents.
Flsn.

car low.0000®2300
bag lots 0000824 00
Sacked Isr'g
car low. 16 60®17 60
50
bag lotal7 OO&lri oo
36 Middling t!6oO®17 60
bag ow..SI7® 18 00
80 Mixed feed.... 17 50

60
is

New York.
Sell Lena White, Ott, Rockland for New York.
Soli Susan Stetson, Heath, Rockport for
Boston.
Sell H Curtis, Deer Isle for Boston
Sell Empress, Pinkham, Rockport lor New
York.
Sch E G Willard, Atwood, Rockland for New
York.
Sell Julia Baker, Spear, Greens Landing for
Boston.
Sell Hermon F Kimball, Lane, Rockport for
Boston.
Sell Leona. Lane! Rockport for Boston.
Sch Laura Robinson, Jones, Rockland lor Now
York.
Sch Laura & Marion, Eastman, Harpswell lor
Gloucester.

tBy Telegrapui
Mch 28, 1898.
YORK—The Flour marker—receipts
10.000
16.895
bbls;sales
22,401 bbls; exports
packages; steady.quiet
iour quotations—city mills patents at 5 75*2
G 00; winter patents 4 80@6 26 :city miils^clear*
at 5 EO&i* «6; winter straits 4 56^.4 70; Minn,
pats 6 1G6S6 40: winter extras 3 70@4 10:Minn
bakers 4 35&4 55; winter low grades at 2 90@
Rye steadr-^No 2 Western at 68@58v4c fob

Wheat—receipts 91,575 bush: exports 89.931
bush: sales 3,085.000 Di sh; futures 79.000 Otis
spot; spot easy and more or less nominal; No 2
Ked t OlYa f o h afloat to arrive: No 1 Northern Duluth 1 (<5f o b afloat to arrive; No 1 hard
Manitoba —fob afloat.
Corn—receipts 149.175 bush; exports 79,913
busli; sales 126,000 bush; futures 128.000 bus
spot; spot tjrm; No 2 at 3014c fob afloat.
Oats—receipts 124,800 bush: exporis 37.931
bu; sales 240.000 bush spot; spot easier; No 2
at 293/*c; No 3 at 2i)'/4c; No 2 white at 32c;
No 3 white 31 % ; track white 32a,3Se.
Beef Arm;lamily—;city extra India Mess at

Siu'.iijg Ammgritirnl.

J. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
If. P.|C. HERSEY Agent.
marl8Utf

Blake.
Sell Louisa Frances, Pearson, Vinalliaven—
J H Blake.
Sell White Foam, Bice, Camden—J II Blake.
■Sell Myra Soars, Fullerton, Searsport—Paris

Liverpool

Steamship

10 Mar.
12 Mar.
24 Mar.
20 Mar.
7 April.
14

Californian,
Laurentian,
Parisian,

n

April

Flouring

rnon

M

DISPACHTKS.

28. steamer Hibernian,
Portland.
Ar at Liverpool 28th, steamer Michigan, from

Glasgow

Mch

c

BOSTON and PHILADELPHIA.

Th3 ROBERT REFORD CD., Limited, Boston & Maine R. R.

LIliECT STEAMSHIP LIME.

Ar 2‘Jth. sch Georgie Berry. Rockland.
Cld 26th. barque Adolph Obrig, Amesbury,

Commercial St., Portland, Me.

Royal Mail .Steamers—Liverpool

Saturday.

Steamers.Portland.
Liverpool.
Thur. 24 Feb.
Labrador, bat. 13 Mar., 1 p. in.
t p. m.
la
3 Mar.,
Vancouver.
31 Mar. l p. in.
n
Scotsman,
10 Apr. l p. m.
Labrador.
3!
Boston Service.
TO LIVERPOOL VIA. OCEENSTOVVN.
Sat.
noon.
R. M. S. CANADA. MARCH 26.
R, M. S, CANADA, APRIL 30, 4.00 p. in. bat
••

RATES OF PASSAGE.

New York Direct Line.
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
Steamships Manhattan ana John JEnglls
alternately leave Franklin whan Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays at 6 p. m., for New
York direct. Keturnmg, Heave Pier S3, East
Kiver. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at
u. 111.

These steamers are superbly fitted and furnished for passenger travel and afford the most
convenient and comfortable route between
Portland and New York.
Fare, one way, $4.00; round trip, $6.00.
Merchants’ and Buyers’ rouud trip tickets,
under regulations of Merchants Association of
N. Yh.only $5.00.
J. F. LlSCOMB.Geceral Agent
octfdtf
j. B. COYLE. Treasurer.

PORTLAND

Station Foot of SJrebIe St.
On and after Monday, Oct. 4, 1897, Passenger
trains will Leave Portland:
t or Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Windham and Epping at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30

Kov,

p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North at
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
Rochester, Spiiugvale, Alfred. WaterFor
boro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
6.35 P. m.
For Gorlmm at 7.30 and 9.45 a. ra., 12.30, 3.00,
6.35 and 6.20 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
Junction and Woedfords at 7.30, 9.45 a. m.,
12.30, 3.00, 5.35 and 6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with “Iloosae Tunnel Route”
for the West and at Union btatiou, Worcester,
lor Providence and New York, via “Providence
Line” lor Norwich and New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston and Albany R. E. for
the West, and with the New York all rail via

j

Wiscasset, about 3.30 p. m.
iviscasset
Mondays.
iieturning—Leave
Wednesdays aud Fridays at 7.00 a. m.;
Boothbay Harbor. 8,30 a.m.; Bath, 10.30 a.
Arriving at
ill.; Pop ham Beach, 11.30 a. m.
Portland about 2.00 p. m.
Will touch at Five Islands Tuesdays and
Saturdays Going East, and Mondays and Fridays Going West. Weather permitting.

_

O. C. CLIVEH, President.
marisdtl
CHAS. E. LEWIS. Treasurer.

“Springfield.”

Trains arrive in Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. in.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.. 1.30
and 5.52 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40, 8310 and
10.60 a. in., 1.30, 4.15, 5.52 p. m.
For tickets ior all points West and South apply to X. F. McGILUCUDDY, Ticket Agent,

PORTLAND and SMALL FOIST
STEAMBOAT CO.

Portlond, Me.
je25dtf

after January 3rd. 1898,

Steamer

“Percy "^7””
HOT”

CASCO

Will leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 10.00 a.
ill., Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays for
Lowell’s Cove. Orr’a Island; Card’s Cove. Foor's
Point, East Harpsweil; Small Point, Ashdale
Sebasco, l’hippsburg and Cundy’s Harbor.
KETUKNING— Leave Gundy's Harbor at
and Saturdays,
7.00 a. m„ Tuesdays,
touching at all landings.
For further particulars apply to
Telephole 46-3.
dec31

BAY

STEAMBOAT

G0~

QousfiWhiirf, Portland, Mo.
Week day time table, commencing Sunday
Nov. 28, 1897.
Peaks’ Island.
For Forrst Clfcr Landlnc,
5.30, 0.40. 8.00. a. m.t 2.15, 6.15 D. m.
For Poneo’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00,
a. m.,2.15 p. m.
For Trof©then’s Landing, Little and Great

j. H. McDonald,
Commercial street.

Diamond Islands 8.00. a. m.. 2.15 p. UL
All Sunday trips on Casco Bay Steamboat Co*
line discontinued for the season.
C. W. T. GODING. Gen. Man.

158

dtf

Sj|pt24dti

—

..

TOWN OF SOUTH PORTLAND

Beginning October 1st. 1897, steamer Aucociswill leave Portland Fier, Portland, daily, Sun-

co

days excepted,

the Town of South Portland
hereby give notice to all persons liable to
taxation In said Town, that they will be in
session at their office in Town House, on the
First, Second and Ninth days of April,
hint., from ten'o’clock in the forenoon till five
o’clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving lists of the polls and estates taxable in
Assessors of

..

...

....

|

*

S

^

MOTT’S CHEMICAL COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio.
For salo

by J. E, GOOLD & CO,

m.

Island, by
Arrive Port-

_

_

Station.
D.
FLANDERS. G. P. & X. A.. Boston.
geo. H. THOMPSON. Tioket Agent, Portland.
_

MAINE CENTRAL R. JL
lr. effect Nov. 14.1837.
Trains leave Portland as follows:
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath.

Rockland,
Augusta. Waterville. Skowhegan. Lisbon Falls,
Lewiston via Brunswick, Belfast, Bangor and

Bucksport

8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs,)
LewFalls.
Mechanio
Falls. Rumford
iston, Winthrop, Oakland. Readfleld. Watervllle, Livermore Falls, Farmington and PhilUra.
11.10 a. m. for Gray, New Gloucester, Danville June.. Auburn and Lewiston.
11.2oa. m. Expra's tor Brunswick, Bath. AnWatervilie. nttsfleld. Bangor. Bucksport,
ar Harbor. IGreenville and Aroostook County,
via
B. & A. R. R. for Houlton. Woodstock.
St. Stephen, and St Andrews, via Vaneeboro
and St John.
1.10 p. m. Mechanic Falls, Rumford Falls,
Bemis, Danville Jc., Lewiston, Livermore Falls,
Farmington. Kingtield. Carrabasset Phillips
and Rangeley, Winthrop, Oakland.
Bingham
Waterville and Skowhegan.
Au
1.15 o. m. For Freeport Brunswick.
Rockland and
BoothDay.
gusta.' Bath.
and
Knox
the
all
stations
on
Lincoln division, vvatervmo, ssKownogan, Belfast, Hartland, Dover and Foxcroft. Greenville, Bangor, Oldtown and Mattawamkeait.
Lisbon
5.10 t>.
m. For Brunswick. Bath.
Falls, Richmond. Gardiner. Augusta and
Waterville.
Danville
Gloucester,
5.15 p. m. For New
Junction, (Poland Springs), Mechanic Falls,
Auburn and Lewiston.
ll.oo p. m. Night Express, every night, for
Brunswick, Bath. Lewiston. Augusta. Waterville, Bangor. Moosehead Lake, Aroostook
county via Old Town. Bar Harbor, Bucksport.
St, Stephen, St
Andrews, St John and
Aroostook County via Vanceboro. Halifax and
the Provinces. The Saturday night train doe*
not run to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft
or beyona
Sleeping cars to St John.
Bangor.
...

White Mountain Division.
a. m.

for Brunswlok. Autrain
gusta. Waterville and Bangor.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston,
12.60 p. m.
Bath. Augusta. Waterville. and Bangor.
ll.oo p. m. Night Express with steeping cars
for all points.

RAY STATE m PORTLAND,
season for

connection with earliest tra .ns for

points beyond.
tickets

for Providence, Lowell,
Through
Worcester, New York, etc.
India
leave
Wharf, Boston, every
Returning
Evening at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYI.E, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB. Gen. AgL
Sept. 1. 1837.

Portland, Mt. Dsser! and Machias Stbt. Ca.

;

Ml*. “Frank Jo3nes.”
Beginning Friday, April 1st. 1898. will leave
Portland Tuesdays and Fridays at 11 p. m., on
arrival of train leaving Boston at 7 i>. in., for
Rockland, Bar Harbor, Machiasport and intermediate •landings. Returning leave Machiasport on Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. m.
Passenger and freight rates the lowest, serGEO. F. EVANS,
vice the best.
General Manager.
marludtf

Falmouth and Freeport

Steamers,

On and after March 28. steamers leave PortFalmouth,
land Fier for Mackworth's and
Cousen's. Clieheague and Buntin'* Islands, So.
at
3.00
Porier’s
and
Landing
p. m.
Freeport
Beturn—Leave Fnlmoulh. S40 a. 111.; leave
Cousen's Island. 7 4.7 a. in.: leave Clieheague;
7.37, a. in.; leave Busli 's. 7.15 a. m.; leave So.
Freeport, 7.00 a. in.; Porter s Lauding. 0.40 a. in.

mai-Sdtf

BENJAMIN M. BKABUBV.
General Manager.

I

X

\

a. m.

Paper

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Portland. every Evening at 7 o’clock arriving in

of the gen- |

ful Errors, Mental Worry, excessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which lead to Consumption and
Insanity. With every $5 order wo give a written guarantee to cure or refund the money.
Sold at $1*00 per box. ft boxes for $!>,00. DU,

UDally except Monday.
^Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
Through tickets to all points for sale at Union

TH35 SKff AX’D PALATIAL 8TEAMF. SB

Tho great remedy for nervous
prostration and
all nervous diseases

Orr’s
a.

Daily TJnc, Sundays Excelled.

DR. MOTT’S HERYERIHE PILLS.

...

New York,

SUNDAY TRAINS.

V"

•iterative organs
;!of either sex,
’(such as Nervous
_■'Prostration.
before and AFTER USING
Failing or^ Lost
Manhood,Impotency,Nightly Emissions,Youth-

ra.

tConnects with Rail Lines for
South and West.

7.20

mar2(>dlw

I

p.

_

[
BRADFORD.)

I

Portsmouth.
NewburyBiddeford.
port. Salem. Lynn. Boston. 2.00 a. m„ 1.00
p. m. Arrive in Boston, 6.67 a. m.. 4.15 p, n.
Leave Boston for Portland, 9.00 a. m., 7,00
10.30
Arrive, in Portland, 12.25*
p. m.

For Bridgton. Fabyans, Burlington
Lancaster. Quebec, St Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west
3.30 p. m. For Sebago Lake. Cornish.Fryeburg,
Bridgton. North Conway. Fabyans. Lancaster.
LunenDurg, st Johnsbury, Newport Sherbrook, Montreal and Toronto.

And any person who neglects to comply with
this notice, will bo doomed to a tax according
to the laws of the State, and lie barred of the
right to make application to tlie County Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes,
unless he shows that he was unable to offer
such lists within the time hereby appointed.
Assessors
THOS. B. HASKELL,
)
of
CHAS. N. TREFETHEN.
South Portland.
WILLIAM L,
March
Town of South Portland,
22,1898.

C'-s-L.fr.'.i-

Way Stations, 9 a. m.; Biddeford,
Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn,
t2.00, t9.00 a. m.f |1.0o, t6.10
Boston.
Arrive in Boston, 6.57 a. m., 12.60,
o. in.
for
m.
Leave
Boston,
4.16, 9.25 p.
7.00,
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30,
Arrive Portland, 11.50 .a. in., 12.15.
p. ra.
4.30. 10.20 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

fi.45

over.

...

conia, I'lyimmth, 8.40 a, m..

ISAIAH DANIELS. Geu'l Mgr.

said J own.
And all persons are hereby notified to make
and bring to said Assessors, true and per ect
lists of their Polls and Estates, real and personal. or held by them as guardians, executor,
administrator, trustee or otherwise, as on the
first day of April, 1898, and be prepare vl to make
oath to the truth of the sam ■.
And when estates of persons deceased have
been divided during the past year or have
changed hands from any cause, ilie executor,
administrator, or other person interested, is
hereby warned to give notice of such change;
and in default of such notice will l e held under
the law to pay the tax assessed ah hough such
estate has been wholly distributed and paid

..

follows;

Fridays, 2.00 p. m.
Upturn for Portland-Leave
way of above landings, 7.00
land, u.30 a. m.

..

..

as

Long afid Cliebeague Islands, Harpswell,
Bailey's and Orr’s Island, 2.00 p. in.
For Clift Island, Mondays, Wednesdays and
For

Assessor’s Notice.

THE

in.; Northern D»v„ La k« port. La12.45 p. m.;
Worcester, via So me** worth. 7.00 t. m.;
Concord,
via
Manchester,
Rockingham
3.30
7.00 a. in.,
p.
ra.;
Junction,
Junction. Exeter, HaverRockingham
hill. Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, ^t4.05,
8.30 p. m.
m.. §12.45,
t8.40 a.
t7.00,
Arrive in Boston, 7.26, 10.16 a m., 12.60*
4.22, 7.25. D. m. Leave Boston for Fortland, 5.59. 7,30, 8.00. 8.30 a. m„ l.OOt 4.15,
Arrive Portland,
10.13, 11.00 a.
p. m111., 12.00, 12.20. 6.00, 8.00 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
3.30 p.

_

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT t'O.

~

..

our

fusts,

Custom

Thursdays

v

J. W. PETERS. Supt.
STEAMERS.

CAPT. CHAS. H.

...

&_WORCESTER.

POItTLAJD & BOCIIESTER B. B.

will leave Franklin Wharf. Portland. Tuesdays, Thursdays aud Saturday’s, at 7.30 a. m.;
i'opiiaiii Beach, 9.45 a. ill.; Bath,12.30 p.
ill.; Boothba.v Harbor, 2.00 p. ill. Arriving at

anu

bico,

uruimru.

EASTERN OIVT4ION.

STEAMER SALAGIA

On

um

For

KAILEOADS.

navigation Co.

niter Tuesday,
9th, 1897, the

in,;

Return
First Cabin. $00.00 and upwards.
$1C0 and upwards according to steamer aud accommodations.
Second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, Londonderry and Queenstown, $34 to $42.50. Return $00.75 and $7S.4o, according to steamer
amt accommodations.
Steerage, to Liverpool, London, London,
Beach, Pine Point, Old OrScarhoro
Glasgow, Queenstown aud Kelfast- chard, Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk. Wells
derry.
$22 50 and $25.50 according to steamer.
4.30 p. m.; North Berwick,
12.55.
Beach,
Appiv to J. B. Keating, 51 1-2 Exchange Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence. Lowstreet, ‘T. P. McGowan, 418 Congress street, J. ell, Boston. 4.05 a. m.. 12.55, 4.3o p. m. ArW. Peterson, 2 Exchange street, or David Tor- rive Boston, 7.25 a. m.. 5.28, 8.45 p. m. Leave
rance & Co., general
agents, toot ol India Boston for Portland 3.45 a. m., arrive Portstreet.
land 7.10 a. in.
dec28dtf

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.

nml

p.

deford, 7.00. 8.40, 10.00 a. m., 12.45, 3.30,
5.15, 6.20 p. in.; Kennebunk. 7.00. 8.40 a. ra.,
12.45.3.30. 6.15,6.20p. ra.; Kennebunkport,
7.00, 8.40. a. in.. 12.46, 3.30, 5.16 p. m.;
Wella Beach 7.00,8.40 a. in.. 3.30. 6.15 p. m.;
North Berwick, Somer»\voi th, Dover,*! 4.06,
7.00, 8.40 a, m.,
12.45, 3.30, 5.15 D. m.|
Rochester. 7.00. 8.40a. m., 12.45, 3.S0 p. m.i
12.45,
Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m.
v

From

From

MAlJSJfc! STEAMSHIP (JO.

On

O.ID, ti.iu.

Ser-

vice.

From Central Wharf, Boston. 3 p. m. From
InWharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. in.
surance one-lialf the rate of sailing vessels.
F’relghts for the West by the Penn. R. R. and
South by connecting hues, forwarded free of
commission.
Round Trip $18.09.
Passage SIO.OO.
Meals and room Included.
F’or freight or passage apply to F\ P. WING,
Agent. Central Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager. 8» State St. Fiske Building, Boston,
oct22dtf
Mass.

Maine Coast

Trains

DOMINION LINE.

Pine street

5

In effect Oct. 1th, 1897.
leavo Union
Station, for Scarboro
Crossing, 10.00a. m„ 5.16, 6.20 D.m.; Soarbo*
ro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00, 1C.OO a. m.. 3.30.

dtf

sept23

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Wednesday and

Hong Kong.
BOSTON—Ar 27th, sell John Wise, Geyer,
Greens Landing; Freddie Eaton, Clark, Calais;
Regina, Sanborn, and Forest Belle, Beal, from
Machlas: Caroline Knight, Colo, Rockland; Antelope, Caklerwoou, lioctcporc.
Ar 27th, schs Fred C Holden. Greenlaw, from
Calais; Mary H Crosby. Crowley, Exeter; It F
Hart. Dodge, Boston; Wm Slater, Small, Providence; Alice McDonald, Brown, Noank.
Ar 28tll. sells Gen Banks, Randali, Portland;
Leading Breeze, I'inkliam. Calais: J II G Perkins. spencer, Kockport.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 24th, sch J W Belano,
Wilson, Boston.
Ar 26th, sells John C Smith. Kneeland, New
York; Dora Matthews, Brown, do.
BALTIMORE—Ar 26lh, sell Mount Hope,
McLean. Boston, (and cld 27th for do.)
Cld 2tith, sch J K Souther, Hamilton, for Gal-

COPARTNERSHIP.

DIRECT.

LONDON

liaiidina.

DISSOLUTION OF

Canadian Northwest

PORTLAND

NEW YORK-Ar 25th, sells O D Witberell
Pierce, Baltimore for Boston. and proceeded)
Golden Ball, Gibbs, fm North Boothbay; Mary
Standish. Gray. Dix Island ; Francis Goode
now, Coleman, Long Cove; Fred Gower, Sar
gent. Allvns Point; Mattie J Alles, Crockett
<lo; Hyena, Tinker.Calais; Ada Ames, Emery
Rockland; A Heaton. Whitten, do; WRGiles
ter. Thompson, Machlas.
Ar 2stn. sells Francis M, Hagan, Port Tampa
Lucinda Sutton, Mobile: Sarah Potter, Farnhem, Charleston; Carrie E Look, Veazie, Fer-

N'EWg

AND-

S MB.

THOM SON

Portland.

co?|H1K,iwaterIts

WINN! EG

Quickest

orit cobrsspondents.

EXCHANGE
At at

Sleeping Cars

TO-

Portland and Boothbay Sfeamnoai Go

Co.

ROCKPORT, March 28—Sid, sch Ralph
Hayward, Cook, Portsmouth.

Free Colonist

A reBates of passage $52.50 to $7U.OO.
notion is made on Bound Trip Tickets.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London and
Londondei ry,
$34.00 and
$36.26; return,
Lowest
Shortest,
$66.76 and $69.00.
Rates,
London.
Glasgow,
Liverpool,
Steerage—To
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
and most popBelfast or Londonderry, including every reSTEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves as fol- quisite for the voyage $22.50 and $23.50.
ular Route,
For tickets or further information apply to
lows:
T. jp. MihrOWAJN. 418 Congress Sr.. J. B.
GOING WEST.
Canadian
CHAS. ASH- passing en route through principal
EAST BOOTHBAY lor PORTLAND, Mon- KEATING. 6lVa Exchange Sr.,
and
and St. Paul, Minnesota amt
cities
TON. 931A Congress St.. II. & a- AL- Dakota. Chicago
days at 7.15 a. m.. touching at
and
1
India
,
AN, Montreal, 92 Stale St.. Boston,
South Bristol, and Boothbay Harbor,
PEMAglUl) for PORTLAND. Wednesdays fet., .Portland._jiyBldtr_ Our Free Colonist Sleepers
For families and others going west arc a
at 0.00 a. m.. touching at above landings.
DAMAirnCOTTA for PORTLAND, Fridays
JL
special convenience, and passengers may bring
at ti a. m.. touching at East Boothbay, South
their own bedding, or may purchase it at cost
Bristol and Boothbay Harbor.
price at Montreal or Toronto stations. Theso
GOING KAsT,
sleeping cars will go through without change,
Leave PORTLAND at 7.0b a. m. Tuesdays
Portland. Me., Montreal and Toronto to WinniTO
South Bristol, East
for Boothbay Harbor.
FKEE COLONIST SLEKPEKS will
peg.
Boothbay and Pemaquid.
leave Portland every Monday at 6 p. nt.. and an
:
Leave Portland Thursdays at 7 a. m. for
additional Free Colonist Sleeper will leave
Booiiibav Harbor. South Bristol, East Boothevery Tuesday at 10.25 p. m., comS. S. Lambert's Point 7000 tons, Apr. I. Montreal March
7th.
bay and ilamarlscott i.
mencing
S. S. Annandale, 7000 tons, April 8
Leave Portland Saturdays at 7 a. m. for
Passengers for the Klondike anl Yukon Gold
7000 tons. April lo Fields wfii be accommodated in these Free
Boothbay Harbor, South Bristol and East 8. S. Cervoua,
Boothbay.
Sleepers as for as Chicago or 8t. Paul, where
And weekly thereafter.
mai'24attALFRED RACE. Manager
similar sleepers can be had to the Paoiflo
Special attention given to the carriage of Coast.
F’or tickets, reservation of space in sleepers,
Cheese, Butter, Apples and Peris liable Cargo.
marlSdtf
For all information apply to
etc., apply to company’s agents.

..

MARINE

Passenger fares of the Grand Tiunh Kallway
both LOCAL and
System between points,
THKOUUH. Including faro to ALASKA,
lioru
KLONDIKE, the PACIFIC COAST, WINNIPortland. PEG, and the MOUTH WEST. as well as ST.
are
20 Mar. I PAUL, and all other competitive points,
30 Mar. ] exactly tlio same as other lanes.

Portland.

l:; April
i«.urthagiman,
Kumidian.
23 April
2.8
California.
April
April.
Laurentian dairies cabin passenge/s only.
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers

On and after Monday, March 21st, steamer
ivtil leave Portland on Mondays and Thursdays at 5.30 p. m.
Returning leave St. John and Eastport Tues-

—

—

and

From

anti all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island and Capo Breton. The
favorite route to Campobello and St. Andrews,
N. B.

....

sSS5?“:.'.:::v:

LINE-

STEAMERS._

days and Thursdays.
only.
The Saloons and Staterooms are In the cenThrough tickets Issued and baggage checked
Electo destination. |@g<“Freight received up to 4.00 tral part, where least motion is felt.
Cleared.
is used for lighting the *diips throughm.
p.
tricity
Sch Gerrrude Abbott. Somers, Kennebec and
For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the out. tlia lights being at the command o? the
Co.
Philadelphia—J S Winslow &
Music
at any hour of the night.
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
Sch William Keen, Hathaway, Boston—J II
tor other information, at Company’s Office, Sasscngers
ooins and Smoking Booms on the promenade
Blake.
and staterooms are heatod
deck.
The
Railroad
foot
of
State
street.
Saloons
Wharf,
Sch Grade J, Ramsdell. Harrington—J 11
by Kieam.

Lard Hi m: Western steam —.
Pork dull; mess —.
Butter firm; Western creamy at 16Va(5iinc;
Coffee.
factory at 12M14Viic: Elgins 19c; state dally 14
(Buying* celling price) Hio.roasted
11®15
crem 16Saline.
Con—Laret*
dn'AEia.’Ab (8lKo;do
Cheese dull; large white 7YsC; small white veston.
< o@50 0
Shore
molasses.
e.
Si.aey*
Ar 27th, sch King Phillip, Duncan, Boston;
small do.. 2 00® 8 6'. Jorto Klco.26030
Eggs firm State and Penn at !0@10‘4 ; Wes- Estelle Phlnney Poole’s Lauding.
Pollock .... 2 25#3 6< iarbadoes.
26026
fresh at 10A4C.
BATH—Ar 28tn, schs S P Blackman, R033,
Haddock... 1 7o@2 Oi Fancy.30033 tern
Sugar—r w quiet ;Cenifugal 96 test 4; refined Portland; Hattie P Simpson, Boston.
Talk
Hake.2 0002 2i
steady.
BOOTH11AY HARBOR—Ar 28th. sch Frank
Herring, Dux
\moys ..15020
CHICAGO—Cash quotations;
G Rich, Rockland for Boston.
Soalea....
9gl4t ongous.16060
Sid 28th, schs Fannie F Hall, and Nlgar. for
Flour qnle
MacKerei.bi
lapan....18®3i
No3do
is
2
—;No2
222
Shore
00.4*2
Wheat—No spring 87®98c;
ormoso...... .22060
Boston; IIS Boynton, Mopang, and H Curtis.
Corn—No 2 at 28%® Boston, S A Paiue, do: IE Waterman, Calais;
snore 2s SIS 000*21
sugar.
Red at 1 02 V* (gl 98-V*
No 2 whlteiat 28u J E Kennedy. Kacklaud.
5215 29VBC. Oats—No 2 at 25c;
Large 3s
$l3@£li JandardGran
rroonce
ix cllue Quality 62 1 6 CSoVjC; No 3 White at 27 .28=1*0; No 2 rye at
CAKRABKL1.A, Fla,—Ar 27th, sch Lizzie
1
Flaxseed 110»4 ; Chadwick, Barbados.
—cNo
Barley
2
<34 *9V4c: No
Cane canrrcienoo
axtrac.
CHARLESTON—Ar,28th. schs Myra,B WeaPrime Timothy seed 2 85. Moss pork at 9 47 V®
do bbl
a 60010100 Yellow Extra C....4c/a
®9 521/2. Lard at 492y2@4 96 ;short rib sides ver. Gourley, nuggets Cove; Isaac T Campbell,
8 Oft
Maine.
Seed
Dry salted meats—shoulders Stevens, Wilmington.
Pea Beans,1 3001 40 Timothy.
3 65@3 76 at 4 85@5 12Vs.
CAPE HENRY—Passed in 27th, schs Estelle
444®4% ; short clear sides at 5 2oig5 4i>.
Yellow Kves.j 6601 06 Clover.West, 8 Vb @9
Butter Arm ereniry i3@l8y2C; dairy at 10Va Phlnney, Pbinney, Poole’s Landing for Baltido
Cal Pea.... I 6601 00
N, X. 9®b@10
firm;
at
more; isaiah Hart, Ifart, Punta Gorda fer Alex8®3V*c. Eggs
IrlshPotat's.Dus86@95 Alsike,
i0®l0Va ® itic. Cheese at quiet
andria.
fresh at 9V4.
Red Top,
do, DDi
0
16017
wheat
DARIFN—Cld 20th, sch Henry Cro3by, Jor98,000
25.000
bbls;
Provision,.
Receipts—Flour.
SweetsJerseyS76@4 00
Perkao Norlolk 0 00*
bos; corn 140,OnO bush; oats 186.000 bush; dan. New'Haven.
Ar 26th, sch Grace AnFUKNAND1NA—
31.000
bush.
13 50 rye 1.400 bush; barley
do Viuelaua.4 oO0*5
heavy b icks
Omons.EgnSo 000 0 00 medium 12 00812 60
Shipments—Flour 36.000 |>bls;wheat 364,000 drews. Boston.
sch
oats
Ar
bush;
26th,
160,000
Nimrod; Green, New York.
do Natives 2 76@3 261 snort cut ana
bush; corn 81,000 bush;
GLOUCESTER—Ar 26th,sch Caroline Knight,
clear
UbiCKeas....
$13013 60 rye 450 bush;barley 16.000 bush.
10012
Rockland.
Turkova. Wes. 130*50 Beef—light..9 0009 25
March 95s,4 ; May
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat
HYANNIS—Ar 20th, sch Bertha E Glover,
Northern do... .16017
heavy,.. 9 76010 26 9*1/2 a944se; July at 9/®92Vb : contract No 2
from New York for Rockland.
BnlestaVbD* 6 76®
Bowls...
889
bard at 97V4c; No 1 Northern at 95%c.
Passed 26tn, sch Georgia Berry. Rockland for
oara. tes ano
Apple*.
4
patents
75jg
MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first
Eating apni’33 6004 50 y, bbl.nuro 6 @6% 4 96; second patents 4 60 q,4 70; first clears at New York.
Sid 27th. sell Bertha E Glover.
do common ®2@3 00
docom’no. 4% 8.6
2
90.
at
clears
70,<r2
3 70S£3 90; second
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 27tli. sch Etna, ChipBaldwins 3 500 4 00 halls,compd 6V4180V4
man. New York.
9010 wc
Evap*ri»
pails, puro 63/* @7
Cotton Markets,
LYNN—Cld 26th, sch S C Tryon, Swans IslLemons.
purelll
8l4S»SV<i
2 7603 00 Bams....
and and New York.
i.j Telegraph.
Messina
9
@9Vs
MCH. 28, 161 8
oranges.
NORFOLK—Ar 20th, sch Lizzie Carr, from
oocav'rd
4 0004 60
Cotton market to-uar
Florida
Oil.
New Vork.
NEW YORK—The
3 7604 00 Kerosenel20ts
Jamaica
Cld 26th, sch Cnas E Balch, Crocker, Kenne3V, closed amet; middling uplands at6Vs; do gull
Lisroma. 8 Va at 63/8c: sales 300 bales.
bec river.
Calltorma, 3 00(4.3 26
Centennial. «v>
do heedlngs 2 D0a3 00
NEWPORT NEWS—Ar 20th, sch Grade D
GALVESTON—Cotton market today was
Pratt’s Astiai ..10 y,
itces.
Buchanan. Harrington, New YuiK.
o%c.
steady; middling
Eastern extra..
012 In hall bbls lc extra
Sid 20th, sell Agnes E Manson, New Haven.
Oil AKLK8TGN—T"« Cotton market to-dty
BTeshWestern.. 10011
Raisins.
NEW HAVEN—Sid 2«th, sen Henry I'- Peck
Musctl.60 lb bxs6®6% was quiet; Middling oVaC. S
Held.
ham. Harding. Philadelphia.
1
London rny’rll 754120C
Hotter.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 26th, sch Pochasset
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-dav was
Creamery, tncy.. 18»20i
Coal.
Herrick. New York.
steady; middlings 5% c.
Retail—delivered.
GlltEaee vr’mt. @18
PORT TAMPA—Ar 27tli, sch Clara A Don
NEW o'tLKA NS—Th» Cotton market to-aay
Cumberland 00004 SO
Choice.
neil. Brendage, Galveston'
(40 60 was steady; middling EVSic.
Cheese.
Chestnuts...
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 26th. schs Addle Saw
800
N. Y, ict-ry 9 ffilO
Franklin...
MOBILE—The Cotton market to-day was yer, Norwood. Red Beach; Wm M Bird, Bar
<*10
Vermont... 9
Lehigh....
feu 00 steady; middling 5 9-16C.
rett. Boothbay.
Pea.
400
Sage.liys@12
Cld 25th, sch Augustus Hunt, Blair, Ports
SAVANNAH—1' cotton market to-aay was
mouth.
middling 5 9-16
quiet;
Qra>n Quoiatioos.
Cld 26th, schs Edwin R Hunt. Crowell, Por
Tampa; M C Moseley. Brown, from Wiscasset
CHICAGO BOARD OB’ TR v
luiopran .VI air net*.
Dreadnaught, Allen. Portsmouth.
Mv reiesraniL
Saturday’s quotations.
Sid Ini Delaware Breakwater 26th, sch Jas B
V/HRXT.
LONDON. Melt. 23. 1328.—Consols closed at Jordan, from Cienfuegos for Boston.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 28th, sch Na
Mch.
July.
May 111 3-16 for money and 1113-16 for account.
from Philadelphia for Portland
104
82V*
Opening.
LIVERPOOL,Mch. 18, 1893.—Cotton market than Lawrence,
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 27t i, schs H E Thomp
83 V*
104
sales
Closing.. • a
is quiet—American middling at 3 6-16d
Boston: Chromo, Tinker. Bar
son.
Thompson.
8,600 bales, including 500 bales; for specula- Harbor; Win 11
fARN
Davenport, Augusta.
• ion and *vrvnvt"
Mav
Mcb.
PORT READING—Sid 25th. sells Carrie
28 Va
29%
Up-na..
Miles, White, KooklanU; Alaska, Libby, foi
30
Co loir...
28%
Salem.
SAILING GAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 27th. barque Stephen G
OATS.
FOR
FROM
flail. Babbitt. Brunswick.
Mob.
May Santiago.New York..Clenfuegos!.Mcli 29
28th, sch R BowVINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar
29
.Bremen.Mcli
2 5 Ve Trave.NewYork.
22%
Opening.
Brunswick for Boston, and sailed; tug Ice
23%
25% Auranla.New York..Liverpool. .Mch 29 ers,
Closlug.
Portland for New York.
King,
Mch
30
York..Bo’ampton..
St Paul.Now
PORK,
WILMINGTON, Del—At anchar 28tli. selir
.New York. .Liverpool ..Mch 30
Germanic
Jan.
Fredk Rosener, Wilson, from Darien lor Bath.
May.
Southwark.New York. .Antwerp ...Mch 30
« «7
Closing. ........
Bourgoyne.New York. .Havre.Mch 30
Monday's quotations.
Laurentian _Portland
Liverpool ..Mch 30
Foreign Forts.
.Mcli 31
Bremen.New York. .Bremen
V75TIIAT.
Ar at Mauritius Mch 21, barque RAC Smith,
Portland...
Point
London.Apl 1
Mcll.
July.
May Lambert
Massaclmsetts.New York.. London.Aid 2 Hooper, New York.
103%
83%
opening...
Passed Brow Head Mcli 25, steamer Michi84.
105% Altai.New York. Kingston,&c Apl 2
Cosing..
Madiana.NewYork..Barbadoes;...Apl 2
r» r» v
2
Passed Kinsile Meli 27. steamer Carthaginian
Liverpool..
York..
.Apl
July
Mcll.
May. Umbria.New
New York.. Amsterdam!. Apl 2 France, irom Liverpool tor Portland.
80 Vs
28% Werkendam
O.idling.
Ar
at Clenfuegos Meli 24, sell 1) il Elvers, Col2
York.
30%
29% Ems.New Y'ork. .Genoa.Apl 5 cord, Philadelphia.
Closure.28%
Bremen.Apl
Havel.New
OAT A.
Shi
fm Havana 23d, seh James A Garfleld,
C
York..P’lnambuco
Apl
Olbers.New
Apl 5 Wood, Sagua.
Mch.
Mav. Caracas.New York..Laeuayra
July.
Ar
at
.st Tnomas Mch 23, seh Ida C Southard,
9
23 V*
26% Scotsman.Portland... l.iverpool ...Apt
Opening...
St Louis.New Y'ork. .So’ampton. .Apl 6 Blake. Philadelphia.
26 Vi
23V*
.......
Closing,.
Ar
at
St John. PH, Mch 18. sell Annie Lord,
G
Teutonle.New York..Liverpool .Apl
FOB*.
York. .Antwerp
.Apl G Kendall. New York.
May. Noordland.New
sell Jennie Hall, Hall, Arecibo, to
Sid
7
18th,
York. Hamburg.... Apl
927 Aug Victoria...New
Opening...
York. .Bremen.Apl 7 load for North of Ilatteras.
9 60 FderGrosse.l Now
Closing.
9
Livornool...
Apl
Parisian.Portland
Spoken.
Brotsgne. New York.. Havre.Apl 9
Boston stoci Jttaricoc.
March 27. off Charlaston Bar, sell AbbieG
Manitoba.New York. .Loudon.Apl 9
9
.NewYork.
.Rotterdam...Aid
irom
New
York lor Jacksonvill
Th* following were fl the
Rotterdam..
closing quotaCole, Murphy,
e'
tions of stocks at Boston:
Lueaula.New York. .Liverpool.. .Apl 9
Mexican Central ;*s.
Furnesia.New York..Glasgown....Apl 9
Atchison. Top. & SantajFe. R. new. 11% Holstein.New York. .Hayli.&c .Apl 12
Having sold my Interest in the Port and
Kaiser W de G NewYork. .Bremen.Apl 12
Boston A Maine.
no old
...
Paris.New Y'ork. .So’ampton!...Apl 13 Agency to Mr. G. M. Barney, it gives me great
Britannic.New York. .Liverpool. ..Apl 13 pleasure to recommend him to your favorable
Maine Central.
New York. .Antwerp.
Apl 13 consideration. During tile long years that I
Friesland
Union Pacific pfd...53
Merida.New York. .Montevideo Apl IS represented the revelers’ Insurance company,
American Bell ....243Va
Liverpool.. .Apl 10 I have ever made the interests of its patrons a
k merican
Labrador.Portland.
Sugar, common.113
Alexandria —New York. .London.Apl 1G personal ma ter, ami have used my best enSugar, ;pld.... .104
Obdam.NewYork. .Rotterdam. .Apl 1G deavors to serve them with the same faithfulten Mass, pfd...
Pretoria'.New York.. Hamburg ..Apl 10 ness that I have the Company.
10 commo
Mr. Barney has been associated with the
Flint & Fere Marq. SO
Gascogne.New York. .Havre.Apl 16 Travelers’
as State Agent, and is therefore well
Etruria.New York. .Liverpool .Apl 16
versed
in the business and will make every
16
Niagara.New York. .Clentuegos ..Apl
New tor* Quotations Stools nn«l Bonds
.Havana .Apl 16 effort to satisfy all and to continue the work
Saratoga.NewYork.
(By Telegraph. >
upon the same basis as heretofore.
Tjorao.NewYork.. Demerara ...Apl 19
Yours very truly,
.NewYork. .Laguayra ....Apl 19
The folioing ware to-day’? closing quotations Venezuela
GUO. C. OANNELL.
of Bonos
the interest of Mr. Geo. C.
Having
purchased
Mcll. 25.
Mch 28.
of the TravelPortland
Caunell
in
the
Agency
29.
MARCH
MINIATURE ALMANAC
118%
New 4s, reg
120%
ers’ Insurance Company, of Hartford, Conn., I
do coup,
318%
120Va
shall in the mture conduct the Portland busi*’s reg.108
J09
New
ness and the State Agency from this office.
110
111
New 4’a ;coup.
1 appreciate the liberal and increasing pat110
Denver & xt. G. 1st....1110
ronage that the Company has enjoyed from the
Frie gon 4*. 67%
67%
people of Portland and vicinity continually
61 Vs
Mo.Kan. & Texas 2ds........
during the past thirty years that the office has
Mo
Kansas * Texas pfd
been established here, which speaks louder
Kansas Pacific Consols.. 97%
103%
than words for the Company and the manage1> 5
Oregon N av. I ste..115
1 assure you that I shall
ment in the past.
PORT OF PORTLAND.
Union F. Ists.
make every effort to merit your conlldence and
continued patronage.
C osing quotations of stocks:
MONDAY MaiCh 28.
Yours respectfully.
Mch 2*.
Mch. 25.
Arrived.
G. M. BARNEY, State Agent.
Atchison., 30%
11%
marrsdst
Portland, Maine, March 1,1898.
26 Vs
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston for
Atchison pfd. 23 Vs
Eastoortand St John. NB.
Central Pacific. 11 Vs
1%
and
Harbor
17-Vs
Steamer
Oliver,
Uoothbay
unto.....
19V4
Chcs.cc
Salacia,
154
Wiscasse
Chicago A Alton..162
ufd
do
Steamer Enterprise, Race. South Bristol and
Chlcaeo'Burllngton Si Quincy 86%
93% East Boothbay.
107
Sch Millville, Smith, Philadelphia—water pipe "V'CTICE is hereby given that the copartnerDelaware & Hudson CanalCo.ios
34".
Soli Nellie F Sawyer, Willard, NewYork—
Delaware.Lackawana & Wesil45
ship existing between 1>. M. G. Duuu and
Asa B. Russell both of Portland, Maine, under
coal
io Wm Spear,
61
Rio
uranae..
10%
Denver
1OV2
Sch Maggie Hurley. Rogers. New York for the name and style of D. M. G. Dunn & Co., is
*2%
ffne.new.11%
this day dissolved by mutual consent.
The
1st prefer
35
Thoinaston.
31%
Sch Alaska, Svvett. Boston.
business will pe continued under the name of
Illinois Central. 97
100%
It.
Prince
Asa
Sch
Boston.
is
authorwho
£,rie&
Lehoo,
West.. 12%
Ulmer,
Lake
13%
Russell, by Mr. Russell,
ized to collect and
Sch Marcia Bailey, Look, Addison.
184
Lake Shore.180
receipt for all sums due said
Sch Rosa E, Davis, Georgetown. M
Arm, and all demands against said partnership
Bo%
Louis & Nash. 45%
Sell Forest Oak, Eaton. Boothbav.
are to be paid
Manhattan F leva ted. 92%
98%
said Asa B. Russell.
by
Sch E Morris, (Br) Bear River. NS, for Boston
5
6
Mexican Central..
D. M. C. DUNN.
Sell M J Soiey. (Br) Port Greviile, NS, lor
Mtchiran Central.101
30^%
ASA B. RUSSELL.
Boston.
24
mar24dlw
Minn & Si Louis..,...
25V*
Portland, aie„ March 23d, 1398.
....

MAIL

_Liverpool

RAILROADS.

STEAMSHIPS.

ALLAN
_KOVAL

t=z=

Eastport. Lubec. Ca ais. St. Jo-,n. N.B.,Ha!itax, N.S-

domestic For?,*.

NEW

FOR

--

Krauz, Brown, Boothbay.

Markets.

OCEAN

International Steamship Co.

Sid im Avonmnnth Mch 27, steamer Loango,
Portland.
Ar at Fort de France Meh 27th, sch Anna E

3 00.

PORTLAND. Mch 28.B
todys’ wholesal) price of

n

FLOUR.

imports.

RAYMOND.

n n

town

Retail Grocers' sonar
l'ci Hand market—cut loaf 7:

Portland WlXoiexala

East Raymond, Maroh 28—A very enThe snow is going fast here.
joyable occasion was the 14th anniversary
of
Mrs.
Jackaccount
of
the
death
On
of the marriage of Mr. and Mrs. Warren
son the Universaiist Circle was postponed C. Strout of this place, which was celefrom Friday evening till Tuesday. It is brated
at their
hospitable residence
understood a good programme is in store Friday afternoon and evening, March
25th. Notwithstanding the bad travelling
The jeweller H. Farrar, has taken new about 85 were present and passed a pleasant evening. Ice cream and candy were
quarters under Masonic Hall.
served and later games were played. The
FREEPORT.
presents were beautiful and useful. Mr.
28.—Mr.
TownMarch
E.
C.
and Mrs. Strout are popular and estimaFreeport,
send has somewhat improved in health.
ble people and their many friends wish
The common schools open the spring them more and many such pleasant occasterm, April 11. ThB High school on ions.
April 5.
Judgs J. H. Tolman, of the Westbrook,
a
Mrs. Charlss H. Tuttle has been
Windham and Harrison Railway Co. was
the place last week.
great sufferer from neuralgia the past in O'U
mill kn
'C'aatow
nnnnnvf+• f Kq
week.
Mrs. Vining entertained a few young Free Will Baptist church Sunday evening,
people at her home on Holbrook street April 10.
this week.
Frank W. Riggs is painting his buildMr. Isaac Griffin is engaged in paint- ings.
Gore.
for
Gol.
Miss Lucie P. Cole and Miss Edna C.
ing
Julius Soule and
Mrs.
daughters Merrill of the Gorham Normal school, are
have been visiting in the city the past enjoying a vacation.
been
week.
Miss Angie L. Jordan, who ha3
The Phantom begins running on 28th quite ill, is Dotter.
Mr. Ilus C. Cloudman and family are
inst., with H. L. Bogan as captain in
place of Capt. Townsend.
££3£ to move to Windham Center today.
“F. H. Witham, who has been a Justice
HARPSWELL.
ol the Peace continually for 28 years, has
West Harpswell, March 26.—The name just received his fifth_commission signed
of the organist at the drama last evening by Gov. Powers.
should have been Mrs. L. M. Merrill, instead of Mrs. L. M. Alexander, as reMEXICO.
ported In yesterday’s issue.
Mr. C. L. Capen, from Boston, Mass.,
Mexico, March 28—Niles Tufpsson, who
house for the
has been confined to the
is visiting at Mr. Cbalres Hodgkins.
Mr. Wm. Stinson, from Portland, is at past six weeks, is out again.
work on Mr. Benjamin Thompson’s cotJ. R. Tucker, who has run Hotel RidIod for two and one half years, is going
tage on Whaleboat Island.
Mrs. Elizabeth Thomas is quite ill with to West Paris. Mr. Andrews takes his
cold.
severe
a
place at the hotel. We trust he will be
Mr. Albion Merriman, from Island as popular as Mr. Tucker hus been, which
Falls, who has been visiting relatives will insure a house fill) of boarders.
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid Society met
here, returned home Monday.
Stevens Friday afterRev. T. B. Davis removed his family with Mrs. W. C.
the evening a
to his new home here, from Orr’s Island, noon, March 25th. In
sociable was enjoyed by the goodly numtbis week.
of ice cream
Refreshments
meets
this
even- ber present.
The Methodist Circle
and cake were served.
ing with Mr. J. B. Parkham.
Schools commence today. Prof. F. A.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Farr returned
Robinson continues in charge of the High
home from Boston, Wednesday.
school
SEBAGO.
Geo. Buzzell, stone mason who lived
one of the Ridlon cotSebago, March 28—There is to be a on Granite street in
at
tages, has gone to Lewisjon to work
S iccial town meeting April 2d at I o’clock
works.
Monument
Lewiston
the
iG.see if the town will sell Poor Brothers
out
the
J.
L.
has
L.
R.
side
cf
the
school
bought
the
Tracy
land from
a lot of
and is having a
grounds sufficient tor a honselot, they to Howard general store,
erect a boarding house to board students. good trade.
Miss Adelaide MoKenney diedfSaturday
■BUXTON.
about
night the 26th, of dropsy, aged
60 years.
March 28—Mr. J. H.
West
Bnxton,
Usher and
Oren
Douglass, Joshua
Graham, who has been in Llmington for
Nathan Chadbourne are ail very sick.
a few days, returned home last Monday.
Fred W. Hill, treasurer of Potter sohool
who
Mr. Daniel Randall of Auburn,
fund and Edwin L. Poor, Esq., were in
has been spending a few days with relaPortland, Saturday.
tives here, returned to his home last Monor on

com

111/*

..

day.

jr

Northern Pacific

87%
1-06%
11*8

STEAMERS.

Sell Maggie Todd, Coggswell, Calais for Salem
.Sell Eugene Borua, Greeley, Tliomastou for

80
27
93

80
23

(By Teteerypn-i
NEW YORK, Mch. 2S.
14 6
120
Money on call was easier at;i®iy» per et:
HARPSWELL.
lOVs
last loan 1 %:[prime mercantile paper at5@6%
63
nr
Edwin
cent,
with
tactual
weak,
txchange
sterling
West Harpswell, March 28—John
7%
of Elijah H. and Leoline business in bankers bills at 4 83l/*®4 83% for
infant son
16%
162
Moody, died very suddenly Iriday, March demand and4 80% a* 80 Vs [or;sixty|days (post- Boston & Maine.140
89%
25th, of pneumonia. Services were held ed rates at 61%04 86, JCommercia J bills New York&New England pfd, »9
180
OldColonv..186
at the house Sunday afternoon. Rev. E. at 4
79%®4 80%.
Adams j Express...U>0
Brunswick, officiated.
S. Haoker from
126
Sliver certificates 65y»@66*/i.
American; Kinross.123
Interment at West Harpswell cemetery.
38
S Emress. S3
Bn Silver 65yi.
present
The Sons of Temperanoe will
02%
87
Gas.
Peonies
Mexican dollars 44%.
their drama, “The Spy of Gettysburg”
4 2
42
HomestaKc,
Go vemment Bonds strong
at North Harpswell academy tonight.
Ontario. 3
26%
Pacific Man. 22%
State bonds strong.
5.73
WINDHAM
PuimanlPaiaoe.106
Ra Iroad bonds strong.
118%
Suiar'common.109%
86
Western Union.
March 28—Miss
83%
Windham
Center,
Hides.
Southern Ky pfd.
Bertha Hall has been visiting her brother,
The following quotations represent the payMr. Neal R. Hall, at Brunswick for seving prices in this market:
Boston J’Toauce Market*
eral days.
Cow and ox hides.... 7 % c
lb
nag
BOSTON.“Mob. 25. 1898—The following are
Mr. Alphonso Jordan of Portland,
Bulls and stsgs.6%c
to-day’s quotation* of Provisions, etc.:
purchased what is known as the Prootor Lean sains, trimmed,.ICc

given at Dunham’s Hall Monday evening,
do
untrimmed
March 28, and undoubtedly will be one of place.
Misses Grace Lowell and Eva Ayer are Lamb skins.50
school for a
the best ever given here. Besides home home from Gorham
Normal^

talent several from away will render
th ir services.
Among them are the following well known talent: Mrs. Ava Y.
Finney. Mrs. Herman Wilson, Miss Lulu
M. Cooke, Miss Nellie Frost, Prof. W.
S. Wight and the Chipman Sisters of
Gorham, N. H.
Tbo funeral of Mrs. Addin E. CBacon)
at the
Universaiist
Jao ison occurred
church Friday at 2 p. m. Rev. F. E.
Wheeler officiated.
Her loss will bo
much felt byj all who knew her, and
muoh sympathy is felt for her husband
and family. The deceased was 20 years
old and had been married only four
months.
Mrs. Mitchell, who has been sponding
the winter with Miss Bates, died Mon-

Minn & 8t Loutsjpf.
Missouri Pacific.
New Jersev Central.
New YorkCentral.
New| York. Ghicago& St Louis
do nf:

From Montreal. Quebec. Fabyans. Bridgton.
8.25 a. ill.; Lewiston and Mechanic Falls, 8.30
AVatervilla and Augusta. 8.35 Am.;
a. ni.:
Bangor, and Augusta daily and week days from
Rockland. 12.23 p. m.; Kiuglield. Phillips, Farmington, Bemis. Rumford Falls. Lewiston, 12.30
D. m ; Lewision and way stations 3.25 p. m.; St
John, liar Harbor.Aroostook County.Moosehead
Lake and Bangor. 5.45 p.m.; Rangeley, Farmington. KumfordFalls, Lewiston, 5.56 p. in.; Chicago
and Montreal and all White Mountain points
8.10 p. m.■ daily trom Bar Harbor, Bangor.
Bath and Lewiston. 1.40 a. m. daily; Halifax,
St. John. BarHarbor, Waterville and Augusta 3.50 a. m.. except Mondays.
GEO. It EVANS. General Manager,
F. E. BOOTHBY, G.P.SIA.
Portland, Nov.

14.1837._novl2dtf

Portland & Rumford Falls

R'y,

lit Effect Nov. 15, 0 897,
DEPARTURES.
From Union Station
f.no A. M. and i.lo P. M.
ior Poland. Mechanic Falls. Buokiield. Canton, Dixfield. Rumford Falls.
From Union
8.30 a. m. 1.10 and 5.15 p. m.
Station for. Mechanic Falls and intermediate
stations.
1.10 train makes close connections at Rumford Falls for llemis and all stations on 1L F.
& R. I- ii. K

Tlii'miSh Tickets

oil

Salt*

R. C. BRADFORD, Tiafllc Manager,

Bortlaud, Maine
LOArEJOY, Superintendent,
-Romford Falls. Maiuo,
JelSdtf

L. 1-

PRESS.

THE

IODA V.

ABVKKTISICMJCNTS

N.KW

Eastman Bros. & Bancrott.
Moore & Co.
J. K. Libby Co.-7.
Hines Bros. Co
City of Portland.
PitlsMiry’s Flour.
Manufacturers' Syndicate.
FINANCIAL.
"Woodbury & Moulton.

Owen,

moved from the ladder house on Indii
street to the corner of Congiess and Indii
street whore it has teen connected witl

Adjourned Meeting of City Council
Held Yesterday.

The Deerin? schools resumed their sessions yesterday. At the High school the
new principal. Mr. Jere M.. Hill assumed

usual Washingtonian temperanc
meeting will be held at tbo Gospel Mis
Then
sion
this evening at 7.43 o’clock.
meetings are very interesting and profit
able as large numbers aro signing th1
pledge. All are cordially invited.
The Martha Washington society wil
with Mrs. Stone, 69
meet Thursday

Remember the best opportunity to buy Car
auction sale 0
riages this year Is offered at the
11 o’clock
E. 0. Bailey .Carriage Co., today at
{They have got a very large assortment of Car
anc
riages of excellent quality, in the sale,
reserve.
every carriage to be sold without

Congress

The ladies’ aid of the Church of Mes
afternooi
meet Wednesday
siah
will
with Mrs. Adams, 67 Congress street.
HARBOR NO TES.

the Falmouth Hote

The two upper floors
sold yesterday, very low prices prevailed
amount of the best furniture will be soli
at

street.

were

j,arge

Items

of

The Underwood Company is supply
Ing families with its wonderful spring
the 00m
Water, as will be seen from
The Emergency club

will

wharf there.
The steamer Bay State has finished he:
spring oleaning and went on the route t<
The Portland came
Boston last night.
down from Boston and will have her an
nual overhauling her place being takei 1

witt

meet

Mrs. Fickett on Wednesday, March 80th,
aft. TO a- mThe prizes given at Pine’s Alleys foi

by the Tremont.
The steamer Phantom went on the Fal
mouth Foreside route yesterday after be
Ing hauled up all winter.
Kyan & Kelsey are putting a month’
supply of stores on board the oufcte:

for last week were awardee
832
to Shaw for the three string total of
fend Brown for the single string 123 Sev
Cral high scores were made by a numbej
scores

t>f other bowlers..
Good seats can now be secured for th<
great cake walk to be given at City hall,
evening, at Chandler’s musii

The British schooners M. J. Soley am
E. Norris arrived with piling and wool
from Nova Scotia bound west yesterday.
Rayn & Kelsey have fitted up a “wa
It is draped with flags am
window.”

tlore.
ReV. Mr. Perkins, repeated his interest
Ca
|Dg lecture last evening on “Gothio
reported at length it

the PRESS—to a muoh interested audi
shoe at Assembly hall, High school build
will go for the schoo

electric plant.
Mr. Alberti Starling, formerly enginee
has aocepted a positioi
on the Percy V.,
Belle for the sea
on the steamer Island

for men.
Holmes circle will not meet until weel

are

son.

from Wednesday.
is rising 7 1-2 inohei
The Sebago
per week. Fishermen are forwarding
boats and supplies to the eastern short
In anticipation of the ice leaving tht
earlier than last year.
Centra
on the Maine
Nearly all the regulai
Uott Is very heavy.
trains are heavily loaded and of unusua

lake a fortnight

KVAiortit. hneirtess

length.
The committee

on

police

met

yesterday

morning and organized with Alderuiar
Mayor Randal.
Hprague as secretary.
The other mem

Is chairman ex-officio.

her is Alderman Lamson.
There

will be a reunion of the Port
school class of 1875 on Jun(

laud High

66.
One case of soarlet fever has been re
This ii
ported at 11 Ingraham’s court.
the first-case of contagious disease o:
in th(
any kind that has been reported
pity since March 16. The city is uov
entirely free from typhoid fever; ther<
There hai
was only one casepn March.
since

March 15

sc

been
diphtheria
that is rapidly dying out.
There was quite a iarge crowd at the
house
the Falmouth
auction sale of
no

furniture yesterday, including boarding
house keepers, hotel men, dealers in second hand furniture and citizens general-

ly.
but.raw, with an east
wind yesterday morning; later the skies
vsflouded ana threatened rain.
Baipuel H. Jose, George L. Gerrish an<3
,-Satuu-' 3. Seeley were drawn yesterday
traverse
jurors in the Supreme Ju
Mlclal court, April term.
•Mr. Laraborrt will give the last in the
was

sunny,

Lenten organ reoitals at St.
Ties of
Luke's Cathedral this afternoon at 3.4E
^o'clock.
With

reference to the planting of peas
/in Deering last Saturday. Maroh 26, a
.gentleman at the Cape says he remem-

'4aerB when his father, a good many years
18th. Aftei
logo, planted peas Maroh
were two inches above ground
(the peas
Mhere came a snow storm, but it did no!
taajure the peas In the least.
The school teachers will be paid Wednesday.
The Fraternity club was entertainer'
by Judge W. L. Putnam last evening
read

paper.
judge
Probably all of the fire companies in
^Portland will eventually be equipped
with the aluminum helmets. The fire
themselves,
have to buy these
men
{Several of the companies have already
Voted to purohas» the helmets and the
Brackett street hook and ladder company

end the

a

has just received them.
The Cumberland County tax for the
coming year should have read in yester-

The scow Perry made a trip yesterda;
afternoon to Fort Gorges and
brough ;
load of balloon tor
away a large boat
■

lake

1

ELECTION

at 8.15 p.

OF MUNICIPAL
CERS.

OFFI-

municipal

noon

__

_

be
Mr. Cyrus King, Bridge street, an aged
and much respected citizen of Westbrook
Lou Duncan Barney o
It
was Mrs.
died at his home yesterday morning. Mr.
Rockland who most
acceptably lille< I
He leaves a
was 88 years of age.
(
in
of
the position
plac. King
soprano Sunday
afternoon at
Funeral
widow.
Thursday
of Miss Twigg, who is ill, and not Mrs
two o’clook. Burial at Gorham.
Barnaby as printed.
The degree team of S. D. Warren CounHon. J. H. Drummond, Jr., has beei
O. U. A. M., will go to South Portcil,
the
illness
house
his
confined to
pas
by
land this evening to assist at the instituweek.
tion of a new counoil at that place.
Manager Hanaford of the High Schoo j
A special meeting of the Parliamentary
football team has been confined to th (
Law club was held last evening at 7.30
f
sinoe
tb
ever
rheumatism
house with
with Mrs. H. L. Herriman, 15 Churoh
minstrel show.
street.
Judge L. C. Stearns and son of Cari
The Westbrook ohorus recently organbou, are at the Congress square hotel.
ized held a rehearsal last evening in the
,
Father
and
McDonoug)
Bishop Healey
vestry of the church. The ohorus numbers
of the Cathedral, who are now in Europe
■__J __1
ln
return to Portland until afte
will not
manifested in the work.
Easter.
DUCK POND.
Mr. W. B. H. Pettengill, a subordi
March has nearly passed and the oldest
Date
employe at the Portland custou
house, and a past commander of Thatche residents of this place cannot remember
Post, ill, G. A. R., was stricken on Fri such a beautiful month.
The

remains of

the

late

1

with apoplexy.
considei-ed critical.

day

His

condition i

>

FALMOUTH HOTEL AUCTI ONf

purchasing carpets at the auc
tlon now
going on will please notif;
Foster’s Dye House, 13 Preble street, ti ,
Persons

to be beaten. They wil
for them
steam them without extra charge. The;
also cleanse lace curtains in a superio:

call

manner.

EMERSON STREET SCHOOL HOUSE

1
■

—

Miss Grace Lord of Portland, is
guest of Miss Addle Sawyer.

the

School commenoes today.
Mr. Frank Mann has moved his family
into the Barbour house.

SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
The
school

regular monthly
committee

was

meeting of the
held yestterday

afternoon. Absent, the Mayor.
In the absence of the
Mayor Mr,
Brownscn was elected chairman pro tern.
Warren superinOn motion of Hr.
tendent Lord was instructed to cast the

The members of the city ocuncil com
mittee on public buildings, accompaniet
vote of the board for Mr. E. A. Gray as
by other city officials, were at the nev census taker of the schools for the year,
Emerson school bouse yesterday afternooi 1 the salary to be $600, and Mr. Gray was
The committei 1 elected.
making an inspection.
has refused to accept the recent proposal! ;
Bills to the amount of $10,271.92 were
for the plumbing at the Emerson schoo
and will advertise

toy

new

No alum,

no

m

bids.

adulteration.

Baking P®wder,
wherever introduced.
A favorite

SHIP AND

Patriok J

Wallace, Jr., arrived home yesterday.

powder.

the market

At

repeated.

approved.

On motion of Mr. Wbitohouse a committee was appointed to prepare proper
resolutions on the death of Miss Jacobs of
and Mossrs. Whitethe Butler school,
were
house, Peabody and McGowan
chosen said committee.
Board then adjourned.

WASHINGTON

COUNCIL

28.—Schooner
N. S., March
Bee arrived at Digby yesterday bringing
intelligence that when ten miles off Digby light she fell in with a large schooner
bottom up. The captain of the Bee got on
there
to vessel’s bottom and remained
two hours endeavoring to ascertain her
sent
Warina
was
name, but failed.
Tug
out from Digby and managed to get a
A start
hawser fastened to the derelict.
was made but the line broke. This raised
on
those
the bow of the vessel enabling
She proved to
the tug to see her name.
be the schooner Gladys of St.John, which
passed through Digby Gut on Wednesday,
the 16th inst. loaded with piling lrom
Sam Mill Creek bound to New York, in
command of Captain Slocumb and carryIt is surmised
ing a crew of six men.
that the Gladys capsized in a
squall.
crew unentire
and
his
Slocumb
Captain
The schooner’s boat
doubtedly perished.
is missing and this fact, is the only hope
of the crew being picked up by a passing
Other tugs have gone out to envessel.
deavor to get the Gladys into Digby. The
cargo is insured.

Halifax,

New York, March 88.—Anton Seidl. the
famous musical director, died at 10.16
of poisoning,
He died
this evening.
probably from eating fish.

All members of this Council who own
parade caps, are requested to wear them
at the institution of the new Council at
South Portland this evening. Bo on hand
“The Dar will start at
at seven o’clock.
7.15 o’clock.

sick headache, bad
H n ^
in the mouth, coated
<£%
H
M
in
the
Sb
stomach,
tongue, gas
distress and indigestion. Do
25 cents.
not weaken, but have tonic effect.
The only Fills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

With Housecleaning Comes

rlioltn
Jgg^-Kid

I

City Dye
Cai»,et

Special
SaIe-

3

jg

3

|
3

Italian, 53c per bar.
Lavino’s Turkish, 42c a bar.
Spanish Castile, 85c a bar.

March 28.—Fourth class
have been appointed as follows for Maine:
Buok Mills, Mrs. M. W.

Washington,

CarrabastetJ L. G. Kack-

a-AHIS

X

March 31st.

fe

©
t
g,

J.

Opening Day

China

new

bric-a-brac baskets, small
si lver plated
furniture,
ware, etc., will be

ready

in

the rejuvenated Basement.
The basement has been
rehabilitated

completely
since
made

it

saw

you

last,
and

lighter, brighter

more convenient for you
More room,
and for us.

too, and a better arrangement for the display of
the very excellent stock
of wantable

that’s

goods

here.

Among the new things
just out of the cases and
quite ready for the first
inspection, are cups and
saucers,

and

sugar

teapots,
late pots, salad

choco-

dishes,

vases,

creams,

bon-bon

with and

and

room

teakwood

tables

stands, “Utopia” porcelain, German brown ware
and (cooking dishes) cut
glass,

etc.

Plenty of

new

whips,

rows,

marbles,

everything
child's heart
You

are

vited to

make

DINNER SETS.

inthe

basement in its

see

new

garb.

MOORE

CO.

HAY & SON,
Middle St.

S E M l-P O RC ELAIN
Dinner Sets, fine English make,
full gold decorated,
112 pieces for
$11.19
Stone China Commode Sets.
10
12

Original styles

$1.89
piece Sets,
piece Sets, with slop-jar

shown

$2.49

by

CHILD’S

Buying

DRAWERS.
12AC

2 to 10 years,

-3u

sZTTloc*'* at...

j, HAMILTON, Manager.

$50

$40

FillBMOIltll,
.'ortlantl,
Portland Jr., (Juvenile)

$35
$30

Jobbers of Bicycles. Bicycle Sundries

General Sporting

Goods.

193 MIDDLE STREET.
-dtl
jnarss

"

^

are

the Cloak

Wednesday of

invited.

We

are

PATTERNS.

sole

agents

in

Port-

land for the sale of these

stylish

trimmings

appreciated by

are

’being

ladies of taste.

do direct of the importers and in large quantiour trimmings at prices
much under what
usually sold for,

to offer
are

and Garnitures of every
and
Chiffon Trimmings—Black Applique—Black Mohair Gimp
—White and Gold and White aud Silver Applique-Black
Silk Gimps—Colored Applique—Cut Jet Passementries—
Braid Trimming of all kinds, and, in fact, everything that is required, if stylish and desirable will be found at our trimming departJet

quality

5UC

“NEW IDEA”

and latest ideas in dress

which will be

most

Patterns.

Ornaments

Trimmings,

and

description—Black

Spangled Bands—Steel

„

ment,
There
are none

bet ter

COLORED DRESS GOODS.

any

Illuminated Whip-Cords—
own special leader.
Shown
in a beautiful line of colorings—
an exceedingly popular fabric
for
83c yard
stylish costumes,

price.

1330—Ladies' Jacket Wrap.
Sizes 32, 31, SB, 33. 40, 42.

i’ll ft

npTff

g^j,

j Q

More than a thousand

Our

Three

A 1 1

,r

Specials
styles

Cheviot

in

wide-.

sirable suitings, all in late

in

them are:

Ladles’ Waists. ioo styles.
Ladies’ Shirt Waists, 28 styles.
Misses’ Waists. 30 styles.
Misses’ Shirt Waists. 20 styles.
Ladies’ Dressing Sacques’ 8

finish

ings—excellent
right for spring and
for whole

styles.

inches

50

Checks,

A choice line of these de-

suits

or

misses’

for

75c yard

45
inches
undoubted
of
A fabric
wide.
merit, especially adapted for nobby

Wool

Dress Goods.

Just

summer wear

dresses,

Fine

color-

and

Poplins,

street costumes,

as

well

as

for

separate skirts, all colors.
$1-00 yard

ments.

Forest €ity,

*

as we

us

good trimmings

Child’s Night Gowns, 3 to 10
years,

styles

us.

ties, enables

Price for any

Highest quality. Solid guarantee.
$50 and $75
Remington,

ig

ATTRACTIVE
DRESS TRIMMINGS.

Ladies’ Wrappers. 20 styles.
Ladies’ Skirts, 12 styles.
Ladies’ Sleeves, 48 styles.
Ladies’ Night ltobes, 6 styles.
Ladles’ Drawers, 4 styles.
Ladies’ Corset Covers. 3 styles.
Children’s Dresses. 60 styles.
Children’s Aprons. 12 styles.
Hoys’ Kilt Suits, 4 styles,
Boys’ Dresses, 4 styles.
Boys’ Suits, 12 styles.
Bathing Suits for Men. Women
ana Children.
Every kind of Infants’ Gar-

We have sold wheels for years and are
still selling the same lines.
WHY! Because they are reliable.

®

$6.39

Among

| T, 8. DAVIS ARMS GO.

-Wsrt/uO'Otro |

All

all.

Beiiabis: Wheels!

jjj

546 Congress Street

occurs on

this week.

Patterns are here.

&

Tan

*

|
I

A.

Department

Porce-

at

and

come

and

%

»

Spring Opening in

Our

lain, English make, tinted brown, and
prettily decorated, 112 pieces for

a

glad.
cordially

§

>*.

...Oo,

W. L. DOUGLAS,
BROCKTON, MASS.

Salver, 2 shapes ;”footed j Fruit
Dishes, 8 inch; Pitchers, Celery
Dishes, Oil, or Vinegar bottles,
Butter and Sugar dishes, Water
bottles of blown glass, engraved.
Price for each piece,
10c

go
and about

to

W

Berry
dishes, 8

balls, blocks, horses,
dolls

$

footed Cake

toys for

Carts, bar.

the children.

Brown

Enamel,

Willow Calf,

|I ^l0gUC

gongs,

and

$

inches cross,
different shapes;

hall

dining
chafing dishes, teakettles,

French

«

jg

Brown Vici Kid

and

made on our Montello Last, as shown
in cut, with a plain toe. This style makes
a very comfortable spring and summer
shoe. The leather wears like iron and
is very soft and easy to the feet. Fastcolor hooks and eyelets, oak leather
bottoms. These shoes compare favorably with other makes costing from
$4 to $6. We make different styles
Tan Vici Kid, Patent Calf, Calf,

$

CLASS-WARE
AT IOC.

|

are

Jj*v

bowls,

trays, jardiniers,
without
pedestals,

Black Vici Kid

*

f.

Jn

S

Basement
Sale. The enthuiastic
Sale
last
week
of
and
ClassCrockery
continues
ware,
through this weeek.

$
$
$

\P

a\

Lap-over

k

&

®
®

ware,

glassware, Japanese lacquer ware, fancy pottery,

and

H. H.

are the largest manufacturers and retailers of
Men's Fine Shoes in the world. We sell direct to
the wearer through our 55 Stores at one profit,
AH extra profits which others hove to charge we
five our customers the benefit in the extra quality
of our shoes.
-O

,»

fWe

$

Pattern,

We

|Oc

proposals will be received until twelve o’clock
noon, Saturday, April second, for all the material and labor necessary in completing the
plumbing of the Emerson school in this city.
Plans and specifications may be seen at the
office of Frederick A. Tompson. Architect,
122 1-2 Exchange street.
Tile Committee on Public Buildings reserve
the right to reject anv or all bids, it tbeylindit
is for The interest oi the City so to do.;

best

quality Cambric Skirt Lining free,

bought

of

at Chandler’s

Mu»l« Store, *31
tivatres* ilttfW

with

us.

EASTMAN BROS, i BANCROFT.

C. H. 11ANDALL, Mayor.

H. E. MILLS
Piano Tuner,
Order slat*

give

every wool dress

J. R. LIBBY CO.

nuir2bdtd

|

as it should be.
It has paid us to make the best shoes
the prices would permit, and we
feel confident that if yon see our
shoes you will be pleased,
and if you buy them you will
^
%
wear no other. ^

|di

of

|

Lavino’s 10c size, 5o.
Lavino’s 5c size, 2 for 5c.
Mottled Castile, for stable use,
53c a bar.
offer positively
closes
This

those who wear
our shoes are mutual,

$

the

morning
spring stock

|
s

|

at 0ur

*

10

Conti’s

Bought

|

1898.

Cleansed Every Day.

Sunday.

postmasters

PORTLAND. March 29.

opp. Preble House.

CASTILE

VWUI

I

t,eans,ns

3

3
body of Scott Jewett, who was
the mouth of Crooked river, 3

MAINE POSTMASTERS.

lefie.

Gloves

1 SOAP.

drowned at

Harriman;

Forest

5

Shoes

®

*

fta I,

£

interests
of

AUR

A
pjjgg
fli

^
IIU ft

*

*

^ and that

f

f
it-

A

J. R. LIBBY CO.

at

oe&©&iws>e©«>»»»aooiOS*WMii8c

q

recovered

Easter

Grand

Stsamin? Aii»fll»ment to our carpet
beating machine is the only one in the city and
moth
egg3 or disease
effectually destroys
germs.

rnCTrmP

-*•

~+-*nc¥

A\

Tlie

House and

$

p

*

2J

OWEN.

WE INVITE INSPECTION.

|

f*.

MANUFACTURERS’ SYNDICATE.

BEATING-

CARPET

Hand-Sewed Process.

irvv>TTv»vTYTinnnf'*

<ft

“About this time look out for housecleauing.”
—Josh Hillings’ Almanac.

THE BODY FOUND.

was

Eg |

™

$

Tuesday night,

HgJ?

taste

«

jp
p

ages 5 to 15 years, cut

and made on honor
and worth double or more
at any of the high price
stores. Our bargain price

13

||
p
&

their customers; last

matchless values in
Men’s, Boys’ and Children’s
V1T WI
Clothing, that’s
** **
we shall sell
100
Children’s
Suits
today

Cure

At a meeting of the YoungJMen’s Heof
these
brew association the election
officers took place:
President—Isaac Rosenborg.
Vico President—H. Cohen.
Recording Secretary—J. Davis.
Financial Secretary—E. Waterman.
Treasurer—S. Miller.

gjjThe

I

|f

j.f

Saturday’s business shows the
people know genuine from
spurious BARGAINS.
No one can duplicate our

carts,

Hoods

|

Always Is the lead.
Always oa top for the interest
of

j|

|

SYNDICATE.

DEATH OE ANTON SEIDL.

So. 13 Preble St.,

3.

THE HEBREW ASSOCIATION.

on

lived up to the sentiment
expressed in
their mass meeting of Saturday night.
Less than two hundred operatives went
in to work. The others went over to Biddeford and held a jollification in Marble

■

Baking

07 years

of
reduction
turn to work under the
wages, but they did not improve it. The
familiar sound of the York bell enticed
from their bed* most of the 1600 operatives early this morning, but only a small
percentage of them passed Inside the open
The others remained outside and
gates.

inspector. The bond of Clinton S. Eastman as city treasurer for $25,000 was aphall.
The bond of City Marshal Dudproved.

NO.

of tartar

m.

officers were then called
Dr. J. L.
to order by Mayor Ramond.
Horr was elected a member of the board
of health for three years. Chief Engineer
John Byrne was unanimously eleoted fire
The

GEORGE

cream

over on

the same performance was
Quite a number of the strikers
ley H. Swan was approved as were the hooted at the employes who passed in
4-.r* ha cMtitWI +VT PnrtRmOllth 11AV’
bonds of a number of constables.
through the gates, and the demonstration
yard. There is a large amount of ammu
was continued till Mayor Lord,
City
The quarterly meeting of the Cumberat
the ol< [
nition of this nature stored
of special
Marshal Burns and a squad
C.
fort. Beside the torpedoes were numerou: : land County association of the Y. P.
interfered. After the stroke of
Universalist policemen
the
boxes of explosives, chemicals and fuse i U., connected with
went
the one o’clock boll the strikers
The scov
to be used in loading them.
churches was held on Sunday evening.
to Marble hall where for four hours
again
discharged her cargo at the B. & M The
meeting was of a social and devotionwharf, where it was loaded into freigh
they listened to speeches and voted not to
cars and will he sent to Portsmouth a ; al nature and was presided over by the
go back to work.
of
once.
Nelson
F.
T.
Rev.
Deering.
president,
About four o’clock Agent
Page sent
The societies from Portland and Deering
PERSONAL.
word to the overseers to send out the few
The
were well represented.
transporation
employes who were at work, the number
agent of one of the western traffic lines
Judge George F. Gould, U. S. Mar
being so small It was unwise to attempt;
was present and made a statement relashal Hutson B. Sanders, and Mr. Harr;
to run the mills. The speed was shut off,
to Chicago in
tive to the proposed trip
P. King were Portland visitors at th< !
belts and weights unhung, and the gates
meeting of the
July to attend the
locked.
Capital this week.
Agent Page says the mills will
National Y. P. C. U. The next meeting
not be reopened till the strikers vote to go
Judge Gould of this city has beer
of the Union will be the annual one for
spending a few days in New York, Wash the election of officers and will probably back to work.
ingtou and at Old Point Comfort, Va.
held in Portland.
CKEW LOST.

“Pure and Sure.”

A pure

barber shop
Wood fords,'was

Supreme
H. Spinney, a motorman on the
pointments of committees: Finance, Gray,
M.
Haskell,
Pomerleau, Quimby; aooounts,
North Deering line, is enjoying a brier
sidewalks vacation in Bath. Mr. Henry Casey is
Warren, Burgess; highways,
and bridges, Pomerleau, Lamb, Ames; substituting in his absence.
public grounds and buildings, Bailey,
OPEN ONLY FOR A DAY.
Watson, Lawrence; fire department, Watson, Burgess, Bailey; rules and orders,
of Strikers
street York Mills Start But Majority
Warren;
McAubrey,
Quimby,
Decline to Eeturn to AVork,
and
drains
Lamb;
Ames,
Burg9ss,
lights,
sewers, Warren, Bailey, London; health,
iargCIAJ. TO THE FBESS.J
McAubrey, Watson, Quimby; police, LonSaco, March 28.—For the first time in
don, Watson, Haskell; laying out new
nrnnlrn Fhn rfni Fore* rtf flto VrAflr
11 !□
streets. Lamb. Warren, Pomerleau, Lonto
rean
Haskell,
were
today given
opportunity
don, McAubrey; licenses, Ames,
DiailUBj

THE MANUFACTURERS'

Mayo's

room at

late oouncll were referred to the respective
was drawn as a
S, Bates
Clarendon
committees.
for the April term of the
traverse juror
President Gray made the following apJudicial court yesterday.

Quimby.
Adjourned

service.
The Peaks Island steamer Island Belle
is being fitted out with a complete nev r

decoration fund.
The mistion services at the Catholii
cathedral and St. Dominies this weel

tipped

County V. E'. c. I’, Meeting.

LJ fl >Y TO LI UD

seen

room

in Mr.

billiard

rrt

contains a collection of war implements
among them a valuable sword that ha

thedrals,’’—lately

proceeds

J

Woodbury.

Thursday

The

Alonj :

Tug C. A. Dickey towed one of Ben
nett’s pile drivers to Diamond Islam
yesterday to be used In ljuilding the nev

(BRIEF JOTTINGS.

Joany’s advertisement.

Up

Shore.

11

today.

Picked

Interest

The stove
and

Saturday evening and had
it not been for the prompt action of some
The adjourned meeting of the West- of the
bystanders the building would
brook aldermen was heid last evening,
The stove legs rested
have caught tiro.
g Mayor Raymond announced that since on the ends of some upright bricks.
he appointed Dr. J. L. Horr as a mem- One of the bricks became dislodged and
ber of the board of health he hud learned in
consequence the stove, a small one,
that it was not within his jurisdiction to fell over so that the coals were deposited
it is the on the floor. Tho floor was quite badly
make such an appointment.duty of the municipal officers to elect a oharred before the coals could be cooled.
member of the board of health.
annual pariah
The
meeting of All
George H. Knowlton was re-elected Souls’ Universallst church was held last
An order instructing the city evening.
auditor.
offioers were
The following
treasurer to issue bonds to the amount of elected for the ensuing year:
Moderator,
$3,000 to pay notes coming duo during C. B. Varney; clerk, Grenville M. StevApril and May received its first reading.
ens; treasurer and collector, Helen A.
was authorized to Forbes;
The city treasurer
assessors, Waiter F. Goodrich,
borrow money to an amount not exceed
F. E. C. Robbins, George W. Leighton;
music committee, H. F. Goding, Horace
lng $36,000 in anticipation of the taxes.
It was voted to hold the monthly meet- Sampson, Mrs. A. M. Parker. The socieings on the first Monday evening of each ty Is in a flourishing condition under
month at 7.80.
the leadership of their late pastor, Rev.
Matters referred to this council by the F. T. Nelson.
berland

The

New Wants. To Let, For Sale. Lost,
and similar advertisements will be found undei
their appropriate beads on page li.

Highest

charge.
Committees Appointed by Mayor Raymond
—Temporary I.oana Authorized—Cum-

Comery.

Fount

SEW ADVETtTISBUTENTS.

Middle, Cross and Free Streets.

meeting of th
Chestnut street auxiliary of the W. F
M, S., will be held with Mrs. George K
Comery, No. 20 Looust street, this after
uoon at 3 o’clock.
Subject. “Thibet, th<
closed land.’’
Leader, Mrs. Geo. K

Easter Monday Bail.
Portland Theatre.

Tt

PEEKING.

the underground circuit.
The
regular monthly

AMUSEMENTS.

ipg,

WESTBROOK.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

$30,000
day’s issue £90,000 instead of
Portland’s share is $52,930.26.
Fire alarm box number 28, has beei

I

J. K. LIBBY

•

